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MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE—SATURDAY, AUGUST 15, 1959
TENNESSEE
.= ARKANSAS
RACES IN HIGH GEAR; MARMON A HIT
AN EDITORIAL
We are in agreement eith the
Memphis and Slhelby Co nty Lead-
ership Council in the endorsement
of the following men who are
seeking election in the August 20th
balloting:
' Partee Fleming for Mayor
John T. Dwyer for Commission-
er of Public Service
Jimmy Moore for Commissioner
of Finances and Institutions
Ray Churchill for City Judge
William B. Ingram, jr.. for City
Judge
The Tri-State Defender recog-
nizes that Negro voters in Mem-
phis find themselves in some-
thing of a quandry as they face
choices among the candidates.
As we see it, only three things
are for certain.
First, there is no question but
that the election of the volunteer
Ticket is essential in the Negro's
fight to gain his due in this CtY•
Second, Henry Loeb admttedly Isdigoing to do nothing for the Negro
Wif he is chosen Mayor. Unfortunate-
ly, it looks like he is going to




U. S. Employment climbed to a
record 67,594.000 in July, tre la-
bor department reported
Unemployment during t h e
month declined to 3,744,000 per
Sons, a smaller than normal drop
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Con ingsby Dawson Dies
Third, the candidates listed
above must be made aware of the
ifact that Negro voters are going to
back them ONLY IF they, in turn,
back the Negro citizens if they
are elected.
Let's examine these three points
a little more closely. In last
week's edition, we made it clear
that we feel that t h e Volunteer
Ticket will be a spur to the pro-
gress of Memphis. In our opinion.
it is a MUST that you vote for
these candidates:
Russell B. Sugarmon, Jr., for
Commissioner of Public Works
Rev. Ben L. Hooks for Juvenile
Court Judge
Rev. Henry C. Bunton. for Board
Rev, Henry C. Benton for Beard
of Education
Rey. Roy Love for Board of
Education.
As for Henry Loeb, the Negroes
of Memphis need to flock to the
polls to vote AGAINST Loeb. Even
though it appears that Loeb is des.
Lined to become the next Mayor of
Memphis, if an overwhelming
number of Negroes cast their vote
for Partee Fleming, some miracle
may work itself to keep Loeb out
of office
' SANTA MONICA, Calif. -- Con-
Ingsby D1114,8011, 77, a writer and
an aide of the American Relief
COMIllif3j07) headed by Herbert
Hoover after Worle War I, died
Monday.
If this magic is missing, at
least Loeb will know that he has
a potent third of the population
to respect and to dignify if he sits
in the Mayor's chair. If he is noth-
ing else, he mt:4 be a practical
man, and a practical man will
curb his prejudices when he knows
they are going to stunt his own
political growth.
To varying degrees, t h e same
strategy must eeplY to Fleming,
Dwyer, Moore, Churchill and In-
gram. Heavy Negro votes for
these men will etch the handwrit-
ing on the wall. Negro Memphians
have come of age politically and
they intend to use their ballots
as the bp-gaining weapons they
are. If these men are pushed into
office by Negro vc:s, then these
very citizens intend to stand by
and see what compensation they
will receive.
And let this be everlastingly
clear: the only compensation the
Negro wants is fairness, justice
and absolute, unequivocal equality.
He simply wants snd he now de-
mands the right to live and work
and play as any other citizen of
Memphis.
°Build Schools To Keep Bias
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Many
Southern states are engaged in
vast school building programs de-
signed to eliminate the necessity
for obeying the U. S. Supreme
Court's integration decision, a
leading educator said Monday.
Dr. Howard A. Dawson, of
Washington, D. C., director of the
Rural Service of the National Ed-
ucation Association, said that
multi - million dollar programs
Were launched even before the
Supreme Court's 1954 decision to
provide enough modern schools
for Negroes so they would not
need to be admitted to white
schools.
Mrs. Bates To Speak
Mrs. Daisy Bates, president of
the Arkansas branch of the N. A.
Agiv. C. P., will be the guest speak-
WI. at a $10-a-plate banquet to be
held at Club Ebony on Friday
night, Aug. 14, beginning at 8
p. m. It is being sponsored by the
Top Hat and Tails club for the




ages nine to 18 enjoyed one
week of outdoor living at the
Boy Scout camp in T, 0. Full-
er park, and were thrilled with
the experience The camp was
sponsored by the Tennessee So-
ciety for Crippled Children and
Dawson told an interracial sem-
,inar on "the effect of integration
on the school system in the
'South" at Columbia University
Teachers College that about 80
per cent oft the money spent in
the South in recent years on new
public schools has been for the
educatiore of Negroes.
These schools have been built.
he said, in locations in which chil-
dren live. Therefore, many of
them are in the heart of Negro
areas where only Negroes would
go to school, he said.
Among the states Dawson men-
tioned were Georgia, South Caro-
lina, Alabama, North Carolina,




OAK PARK, Ill. — (UPI) —
Steam pouring through an open
radiator outlet killed a sleeping in-
fant Monday.
Police said Elizabeth Dring, 11
months, died when a substitute
janitor started a fire in the apart-
ment furnace with debris. The in-
fant's mother. Carolyn 25, said the
radiator had been removed b u t
was unable to explain how a valve
Adults, funds raised through
the sale of Easter Seals.
Campers and counselors from
left are Mary Ann Todd, Gwen-
dolyn Calhoun, Geraldine
Campbell. Mrs. Annette Wil•
hams and daughter. Diane Wit-
Hams, Sonia Johnson, Margie.
in the steam pipe remained open.
Mrs. Dring said she returned
from doing washing in the base-
ment to find stettei coming from
beneath the door to Elizabeth's
room. Police said the steam had
melted varnish on the furniture
and was beginning to curl wall-
paper in the adjacent dining
room.
et Jordan,Lottle Mae Gill, Fre-
zella Tidus, Mrs. Thelma
Welch, Brenda Hart and Net-
tie Paige. Transportation to
the camp wax on the WDIA
Goodwill bus. (Photo by Rev.
J. A. McDaniel, See Story on
Page 3).
sesse"
LOMA GRADUATES — Earn-
ing certificittes for completion
of the Lite Office Manage-
ment Association recently are
these Universal Life employ-
Employers of a white secretary
who claimed a Negro Pelatnlatli
sent her expensive bottle" . OW'
fume and a monogrammed pan as.
a prelude to a date. said' they
never saw the gifts that were al-
legedly sent the woman by a call-
er who described himself as "tall,
dark and handsome."
, Mrs. Fred Goodman, wife of the
owner of Dura-Finish, told the Tri-
\ State Defender that Mrs. BettyLittle, white secretary who swore
Out a warrant forMarion
1. Biddle Ford, 33, never showed any
one in the office the gifts she
was supposed to have received.
'MISTAKEN IDENTITY'
"If she got the gifts, she must
have received them at her home,"
Mrs. Goodman said.
Mr. Ford, who appealed the $51
fine, said, "It's a case of mistak-
en identity. I had nothing whatso-
ever to do with any calls to the
woman. I did not know either her
name or her address."
The postman said one week be-
fore he was arrested, Mrs. Little
asked him what his name was
when he brought the mail by, but
he thought little or nothing about
it because it is not unusual for
persons on various routes to ask
letter carriers their names.
He said it was not until detect-
ives called at his home early last
week at about two o'clock in the
morning with a warrant that he
ees: From left. Mrs. Mar-
tha H. Strong, D. H. Ross,
Mrs. Ida Page Adams, II. A.
Caldwell and Mrs. Doris E.
Hall. To qualify for certifi•
found someone had made a tom-
plaint against him, and it was not
until the police court hearing the





Memphis police lifted the veil
of mystery last week from the
face of an unknown telephone
caller and found him to be Rich-
ard Stephen Kmiec, 24, a stu•
dent at Memphis State univer-
sity. Kmiec had been making
obscene calls to a 26-year-old
Negro woman. said Inspector W.
P. Huston. Kmiec faced with
12 charges, was reportedly trap-
ped after the woman told police
that he had made three calls
to her, talking obscenely and
making improper proposals. The
woman said Kmies told her he
would be at her house at 12:50
p. ni one night last week in a
white Chevrolet convertible to
pick her up. When he came the
woman signaled to the police,
who were standing by, and they
arrested him.




With the municipal election only one week away, all
candidates have switched their campaigns for the 14
elective offices into high gear.
Invited to speak on the television program, "Meet
Your Candidates," on WMCT Sunday night, Atty. Russell
B. Sugarmon. Jr., erased any  
doubts that he is qualified for the I posit onL
of commissioner of public eave orworks.
Atty. Sugarmon was the last of
speak, and though he offered nthe To Vote Is
five candidates for the office
magic formulas for the job, he
gave evidence that he is not only
OK By Law
informed on the problems facing
cates, they successfully com-
pleted the four exams making
up the Institute's Introduct-
ory course. Course headquar-
ters is in New York.
Mrs. Little, who was dismissed
frm her job on the Friday pre-
ceding Mr. Ford's arrest because
"the firm had too little work for
her," told police that an unidenti-
fied person started calling her
about two months ago, and despite
her protests, continued phoning.
On two occasions, the mysterious
caller sent her expensive bottles
of perfume, and later a mono
grammed pen,
SPOTTED RING
She said the man described him
self as "tall, dark and handsome' I
and said he would come to the
office wearing a "large diamond'
ring." Mrs. Little said Mr. Ford
came to the office on routine mail
delivery with such a ring and
she "recognized" him as the al-
leged mysterious caller.
In City Court, Judge Beverly
Boushe had to ask Mrs. Little if
she was positive of Mr. Ford's'
identity three times before she an-
swered "yes" weakly.
The woman also stated that she
recognized Mr. Ford's voice as the
one she had heard on the phone,
but he said the only time he had
ever talked with her was once a
week when he came by with the
mail and said, "Good morning."
Judge Boushe fined Mr. Ford
$51 for disorderly conduct. He im
mediately appealed the fine, and
the case is slated to be heard
In Circuit Court this Fall.
Handicapped Children
Have 'Wonderful Time'
"We have had a wonderful potatoes, hot corn bread, a drink
time!" and custard ple.
That was about the way all 34 At 6:45 the children were out of
of the youngsters who attended bed and ready for roll call and
the Easter Seal camp for handl- flag raising. Breakfast was at 7.
capped children summed up a and between 9 and 11 they had
wonderful week of listing in the exclusive use of the Fuller Park
out-of-doors at T. 0. Fuller Park. swimming pool. They were shuttl-
Gathering their gear on Satur- ed back and forth from the camp
lay morning, the youngsters head- to the pool by the WDIA Goodwill
ed home to tell their parents and bus.
friends about the first such came LEARNED CRAFTS
all of them had had an opportu- Between 11 a.m., and 3 p.m.,
I lity to attend. they rested and had lunch, and for
LIKED THE CHOW the next two hours participated
Children who attended the camp in games and crafts.
were victims of polio, cardiac, Entertainment of evenings [n-
and cerebral palsy, but during a eluded a play, a movie, square
trip to the park on last Thurs- dance, a talent show and a camp-
day, a reporter from the Tri- fire drama.
state Defender discovered that The children learned to paint,
despite braces and crutches, they how to make nature exhibits, how
were just as eager and swift in to identify leaves of various trees,
getting to the dining hall as any how to'make a campfire, and play-
other children between 'the ages of ed badminton and other interest-
nine and 18 when William Folkes, Ing games,
chief camp counselor, stepped out- EASTER SEAL SALES
side and yelled, "Come and get Footing the bill for the one-week
It?" • camp out was the Memphis Chap-
"It" for lunch on that day turn- ter of the Tennessee Society for
ed out to be ham, greens, boiled Crippled Children and Adults, of
which Paul Ragan is executive di-
rector.
Funds were raised during t h e
Pre-Easter season by teenagers
through the sale of Easter Seals,
Rev. J. A. McDaniel directed the
campaign.
Rev. McDaniel, pastor of Bethel
Presbyterian church, is director of
the program, and Mrs. Alma
Booth, principal of Keel Avenue
School for Crippled Children, was
camp co - ordinator.
VOLUNTEER STAFF
"We had no trouble getting peo
pie to work with us, Mrs. Booth
said, "and we almost had one
counselor per child."
The volunteer staff of 19 con-
sisted of high school students, re-
cent graduates and college stu-
dents home for the summer.
Volunteers included Mrs. An-
nete Williams, 625 • E St. Paul;
Mrs. Elizabeth Ware, 1540 Sunset;
Mrs. Myrtle Fisher, 2676 Supreme;
Mrs. Thelma Welch, 1402 Wood-
ard; Miss Kay Baker, 49 S. Park-
way east; Miss Julienne Briscoe,
Se* CHILDREN, Page 2
the public works departments in
Memphis, but knows about those
in lerger cities throughout t h e, Are you worried because youcountry. 
work during the hours the pollsHis appearance on the program will be open on Thursday, Augustwas hi§toric in that it was the first 20, but you still want to vote?time in the history of Memphis Don't fret. The matter has beenthat voters have seen a Negro. settled, You can have a maxi-matched along side white candi•' mum of three hours off withdates and questioned in such an , pay, if you ask your employer forobjective manner. I it 24 hours in advance.WAS
was the first 
The law states: "Any person
time, too, that entitled to vote in a state, countymany of the white citizens have or municipal election held withinhad an opportunity to hear a Nej the state, or who is entitled togro candidate speak, and through vote in any primary election heldthe magic of television, Atty. Sug• to select candidates for office inarmon was brought into their any state, county or municipalliving rooms. He will speak for election held within the state, shallfour minutes on WREC-TV next on the day of such election or
Sunday at 5 p.m. and the two ap- primary he entitled to absent him-
pearances wit no doubt pay big self or herself, from any service
dividends on Aug. 20. or employment in which he or she
At a meeting of ministers of the is then engaged for a reasonable
Interchurch Movement held Mon- time not to exceed three hours
day morning at Mt. Olive CME necessary to vote, between the
See DEBUT, Page 2
WAITING FOR school bells is
charming Miss Florestine
Walton of Holly Springs, Miss.
Miss Walton is presently in
Memphis working her w a y
through college at Mississip-
pi Industrial. She has been
working here during the Sum•
See VOTE, Page 2
mer month; to help her to-
ward that biology degree she
hopes to gain in another two
years at the Delta college. Sbo
confesses to being a ''home
























































































































Total 1,293 3,440 4,733
LYMCNINGS OF WHITES .-1882 —1956






























'Space Man' To Talk
At Odd Fellows Hall
For 'Saucer' Clubs
PASADENA, Calif. — (UPI)—
Amalgamated Flying Saucer
Clubs of America Tuesday an-
flounced that Prince Neiman.
billed as a man from another
planet, will give a public lec-
lure today. The place: 0 d d
Fellows Hall.
Inlitilintillitile111111111M11111111111111111111111111ilinilliel
gress was told during a series of
hearings before a House Armed
Services subcommittee investigat-
ing the adequacy of transportation
for mobilization demands,
Terming the 220,000-mile r a ii
system "one of America's great-
est national defense assets," an
industry spokesman assured the
nation that it can count on rail-
madmen to deliver "super-human
effort" to keep the trains rolling
in any new emergency.
Daniel P. Loomis, president of
the Association of American Rail-
roads, declared that "though our i
stroyed, as it Ii predicted some
may be, we will recover as no
other carrier can. . .And when
gasoline and rubber supplies di-
ininish and other traffic grinds to
a halt, railroads again will do
their best to take up the slack."
The AAR head warned, how'
ever, that rail capacity has been
hit hard by the rising tide of gov-
ernment • aided competition. He
appealed for drastic public policy
changes to enable railroads to
build up greater strength and ca-





CHICAGO — Hotel and restate.
rent managers of the future get
on the job training each Summer
when the Student Union and Food
Service Building at Indiana unit-
verrity Medical Center is turned
Into a practical workshop f o r
them.
Initiated In 195& the summer
training program has already
combined working experience and
vacation employment for 24 stu-
dents selected from those enrolled
in hotel, restaurant and institu-
tional management courses of col-
leges and universities across the
country.
The value of the training has
been commended by the employ-
ers of the graduates as well as by
the students' instructors at their
colleges and universities.
FOUR EACH YEAR
According to an article in the
current Issue of College and Uni-
versity Business, four trainees are
accepted each year. They spend
12 weeks in rotating through the
major departments of the Student
Union and Food Service Building
which combines food service
housing and recreation for approx-
imately 1200 students in Indiana
university's schools of medicine,
dentistry, nursing, and allied med-
ical sclences, and for their facul-
ties and hospital staffs.
The training covers four princi-
pal areas: the front office, where
the trainees serve as desk clerks
and switchboard operators; t h e
business office for assignments as
cahlers and accountants; the food
department for duties in the main
and banquet kitchens, food prep-
aration areas and the snack bar;
and finally such other areas as
maintenance, housekeeping, a n d
the swimming pool.
An additional part of the train-
ing program conducted by R. A.
Dault, building manager, and a
Michigan State university gradu-
ate, is a series of tours of hotels,
restaurants, and other points of
interest in the Indianapolis area.
In its seventh year, the pro-
gram has trained students from
Ilorida State university, Michigan
State university, University of
Denver. Cornell university, Earl-
ham college, Illinois State Normal
university, Oklahoma State uni-
versity and Pennsylvania State
university.
Vote
(Continued from Page 1)
time of closing of the polls, and
such voter shall not, because of
absenting himself be liable to any
penalty, provided that application
shall have been made for such an
absence at least 24 hours prior to
the day of election or primary
and provided that t h e employer
may specify the hours during
which employee may absent him-
self.''
Persons who go to work three!
hours after the polls open or leave
work three hours before the close,
are not entitled to any time off
from their jobs to vote.
Employers who refuse to allow
workers to go to polls and vote
after such individuals have made
requests 24 hours in advance are
subject to arrest and fines.
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Why Anti-Lynch Law Is Necessary
538 Negroes M
Georgia, Louisiana,
lexas Am'' Top 10
INSTALLMENT III
By L. F. PALMER JR:
In less than 48 hours, Mack C. Parker would have
gone on trial for allegedly raping a white woman. He lay
on his bunk bed in the Pearl River County jail in Popular.
ville, Miss., pondering his fate. It was just a few minutes
past midnight when about 10 masked hoodlums burst into
the cell block, dragged him by
his feet down two flights of stairs
to waiting cars. Into the eerie
darkness of Mississippi sped the
debased and perverted mobsters.
When their dirty Dulness was
over. Parker had become the
538th Negro lynched In the
sovereign state of Mississippi
since 1882. ,
I With this score, Mississippi has
I MACK CHARLES PARKER
more entries in the American
ledger on lynching than any other?
state in the Union.
SHOCKING PROOF
Today, residents of this domain
of Dixie degmatism are display-
lng - stickers which proclaim:
"I'm proud of Mississippi." A few
years ago, they whined: "The
Most Lied about State in the
Union." The lynching record of
Mississippi is nothing to be proud
of and the bodies of 538 black
Americans are shocking proof that
these are figures that do not lie.
The state that brags about its
peaches has been using its trees
for purposes other than growing
this succulent fruit. Second only
to ..Mississippi in the lynch
parade is Georgia with a total
of 491. Texas come with 352
lynchings The fourth ranking
lynch state is Louisiana with
335. Alabama is in lute place,
laying claim to 299.
In order, the following states
complete the listing of the top
ten:
FLORIDA, ARKANSAS, T E N-
NESSEE, SOUTH CAROLINA,
KENTUCKY.
A total of 1,293 non-Negro
Americans were lynched during
the .same period of time. The old
frontier justice is reflected in
this figure with Texas leading
with 141 lynchings and Montana
and Oklahoma, with 82 each, tied
for the number two position. Col-
orado has lynched 66 and is third.
The table accompanying this in-
stallment provides a complete list-
ing of lynchings by states as com-
piled by the Department of Rec-
ords and Research at Tuskegee
Institute.
THE PEAK YEAR
The peak year for the lynching
of Negroes in America was 1891
when 161 victims' names were
etched into the ledger. For the
most part, there was a general
decline in mob murders after that
year though the 1930's show a
somewhat erratic charting. Since
the 18 lynchings of Negroes in
193.5, each year has produced a
crop of less than 10.
During the 1950's, six Negroes
suffered lynchers' justice, half
of these in 1955. 1956, 57 and SS
base blank pages in the ledger
but the hideous assassination of
Mack Parker jolted America
back to the realization that the
lynching spirit was only dor-
mant—not dead.
Eighty per cent of all t is e
lynchings of whites date back
prior to 1900.
Are Negroes lynched mainly be-
cause they have been charged
with Dixie's cardinal sin — the
raping of a white woman?
By no means!
One study of the motivations of
lynching reveals that in only 20
per cent of the cases were t h e
victims accused of rape. Even
when all alleged offenses against
white women were considered—
no matter how trivial—the figure'
was boosted to only 28 per cent.
Research by Tuskegee scholars
gives credence to this. Although
Tuskegee figures for causes of
lynchings include all victims
without a racial breakdown, they
show that only 19 per cent of men ,
lynched bid been charged with
rape. Thirty per cent of all lynch
victims were accused rapists or
had attempted rape.
Almost half of the mob victims,
recorded by Tuskegee were ac-
cused murderers.
The remaining 20 per cent met
their deaths because they h a d,
been charged with felonious as-
sault, robbery and theft and as-
sorted crimes.
A total of 83 Negroes, h o W.
ever, were strung up, burned
at the stake or otherwise lynch-
ed because they were allegedly
guilty of nothing more than "in-
sulting" a white person.
(What is there inside a man or
woman that triggers the urge to
lynch? What kinds of people cons-
rise a lynch mob' These ques-
tions will be answered in Install-
ment IV).
LYNCHINGS OF NEGROES - I882-19515
BIG PAINT SALE
SAVE S2"^ ON GA1'5el
Wallpaper Up to 50% Discount
INSIDE PAINT AND OUTSIDE PAINT
Free City Delivery — Orders Appreciated
NOW IN NEW LOCATION
H. A. Carroll & Co. Paints and Wailianiacr
405 MONROE — Some Phone — JA 3-1626
Herbert Streuls • Since /871 • Walter Ser.ul,





Apple Vinegar Good Debut
Sub For Apple - A-Day
MOBERLY, Mo. — A talk based
on an article, "Why Drink Vine-
gar." which appeared in the
March issue of Pageant magazine,
Is causing bottles of apple vine-
gar to disappear from shelves in
this city.
The talk was given by Charles
B. Fiorita before members of the
Moberly Kiwanis club, and since
that time he hap been deluge.'
with questions about apple cider
vinegar. '
He described it during his talk
as "a simple home remedy, not
cure all."
For the persons who need sleep-
ing pills and headache tables, he
said, "It is better than aspirin
and better than 'lullaby pills' and are very healthful for the human
much better for you." system. Apple cider vinegar, a Ver-
For the overweight ones, he had mont medicine favorite, carries
fair without regard to race if
this message: "If you are a worn- over potassium and many
other
an and wear a size 50 dress you minerals from the original apple, 
elected, and many of the ministersmay soon wear size 42, and if you including phosphorus, clorMe, so-
shook his hand as he headed back
toward his seat.
LISTENED POLITELY
The group listened politely to
Mr. Gaines as he began telling
about his background. S o m •
shook their heads when ne said
he had lived in Arkansas and Mis-
sissippi and there were tremen-
dous boos when he said he was for
separation of the races" in the
public schools and loud "no's"
when he said both white and Ne-
groes wanted segregation.
It was only at the insistence of
Lt. George W. Lee that the can-
didate was permitted to continue
reading his platform. As soon at
Mr. Gaines had finished speaking
Lt. Lee led the group in singing Si
hymn and order was restored.
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — At least President Eisenhower, breaking Later during the program, min-
six school districts have announc- his long silence on segregation, isters volunteered to keep their' said it is 
..morally wrong" to deny church termoinpeisnfosr sapirdaytehratmpeeertsinongs
scheduled expansion of existing
ed desegregation programs for the




rn dw amr sahyt ppetiatah r feast o rfalFlaLwOaRdIDcAla—seDlyeviaelopmmtaemntts wwhere
desegregation plans, . "Southern
School News" has reported.
wear size 20 you may wear size
18."
Mr. Fiorita told sinus and arth-
ritis suffers that apple cider
vinegar may prove a "near cure'
for their ailments.
After reading the Pageant arti-
cle, written by Dr. D. C. Jarvis,
Mr. and Mrs. Fiorita decided to
try the experiment.
dium, magnesium, calcium, sul-
phur, iron, fluorine and silicon.
Whether used in the form of apple
juice, apple cider or apple cider
the same because each is a
soucrces of these minerals."
Vermonters use apple cider vine-
gar as a gardle for sore throats,
drink it with water to alleviate
fatigue and for upset stomachs.
Six Districts Tell
Integration Plans
Plans for desegregation for the
first time have been set for Dade
county, (Miami) Fla.; Craven
county, N.C.; Alluwe, Okla., and
Charlottesville, Va. In addition,
Little Rock's newly constitnted
school board liar said it will re-
desegregate the high schools
there, closed last year to halt the
desegregation inaugurated in 1957.
And in Oklahoma, school authori-
ties disclosed that the Ardmore
district was desegregated quietly
in principle some time ago.
The publication also stated that
39 still-segregated districts in Del-
aware have come under the state-
wide grade-a-year integration
plan formulated by the state
Board of Education and approved
by a federal district court. The
plan is scheduled to go into ef-
fect this fall.
NUMBER MAY REACH 779
Should all 45 districts in the six
states desegregate as planned the
total for the 17-state region (in-
cluding the District of Columbia)
would be 779, "Southern School
News" said. However, it was not
anticipated In Delaware that Ne-
groes will apply at white schools
in all the districts affected by the
new statewide plan.
Extension of current desegrega-
tion plans was announced for Fort
Smith, Ark.; Dover, Del.; Davies&
and Owen counties'. Ky.; Anne
Arundel County, Md.; Oklahome
City, New Model and Chickasha,
Okla.; Nashville, Tenn.; Victoria,
Three months later, they had
removed two inches from theiri
waistlines, and discovered they no;
longer suffered from headaches
and nervous tension.
Mr. Fiorits said he is no longer
bothered with leg cramps.
"We are certain that we feel bet-
ter and that our general health
has improved," he added.
At night tie Fioritas add one
tablespoon of honey and two table-
spoons of apple cider vinegar to
a glass of water and drink it.
Writing in Pagent, Dr. Jarvis
said :"An apple a day keeps the
doctor away is a familiar adage.
Its kernel of truth is that apples
the Orchard Villa elementary
school is scheduled to be desegre-
gated this fall — the first public
school in the state to make the
move.
GEORGIA — The Atlanta Board
of Education appealed a federal
court order to have a desegrega-
tion plan drawl up by Dec. 1.
KENTUCKY — School officials
anticipated a slight expansion in
the state's integration program
entering its third year.
LOUISIANA — A federal judge
directed Orleans Parish to offer a
desegregation plan for New Or-
leans schools by March 1, 1960.
MARYLAND — A survey show-
ed Baltimore's "changing neigh-
borhoods" are being reflected in
the schools with enrollment under-
going drastic racial shifts.
MISSISSIPPI — The state Board
of Trustees of State Institutions
of Higher Learning gave a vote of
confidence to University of Missis-
sippi faculty members accused
of advocating integration.
MISSOURI — The Netional Edu-
cation Association voted down ef-
forts to obtain a strongly-worded
resolution in favor of public school
integration.
NORTH CAROLINA — Craven
County became the fifth school
district to desegregate with a de-
cision to admit Negro pupils to
two elementary schools.
OKLAHOMA — Integration of
two or three more Bellies/3 in Olt-
lahoms City appeared likely this
fall.
Texas; Norfolk and Arlington SOUTH CAROLINA—The fourthCounty, V.
Fall enrollments f1 r the 17
Southern and border states and
anniversary of the U. S. Supreme
Court's 1955 implementing deci-
sion passed without apparent nci-
the District of Columbia were PX.,tics in Clarendon County, which
pected to total some 3,040,100 was involved in the orightel de-
about 33.4 percent Negro.
The publication reported these
other developments:
ALABAMA — Two Alabama
schools —one urban, one rural—
will be converted from public to
private operation this fall to dem-
onstrate, an official said. the feas-
ibility of such a changeover in
the event it becomes necessary la-
ter on on a large scale.
ARKANSAS — The Little Rock
segregation Case and which still
is segregated.
TENNESSEE — Memphis State
university announced it would en.
roll qualified Negroes this fall.
TEXAS — With Dallas a n
Houston involved in desegregation
litigation, the NAACP announced
It plans to start court action to
Integrate schools at Galveston.
VIRGINIA — Gov. J. Lindsay
Almond's anti - massive resistance
school board went ahead with forces appeared to have strength'
plans to reopen the city's high ened their hand as a result of
schools through use of a pupil as-
signment law.
DELAWARE — Dover moved to
join in the statewide gradual de-
segregation plan, although it was
exempt from the federal court-
the July 14 Democratic primary.
WEST VIRGINIA — Five coun-
ties — Raleigh, McDowell, Mingo,
Logan and Mercer — were threat-
ened with court action by the
NAACP which charged them with
approved 12-year plan. failure to comply with desegregs•
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA — tion decisions.
(Continued from Page 1)
Cathedral the group heard all et
the Negro candidates seeking of-
fices — Sugarinon, Love, Bunton.
Hooks and Stanback—along with
John 0, Homer, jr., who is oppos-
ing incumbent Claude A. Armour
for the post of commissioner of
fire and police, and Dixon Gaines,
jr., who is running for Position
No. 2 on the Board of Education,
also sought by Rev. Love.
There was loud applause for
Mr. Homer, who said he was for
closing saloons on Sunday which
compete with churches for attend-
ance. He said he has attempted to.
have Mr. Armour close the "key
clubs" in Memphis, but he said
he has no evidence which would
allow him to do so. Mr. Homer
claims he has the evidence and
will close the spots when elected.
He promised to "treat everyone
Youngsters of college and high
school ages will be passing liters-
ture for the Volunteer candidates
in the Binghampton and Holl y-
wood areas on next Saturday.
Last Saturday, led by Mrs. Sa-
rah Lewis, 40 or more youth pass-
ed out campaign literature on
Beale and Main sts., distributing
it mostly among prospective Ne-
gro voters.
Children
(Continued from Page 1)
753 Boston; Mrs. Loretta Crutch-
Cr, 2408 Perry, and Mrs. Georgia
Walker, 945 Peach,
Also Mrs. Dorothy Thomas, 792
Claybrook; Miss Jewel Deadmon
and June Deadmon, 582 S. Laud-
erdale; Miss Connie Boyd, 1371
Gaither Parkway; Miss Crystal
Strong, 1783 Keltner circle; Mrs.
Lorene Osborne, 2349 Sparks, Miss
Eunice Carruthers, 374 Boyd; Wil-lie Bates, 981-C McDowell; Mos-
es Small, Miss Menthe Turner,
Theodius Harris.
RRIDE•ELECT — The tonically.
lag marriage of Miss Girlie Mae
Jones to Charles Edward Coleman
of Somerville and Fort Campbell.
Ky., was announced this week by
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Georges
F. Jones of Oakland. Teon."A
graduate of Lane college Is Mk-.
son, she is employed at the Oak-
land school. The date for the
wedding Is Sunday, August 23, and
It will be solemnized in Oakland










































































































An Important Series on Memphis
CHURCH WORK
NEXT WEEK THE STORY OF
























































































'I'm In This Race To
Win' --- Rev. H. Bunton
ili
When voters go to polls here on
iursday, Aug. 20, they will find
e name, "Henry C. Bunton,"
listed alphabetically at the top of
the list of candidates seeking Po-
sition No. 3 on the Board of Edu-
eation.
When polls close that evening,
Rev. Bunton, pastor of Mt. Olive
CME cathedral expects to be at
the top of the list as the success-
ful candidate.
The minister, who hat always
said, "I am in the race to win,"
estimates he will have made more
than 100 speeches at rallies on
lawns, in parlors and in church-
es before John Q. Voter has his
say on Aug. 20.
HIS EDUCATION
Also running for the same slot
with Rev. Bunton are the incum-
bent, Mrs. Lawrence Coe, Natalie
K. 'Canada and T. Mason Ezzell.
As a boy in his native Tusca-
loosa County, Ala., Rev. Bunton
was forced to quit school in the
41
11 grade, but his desire for an
cation was strong that at the
e of 22, with a wife and two
children to feed, he started back
to school in the elementary de-
pertinent of Miles college in Bir-
mingham.
To support his family, he work-
ed on the school farm, did odd
jobs in the city and preached at
a church on Sunday with a mem-
bership of seven.
By 1935, the minister had com-
pleted two years in college, and
he was called to preach at a
church in St. Petersburg, Fla.
Three years later he was trans-
ferred to Tallahassee, entered
Florida A&M college and was
graduated with a bachelor of arts
degree m social science with the
class of 1941.
He entered the Army as a chap-
lain in 1943, landed in France on
D Day plus two, and had been
promoted to the rank of major !
when he left the service in 1945.
Since leaving the service he has
done graduate work at the Per-
kins School of Theology at South-
ern Methodist university in Dallas,
Garrett Biblical institute in Chi-
cago, and while pastoring in Den-
ver received a master of arts dfe-
gree from the Riff School of The-
ology affiliated with the Univer-
sity of Denver.
, He came within ig hours oil com-
pleting his residence work for a
doctorate in religious education.
The Methodist minister h a
three children. His two daughters
are Miss Mettle Bunton, a secre-
tary with the Methodist Board of
Education in Chicago, and Mrs.
Marjorie Wilcotz of Cincinnati, a
secretary in a school for delin-
quent children there. They were
graduated four classes behind
their father at Florida A&M.
Henry C. Bunton, jr., is an Air
Force career man stationed at
Lubbock, Texas. He entered Serv-
ice after completing high school.
INTEGRATION HIS AIM
Rev. Bunton has three grand-
children, and last year was mar-
ried to his second wife, the for-
mer Mrs. Alfred& Gibbs Carpen-
ter, a Tuscaloosa businesswoman.
He has been pastor of Mt. Olive ,
CME cathedral for almost six
years.
As a new member of the Board
of Education, his primary goal,
Rev. Bunton says, will be to start
desegregating the schools of Mem-
phis in accordance with th. 1954
, decision of the U. S. Supreme
I Court. ,
Polio Spreading Fast;
Start Your Shots Now!
"Widespread polio virus of a
virulent type is striking with a
high ratio of paralyzed polio pa-
tients. This discrimination by polio
against unvaccinated people is
seemingly inflicting the highest ra-
tio of paralysis on Negro communi-
ties," Charles H. Bynum, chief of
Intergroup Relations for the Na-
tional Foundation, stated before
the Women's Auxiliary to the Na-
al Medical Association meet-!
in national convention at the
raton Cadillac hotel, Detroit,
Mich.. Tuesday, August 11.
He continued: "The American
people financed with March of
Dimes funds the development of
safe and effective vaccine. Yet
more than half the population re-
mains unprotected against paralyt-
ic polio." Bynum said: "The heavy
financial costs of aid to polio pa-
tients stricken in recent years and
continuing to require assistance,
have exhausted the treasuries of
hundreds of National Foundation
(formerly "for Infantile Paralys-
is") chapters across the nation."
"There is increasing evidence
that polio may be following a new
pattern. Unfortunately polio is
crippling Negroes way out of pro-
portion to their ratio to the total
population. This is largely the re-
sult of the extent of lack of pro-
tection provided by polio vaccina-
tion. Every community leader must
help in the effort to increase the
ak of polio vaccine by everyone,
lepcially pre-school children,
teenagers and young adults,"
Bynum reported.
GIVING UP VACATIONS
"This Summer many thousands
of march of Dimes volunteers are
giving up their vacations to raise
funds to provide aid for victim,
of polio. The New March of
Dimes must continue to movide
assistance for nearly 50,01,0 per-
sons paralyzed by polio before
1959 and also begin the support
for crippling caused by birth de-
fects and arthritis," Bynum said.
Attending the National Medical
Association and Women's Auxil-
iary to the NMA, Bynum is be-
ginning a cross country tour to
speak at National Conventions of
Zeta Phi Beta sorority, The Shrin-
er% and Daughters of Isis. He will
also confer with state and local Na-
tional Foundation officials and vol-
unteers, and visit polio epidemics
and suspect areas in Texas, Okla-
homa, Arkansas, Nebraska, Ari-




"Qualities of courage, dedication
and good-will are required of all
participants in the Congress of
Racial Equality's (CORE) Interra-1
clal Action Institute" said A. Phil-
ip Randolph, president of t h e
Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Por-
ters recently.
Randolph went on to say that
"The Miami Action Institute will
be a challenge and an opportunity
to learn action techniques which
can bring about democratic living
terns in every city in our land."ii• 
irticipants in the workshop,
eh will last from Sept. 5 to 20
will engage in action projects to
bring about integration in re-
staurants, schools, and employ-
ment . The workshop members
will aid the Miami CORE group
in several of its action projects.
PARTICIPANTS AIDED
Scholarship assistance will be
available for those unable to pay
the $100 fee for the hi day per-
iod. However, travel expenses
must be undertaken by partici-
pants themselves. Those inter-
ested in applying to the Miami
workshop should write immediate-
ly to the CORE office: 38 Park
Row, New York 38, NI Y. CORE
is a national organization of affil-
iated local groups working. to






















Faith Temple Church of God in
Christ observed Woman's Day Sun-
day, August 3, 1959. Mrs. Jennie
B. Vance, wife of Rev. W. S.
Vance, sr., spoke for the occasion.
Mrs. Vance used as her subject,
"What is your Desire?" All who
heard her said she was at her very
best. Mrs. Vance is very active in
reliMous and civic affairs of Hum-
boldt and Brownsville.
She "i-s Mrs. Lucy
P. Lee, St. James Baptist church.
Music was furnished by toe Ladies
chorus of St. James. Mrs. Z. M.
Landers served as mistress of
ceremony. Elder Ware is pastor.,
Lane Chapel C. M. E. church!
worshipped at Morning Star Bap-,
tist Sunday afternoon at 3 p. m.
Rev. 51. H. lumen spoke from
the subject "I am the way, the
truth and the light." Music was
furnished by the senior, gospel and
youth choirs of Lane Chapel.
CLUBS MEET
The Thursday Sewing Club's gar-
den party was held Friday even-!
jog, July 31, on the lawn of Miss
Enid Sims An enjoyable evening
was spent. The guests enjoyed a
variety of games. Prizes were won
by Mrs. M H. Bemett and Mrs.
Maine Davis.
Mrs. Elnora Dennis, Gary. Ind.
recei,e(: , Itect e
included MesdamesN. F. Wil-
liams, Cottrell Thomas, Mettle Da-
vis, Rebecca Newhouse, Bernice
Bobbitt, Dorothy Booth, Elnora
Dennis, Gary, Ind., Birdie L. Wil-
liams, Jennie B. Vance, 011ie E.
Farmer. Rev. N 14. Surnntt,
Mr. and Mrs. D. H. Tueele, Mr.
and Mrs. C. C. Moody, jr., and
Mr. and Mrs. Henry H. Croom,
Sr.
The Progressive Men's club held
its bi-monthly meeting Wednesday
night at Rawls and Baskervill Fu-
neral home. The president. Dor•
rington Reid presided over the
business.
The Gloxinia Art and Garden
club held its regular meeting in
the beautiful home of Mrs. Erma
Wynne in Dyer, Term., Tuesday,
night.
Beautiful arrangements of Sum-
met flowers were seen throughout
the house. After the business the
hostesses served home-maeo
cream and cake. Mrs. Alberta
Jamison was co-hostess.
A newly organized, club is "The
Van -teens Music club.- The pur-
pose of the club is to develop a
better appreciation of music. It
meets twice a month.
The officers are Marshall Rid-
this, vice president; Erlene Ja-
cocks. secretary; Dorothy Gentry
assistant secretary; Albert Brown
Icy, Pres., Birdie Faye Ma-
treas.; Mack Lacey, pianist; 1
and Betty Ferguson, reporter.
Mrs. Carolyn Garrett i- advisor.
Crolyn Garrett s advisor.
VISITING HERE AND THERE
Mrs. Bertha Jane Montaeue of!
Detroit is visiting her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Jake Williams. Mrs. Ja-
nice Bonds Williams and daughters
Erma Teresa and Sheila of Paris,
BIRTIIDAY PARTY WAS giv-
en Monday, August 3, for Ken-
neth Tyrone Ilarris at his resi-
dence, 488 Buntyn st., by his
mother, Mrs. Mary Harris.
The children shown in t h e
picture from left to right are,
FRONT ROW: Sandra Boyd,
Darell Davis, and Y amine
Ragsdale. SECOND ROW: Fe-
licia Harris, Beverly Davis
and Debra Boyd. THIRD
ROW: Roy Gray, Jack Hurd,
Allen Jackson, Kenneth Ty-
rone, the honoree: Cedric
Mitchell and Toney Williams.
FOURTH ROW: Quintin Rags-
dale, Clayborn Steoard, Larry
Johisson, David Whithepood,
Sylvester Gray and Isaac
Marlin, FIFTH ROW: Luns-
ford Johnson, it,, Bobby Ray
Buffer, Frank Joyner, Loneret
Williams and James Edward
Hayes.
Living Is Killing Me
By L. F. PALMER, JR.
If you think times haven't
changed, you ought to get hook-
ed up with a modern picnic. You
know, one of those club sponsored
affairs which draws a thousand or
so lovers of the great outdoors.
When you and I were kids, a
picnic' meant a whole lot to eat,
lots of games, a dip in the old
swimming tole and rows upon
rows of families stretched out on
blankets with baskets of eats.
It ain't like that no more.
A picnic these days is really an
interesting affair. There's still lots
to eat .end even drink but what
the folks are, drinking now-a-days
Is so swift, you've got to have
something to chase it.
There's lots of games, too. But
they don't have the slightest re- .
semblance to volley-hall or potato! -
races or snatch the handkerchief '
Now they play a sort of game





Like I said, it was loads of fun
' and nothing like the picnics of
yesteryear.
But, for the kiddies, I guess it
was pretty much the same. They
romped and raced. They played
You might find a few people dip-
ping in the pool but the center of
attraction at the modern picnic
is the bathing beauty contest. And
if you live in the sante town I
used to live in, you see the same
"beauties" at every picnic a n d
somehow different gals come out
on top at each showing.
There are quite a few family
groups at today's picnic trying to
make like the old days. 13 ut
even then it's kind of hard be-
cause there's either a portable ra-
dio around blaring the ball game
or somebody's got a portable rec-
ord player jumping with the latest
jive. There's little friendly conver-
sation — old style.
1 f{ charge out of time
fashion show that was the feature
of a picnic I attended not long
ago. What made it so funny was
the fact that all the models were
men. But they were modeling
women's clothes.
Now, don't get me wrong, these
guys were real, honest-to-goodness
fellows. All of them were family
men or sought - after bachelors.
for fun. And more fun, I've never
had.
You can imagine a six-footer
with a stomach aided by years of
beer-drinking — you can imagine
him modeling the latest in play
togs for women. Or try to picture
a Mr. Five-By-Five decked out in
what was supposed to pass for a
Bikini.
Some "models" had on striking
evening wear. Others wore sports
attire and one brave lad even
showed what the best dressed
brides are wearing today.
Tenn., are visiting Mrs. Williams'
parents Mr. and Mrs L G
Bonds.
Mr. and Mrs. Claudie Dennis and
daughter Joan of Gary, Ind., are
spending their vacation in the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Theodore
lae,y
Booth. While they are guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Dennis and
other relatives.
Mrs. Addie McKinney f Addie
Bryson) and granddaughter Mar-
garet House of Muncie. Ind., are
visiting Mrs. McKinney's parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Bryson.
Mrs. Birdie Hoyle of Hender-
son, Tenn., sister of George Coop-
er and his cousin, Mrs. Geor-
gie Benson of Milwaukee, Wis.,
are house guests of Mr. and Mrs.
George Cooper.
Mrs. Addie Mae Rawls is va-
cationing in Mansfield, Ohio.
DARK EYES
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grass. They stuffed themselves
and when they were tuckered out,
they strectched out for a quick
nap.
It was only the "grown-ups"
who geve the modern touches to
the picnic. But, after all, we ain't, community should give him seri-
kiddies any more. sus consideration."
Matthew Thornton, sr. "Mayor"
of Beale Street says Lewis Talia-
ferro is the man for the Public
Service post.
"I have been around this town
a good long time and have seen a
lot of people politicians and other-
wise, pass by in my time. I have
always taken an Interest in poli-
tics, partcularly where it has af-
fected our community. In recent
weeks I have come to know Lewis
Taliaferro, and on the basis of
this association it is a pleasure
for me to recommend him to the
voters.
"He has shown a great deal of
interest, and I ion convinced that
it is sincere Interest, in improving
Beale Street, something that I
have been very interested In for a
long time. Because of its rich tra-
dition and its world fame, as a
result of my good friend, the late
W. C. llandy's song, I think Beale
Street should be fixed up so that
it could take its rightful place
among Memphis landmarks.
"My recommendation for Mr.
Taliaferro goes further than this. I
feel that if he is elected to our
city commission he would do his
best to approach the many prob-
lems facing our community with
fairness and without prejudice
and would always attempt to fol-
low the course which is morally
with ballons and beach balls and right in the case of any individual.
they turned somersaults on the no matter what his race, color or
creed. If we have men that think
like this on our city commission,
the many specific problems fac-
ing us are bound to be more eas-
ily solved. I am going to vote for
him, and I think everyone in our
-ar CARL:or r4 srdwART
MUSING: "Matrimony . . . As! Dear Mother:
a great part of the uneasiness of I am sorry, 
but your first duty
f is being 
a good wife, Perhaps if
matrrom mere trif-imony arises 
ilea, t would
young married man to enter into
on agreement with his wife, that
in all disputes of this kind the
party who is most convinced he
is right should always surrender
the victory. But which means both
would be more forward to give up
the cause." Fielding,
Dear Carlotta:
I hope you can help me and
everyone thinks I am an abnormal
your daughter did not have you
to lean on, she would make more
demands on her husband ... and
he would face up.
Dear Carlotta:
I am 24 and married to a wom-
an 46.: We have been married 3
years, and I am almost crazy.
I fell in love with a wonderful
girl my own age where I work
She knows I sin married but does
not know how old my wife is, I
am ashamed to tell her. I am al
! mother. My daughter married a me•ied up and I can't think of
man without character and with- anything but getting rid of my
out honor. He even refused to take wife and marrying this girl. We
her to the hospital when she had have three kids besides the two
she had when I married her.heIr 
knew she had married a no- Please help me. Messed Up,
body and the bum could not be Dear Messed Up:
depended upon, so I refused to I don't know how crazy you are,
move with my husband to anoth- but I can tell you this: you are
er city when he had a chance of very much married! Try to re-
,' member this. Also try to remem•a Nboewtteervejroybo.ne
is down on me.. bet what you saw in your wife,
I because I tried to be a good when you married her. You didn't
mother. Who is wrong? Mother, take her "on approval." 
[RI STATE DEFENDER
Sat., August 15, 1959
The Star-tone combo under the
direction of yours truly, Tommy
Parker, has completed some of the
various engagements for the Sum-
mer season. We are now planning
to start our recording session for
the Fail.
The Wonder high school football
team has begun their annual Fall
season training. Coach Hank De-
laney stated that the team will be
much better this year. The Coach
said with a little cooperation every.
thing will go along fine.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Fitzgerald
of 309 N. 8th at., had as their
guests recently for two weeks their
daughter, Mrs. Dollester Steaven
son and their grandchildren from
Chicago. The children are Ann
Steavenson and Elice Mae Steaven-
son. Miss Ann Steavenson is a
senior at Dunbar high in t h e
Windy City.
Crittenden county boys and
girls took a goodly share of the
honors distributed during the an-
nual State 4-H club week recent-
ly held at Pine Bluff, Ark,
William Porter of Marion re-
ceived the top rating in the state
in the farm tool identification con-
test and Mattie Helen Ward of
WMA Members
Tour Overseas
Dr. Leroy Dabbs. prominent
St. Louis physician, left the city
July 29 by plane for New York!
where he joined fellow members 
of the World Medical Associa-
tion on an overseas tour. Lon-
don was the first stop on the
group's itinerary which includes
Paris, Vienna, Kiev, Leningradi
Moscow and Prague.
The World Medical Association
was formed by the United Na-
tions in 1946 to bring together
physicians of all races and re-
ligions in an effort to promote
better understanding within the
profession.
Dr. Dabbs' first trip with the
organization in 1955 took him to
Haiti, Jamaica and Cuba; the
second in 1956, to western Eu-
rope, and the third around the
world, touching many points of
ing the tour this year, Dr. Dabbs
was the only one from the St.
Louis area.
The widely traveled physician
has been serving the St. Louis
community for 41 years, having
come here after graduating and
interning at Meharry Medical
College in Nashville. Born in
Meridian, Miss., he received his
early education a n d college
training in that state before tak-
ing up the study of medicine. Ile
has done post graduate work at
Children's Hospital in Chicago
and New York City. For over six
years he was Clinical Director
of Tuskagee Institute; is a life
member of the Graduate Medical
Association and a member of the
World Diplomatic Organization of
Physicians.
3
Crawfordsville took a similar hon.
or in sewing.
Getting "A" ratings in the eons.
tests were Frank Kelly and Harry
Valentine of Crawfordsville in le-
gume identification; Theo Dobbins
Marion, land judging; Stella Har-
ris, Hulbert, in bread-making; Shir-
ley Reddick, West Memphis, in
home management and Mary J.
Mack, West Memphis in dress-
making.
Hauling in a "B" rating was
Cleveland Vaughns, jr , of Earle
in the tractor-driving contest. Ruth
Vaughns of Earle participated in
the talent program and Betty Dan-
cy, also of Earle was the assist-
ant state secretary for this year.
Other Crittendens who were
among the more than 500 club
members attending included Rich-
ard Harris, Pearlie Mae Walls
and LeMan Brown, members of
the Wonder high school club; John
Redden, of the Mack club, Hul-
bert; Margaree Parker, Dorothy
Sprattlin and National Washington,
members of the Phelix high school
club of Marion; and Mamie John-
son, Verbie Johnson, Charles Riv-
ers and Joe Black, members of
the McNeil club of Crawfordsville,
Wiley Graduates 26
At August 16 Service
Twenty-six seniors will receive'
their degrees at the annual sum-
mer baccalaureate • commence- 1
ment of Wiley college on Sunday,
August 16, at 4 p.m., in historic
Adniel Adams Brainard Chapel.
President T. W. Cole will make
the presentations.
The commencement speaker
will be Reverend Clarence Ploch,
pastor of the Ottawa Street Meth-
odist church, Joliet, III.; secretary
of the Rock River Conference and
chairman of the Quadrennial Com-
mission on Higher Education.
The listed candidates for !de-
grees will be: Bachelor of Arts,
Odin Brackens, jr., Margaret Ev-
ans, Rosa Farris, Gloria Jeffer-
son, Manuel Ivey, Annette Mitch




Fred Long, football coach of Wi-
ley college, who was injured along
with three other persons in a
head-on car crash last Tuesday
evening at 11:45 on the Glade-
water Highway 14 miles northeast
of Tyler, Tex., is still confined to
the Medical Cetter of Tyler. Hos-
pital authorities have announced
that Lone has a fractured right
arm, a dislocated hip, and possi-
ble internal injuries. At the time
of the accident he was returning
to Marshall from a visit with his
sister in Tyler. Mrs. F,. B. Long,
registrar of Texas college.
Passengers in Long's car were
Mrs. Hettle L. Bradford, assist-
ant summer session registrar of
Wiley college;; and Mrs. Ruth
Shelton, public school teacher of
Dallas. Both were hospitalized.
Mrs. Bradford has a fractured left
arm and head injuries. Mrs. Shel-
ton has face and head lacerations,
a fractured shoulder and ankle.
The driver of the other car,
Amos Ellsworth Wade of Athens,
received face lacerations and pos-
sible fractures of right arm and
ankle. All victims were treated at
the Medical Center.
THIS IS IT!
Your Key to Success and Happiness
Henderson Business College, Inc.
"Where Dreams Come True"
Accredited by the Accrediting Commission
for Business Schools
Approved for GI Training --- Free Employment Service
Fall Term Begins September 8, 1959
Registration: September 4
Courses: Typewriting, Stenographic,
Executive Secretarial and Higher Accounting
Day and Night Classes
530 Linden Avenue Memphis 5, Tenn,
•
Rodgers, Lorenzo Williams, Erma
Robinson. Bettye Seamster, Pink-
ie Sehadell, Connie Smith, Clarice
Thomas, Iler Webster, Faye Whit-
aker, Laura Williams, Ira Roberts.
Bachelor of Science: Robert
Bradshaw, Leah Campers, Her-
man Ellison, James Johnson, Ne-
adum Loud, Bobbie Smith, and
Roosevelt Smith,
Senior Week scheduled three
events: a chapel musical featur-
ing Lorenzo Williams, trumpeter;
and Laura Veasey Williams, pian-
ist; annual Class Night and the
traditional reception given by
President and Mrs. T. W. Cole,
Covington, Tenn.
ISA CLUB ACTIVITIES
The season's events of the ISA
club were highlighted with a
"Charm Tea." The active ladies
under the leadership of their pres-
ident, Mrs. L. M. Haley, present-
ed their guests with an impressive
charm program. Participants were
Miss Anna C. Long, Mrs. Rubye
Heaston, Mrs, Eva White and
Mrs. Priscilla Cochran. Guest priz-
es were won by Mrs. Bonds and
Mrs. Eula Lewers; the silver by
Mr. Thomas Bethel.
Mr. Roland Porter of Memphis
and Mrs. Ferguson were our spec-
ial guests. The effort was to en-
hance of worthy projects.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Lola Rowland, Memphis rep-
resentative of the Carnation and
Sealtest milk companies. The lawn
provided the background for the
table settings with blooming and
fresh cut flowers, highlighted with
music.
Mrs. Willis Mitchell, one of our
member, is convalescing from an
injury received early in June.
The club observed "shut-in" at
Canaan Baptist church Sunday
morning after services. They serv-
ed their guests a delicious dinner
In the church dining room.
The members are: Mrs. Leath*
M, Haley, president, Mrs. La-
verne Edwards, Mrs. Pearl Ma-
son, Mrs. Rubye Barlow, Mrs. Al.
line Price, Mrs. Willie Mitchell,
Mrs. Marion Quin, Mrs. Gussie
Garland, Mrs. Ruth Davis, Mrs.
Katie Porter, Mrs. Christine Tay-
lor, Mrs. Katie Craig, Mrs. Earla
Hampton, Mrs. Kathleen Beeks,






Friday, August 14, at 8 p.m.
at CLUB EBONY
500 Beale Avenue
BUY YOUR TICKET TODAY
$10.00 a plate
Support Your Volunteer Ticket
SUGARMON, HOOKS, BUNION & LOVE!
Volunteer Headquarters, 390 Beale - JA. 5-2676
4 TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sat., August 15, 1959
Revival proved to be a success? The guest speaker was Samuel
at St. John Baptist church With B. Hollis, assistant to the mayor
some 14 converts. Rev. Paige of of the city. Rev. H. L. Starks, the
Jackson, Tenn., was the speaker pastor, gave the culminating coin-
of the week. Rev. N. B. Hardy ments. He introduced the special
Ii pester. guests Mrs. Horace Kelly, director
The Church of God in Christ is of the Girls' club of Memphis,
now in their revival. Elder Chand- Inc., Mrs. Ila Huff, former direc.
ler is pastor. for of the Girls' club and one as-
Mr, Tom Vann, an elderly citi- sisted in organizing the Lelia 0.
zen of Crockett County is still On Walker club, and Dr. W. L. Pow-
the sick list. We hope he will soon ell, presiding elder of North
be able to attend church as he Memphis.
desires to do. The program committee for this
Mrs. Pearl Taylor is scheduled occasion consisted of Mrs. Elenor
to leave for Madison County hoe- SaM, Mrs. Alma Starks, Mrs.
pital next Wednesday to undergo Ernesting Rivers, Mrs. Lucille
surgery. Hansborough and Mrs. T. H. Wat-
Mrs. Lillie Dunnican is doing kins. Maceo Walker, Rev. J. F.
nicely after her operation. Kelley, L. H. Boyce, Joe N. For-
Mr. Charlie Lee Edward is do- his, Lee Henry Brooks were on
ing well after undergoing surgery the finance committee.
in Memphis.
COLLINS CHAPEL CME
The Memphis District of the
Christian Youth Fellowship Coun-
cil met at the Collins Chapel CME
church this past Saturday. Rev.
D. S. Cunningham was host pas-
tor.
One of the highlighting features
of the meet was election of offi-
cers. They are Miss Pearlie Owen
of Trinity, president; Will
Griffin of Collins Chapel, Coving-
ton, Tenn.; Miss Ann Hines of Col-
lins Chapel, secretary; Robert
Honeysuckle of Rock of Ages.
treasurer and Walter Winfrey of
Tipton, district director. Alice Banks is finance chairman
Services Sunday and the follow- and Mrs. Claudie Wilson is dec-
ing Sunday will be regular.
CLAYBORN TEMPLE
' A historic and happy time was
the initial open house of The Le-
lia 0. Walker's Girls club. Sun-
day, at the Clayborn Temple
church. The occasion marked the
first of its kind in this area.
The Club named for the late
civic minded Mrs. Lelia 0. Walk-
er will strive to make better
homemakers of girls. It aims.
also, to teach high standards of
cultural living.
Considerable space in the sanc-
tuary has been set aside for use
by the girls. Through donations,
many of the rooms that will be
used as training centers for the
girls have been furnished. The
lounge and director's office a r e
completely furnished. Partly furn-
ished are the Child care clinic,
television room and snack bar.
Participants on the stimulating
program, Sunday, were Rev. J.
The *theme of the program was
"Girls Club An Investment In
Character."
Mrs. E. Rivers is executive di-
rector of the Girls club.
PROGRESSIVE BAPTIST
PLANNING MEET — Sixteen
distinguished officials of t h e
CME church met here at Mt.
Olive CME cathedral recently
to plan various phases of the
Cultivation Conference of the
CME church to be held in
Cleveland from Aug. 19-2t.
Seated from left are Prof. F.
T. Jeans, department of fi-
nance, Jackson; Dr. J. L. Tol-
bert, general secretary of
Attention a5 the Progressive /otes SaturdayBaptist church is focused on the
Woman's Day on Sunday, Aug. 23.
Mrs. H. Culpepper and Mrs.
0. C. Collins will be the speak- II mg ampton
ers. The Youth Committee for t e
Mrs. Georgia Patterson is chair- Volunteer Ticket — Sugarmon,
man and Mrs. Emma Parker is Hooks, Bunton and Love — will
co-chairman. Mrs. May Lon Mat- tour the Binghampton and Holly-
thew is program chairman, Mrs. wood areas Saturday, Aug. 14,
where they will distribute cam-
paign literature. They will c a n-
vass the It'iighampton area Satur-
day morning, and move through
thp Hollywood area Saturday aft-
ernoon, -
They conducted another rally
Wednesday of this week, under
the direction of Mrs. Sara Lee
Lewis, at Mt. Olive CME church.
Linden and Lauderdale.
The youngsters have played an
important role in the current drive
for the Volunteer candidates. On
election day, Aug. 20, they will
be more than 100 strong and will
organize a gaily decorated motor-
cade which will move through
various sections of the city.
Last Saturday, the yung people
distributed literature on Beale Ave
and Main Sts. On the previous
Saturday, they were active in the
Orange Mound and New Chicago
areas.
J. Kelley, Miss Vivian Ann Epps. Me Sims, B. W. Sims, jr., and Relations OkayEvangelist H. Littlejohn, r s. Mrs. Valois Sims Perry. . .pre-
Alma Starks, Rev. W. L. Powell.
Rev. D. S. Cunningham, Id r S. In honor of the father, the late
Carolyn Thornton, Mrs. E. NI. I B. W. Sims. The Simses have
'Tillman, Miss Dorothy Lockhard been affiliated with the sanctuary
and Miss Delores Burton. since 1922.
TIIE PULPIT SPEAKS stk genie
"And many left to walk with Him
no more."
To my way of thinking one of
all walks of life who have made
eerily todae is wrapped up in the
fact that so many people are non-
committed. There are entirely too
many people today who are not
Identified with anything. Men in
all walks f life who have made
noble and lasting contributions
have always identified themselves
with something worthwhile. Yet in
this world there are many people
who won't allow themselves to be
committed to anything. This is
tragic.
We live in a day when people
must choose sides. This is no day
of indecision. We cannot allow
Ourselves to be brought up in an
iflusin that we eon live without
cessful — he must identify him-
self with those who want to be
successful. To the man who wants
to be stalwart — he must identify
himself with the stalwart. This is
EAGER STUDENTS — A rec•
ord crowd of e9 children at-
tended the Vacation Bible
school held from July 27 thru
lingust 7 at the Mississippi
Blvd., Seventh Day Adventist
church, and here they pose
with teachers, the pastor and
the superintendent of the Sib-
Memphis; Dr. C. L Coleman,
secretary of Christian Educa-
tion; and Rev. Dewitt Alcorn,
First Episcopal public re-
lations director, Memphi s.
Standing same order are Dr.
U. Z. McKinnon, dean of Phil-
lips School of Theology, Jack-
son ;Rev. R. E. Honeysuckle,
pastor of Rock of Ages CME
church, Memphis; Dr. M. L.
their laws in this rwea.
The Congress survey also re-
veals that the work of the 1959
state legislatures "brings to an
impressive total the number of
state anti-discrimination laws in
effect today." Sixteen states, it
notes, now have fair employment
laws enforceable by an adminis-
trative agency using the method
of conciliation, backed by the pow-
er to issue administrative orders
enforceable in the courts. Four
states have laws broadly prohibi-
ting discrimination in education,
enforced by administrative agen-
cies, while a number of others
have prohibited discrimination
that area. Twenty • five states
have prohibited discriminaton
n a substantial portion of the gen-
eral housing market. There others
have prohibited discrimination in
virtually all public and publicly
assisted housing, and a number of
states have more limited statutes
in this area.
Darnell, Miles Chapel CME
church, Little Rock; Rev, J.
M. Hill, presiding elder of
Jackson • Oakland district;
Rev. C. W. Allen, presiding
elder of the Memphis district;
Rev. H. C. Bunton, pastor of
Mt. Olive CME cathedral;
Rev. David S. Cunningham,
and Rev,' William Smith,
episcopal director of Christian
education, Memphis.
Members of the Dixie Homes
Bible class held their first meet-
ing for the month of August in
the home of Mrs, Violet Royster
of 906 Speed St., on last Wednes-
day night, Aug. 5.
The class will meet on Wednes-
day night, Aug. 12, in the home
of Dr. Warren Waters of 590
Vance Ave.
On t h e following Wednesday
night, Aug. 19, the meeting will
be held at the home of Mrs. Eliza-
beth W. Barnett of 1743 Eldridge
ave., and the final meeting will
convene on Aug. 26 in the home
of Mrs. Samella Scott of 1826 Ed-
mondson ave.
The public is invited to be pres-
Two natives of Illinois ha y e
ser4d as vice presidents of the
United States. One was Adlai
Stevenson under President Grov-
er Cleveland and the other was
Charles G. Dawes under Presi-
dent Calvin Coolidge.
ing Americans and Eskimo young
people will enroll in college this
fall, their paths smoothed finan-
cialy by schoarship grants from
the Board of Home Missions of
the Congregational Christian
Churches.
The grants, totalling 940,000 are
part of the aid to minority groups
for purposes of education given
annually by the higher educa-
tion and American Missionary
Association division of the Board
of Home Missions.
The recpients are SS American
Indians, 14 Spanish -speaking
Americans and tw Eskimos who
come from 26 states and the Dis-
trict of Columbia. Their grants
range from $1,000 to $200 and will
be used during the 1959-60 school
year.
LARGEST OF ITS KIND A
Rev. Dr. Wesley Hotchkiss. New
York, general secretary of the
Board of Home Missions' higher
education and American Mission-
ary Association Division, said this
projeja represents the largest sin-
gle scholarship program for Indi-
ans of any private church agency
In the country.
It was set up six years ago, as
i 10 year program, he said. It
became apparent that the need
among Spanish Americans. both
of Mexican and Puerto Rican an-
A national Cultivation Con-
ference of CME churches will be
held in Cleveland Aug. 19-21, and
a delegation of 3,000 is exected
to be present.
According to Rev. Dewitt T. Al-
corn, public relations director for
the First Episcopal distric t,
about 300 persons from the Mem-
phis area are making plans to
attend the Ohio meeting.
At the same time that the Cul-
Tivation meeting is being held, a
Connectional Missionary council
will be held for the women of the
church.
ITS PURPOSE
According to Rev. Alcorn, the
Cultivation Conference Is being
held in keeping with a resolution
passed in 1958 during a Gel)
Conference season in Detroit.
Its purpose is to acquaint
familiarize the members and the
general public with the activity,
achievement and goals of the vari-
ous departments of the church and
to coordinate the work of the de-
partments so as to eliminate du-
plication and waste of money and
energy.
Speaking at the conference will
be bishops, general officers a n it
distinguished ministers of the
CME church.
Each department of the church
will demonstrate its work during
th emeeting through photographs,




NEW YORK — Eighty - four cestry, was also great and
American Indians, Spanish-speak-I groups were included. A few
mos also are being aided.
"These groups are the two most
deprived groups in the United
States," declared the Rev. Galen
Weaver ,New York, secretary for
racial and cultural relations for
the Board of Home Missions. "In
variably young people of these
backgrounds need financial help
in order to go to college."
He said the AMA program was
predicated on a 10-year plan be-
cause the committee behind it de-
cided It would take that long to
develop a "significant number" of
trained leaders. Mr. Weaver ex-
plained that since the scholarship
students currently are being grad-
uated at the rate of 10 to 15 a
year, at the end of 10 years the
total number probably will be be-
tween 150 and 200.
The grants, which average IP
are designed to supplement t h e
students' resources and can be
used for any legitimate purpose
connected with the cost of getting
an education. he said. Students
choose their own colleges.
Dr. Louise Pearce Dies
NEW YORK — Dr. Louise
Pearce, 74, former president of the
Women's Medical College of Phila-
delphia, died Sunday in New York
Hospital,
YOU MAY BE THE LUCKY
ONE THIS THURSDAY! • .re
GET YOUR BIG STAR CAR
KEY! IT'S FREE!
,Talie The Key To HOEHN Chevrolet,
367 Union. If Key Fits,
Brand New 1959 Chevy Is YOURS!
* ONE CAR WILL BE GIVEN 4,
AWAY EACH WEEK UNTIL ^
A Total Of Four CHEVYS Have Been Won.
Remember There Is Nothing To
Buy, No Cost, No Obligations 1r
oration chairman.
Rev. 0. C. Collns Is the minis-
ter.
PILGRIM BAPTIST
The congregation of Pilgrim
Baptist church observed Young
People's Day, recently. Foremost
on the program was a panel dis-
cussion. Its topic was "Causes
and Remedies of Juvenile Delin-
quency."
The personable moderator was
Miss Irma Freeman. Jeff Brown,
jr., Mrs. Ernestine Peoples, Willie
Crawford and Mrs. Thelma Flet-
cher were panelists.
Rev. W. H. Brewster is the min-
ister.
MARTIN TEMPLE CME
Dr. N. S. Currie was the prin-
cipal speaker when Martin Tem-
ple celebrated its Men's day. He
spoke during the morning a n d
evening services.
Following the evening program.
the Sims Family. . .Mrs. Gerald- Says U.S.-Arab
something that must happen, there
being identified with something.;
To the man who wants to be suc-
are no short-cuts to this.
In far too many instances today
people are identifying themselves
basically because they want some-
thing from themselves. These
people who followed Jesus follow-
ed only because they were hun-
gry. Many of us today are like
these people — following just for
what we can get out of it for
ourselves. No thought is ever giv-
en to our contributions to those
cming behind us. We think only
in terms of those of our immed-
iate gains. This is the trend of I
today. This is to a large extent'
the trend of historical thinking.
There is something about man
that makes him always think in
terms of himself. There must be
something that will happen that
will enable us to identify ourselves
with things that are bigger and far
more containing than ourselves
that will make for a better world
bath School following program
elven at the church last Thurs
day night. Mrs. Elizabeth
Martin was director of t h e
school, and assisting her
were Mrs. Lois Pointer, Mrs.
Lillian Tompkins, Mrs. Mar-
tha Graham, Mrs. Cora Reid,
sented a baptismal to the church ALEXANDRIA — (UPI) —
President Gamal Abdel Nasser
told a group of Arab emigrants
from America Monday that rela-
tions between the United Arab
Republic and the United States
had "now returned to normal" be-
cause the U.A.R. was not aligned
with the Communist camp.
"It is not our policy to bear
enmity to America or any other
country," he told the reception.
"Our benefit lies in friendship with
all.
evangelism, Memphis; Dr. G.
H. Carter, publishing depart-
ment, Jackson; Bishop B. Ju-
lian Smith, presiding CME
bishop of Tennessee and Ar-
kansas, Chicago; Dr. M. L.
Breeding, secretary of King-
dom Building, Cleveland; Dr.
J. B. Boyd, department of su-
perannuated (retired) minis-
ters widows and or
A survey by the American Jew-
ish Congress of the civil rights
laws enacted in the past year by
various states in this country pre-
sents striking evidence that t h e
American people are determined
to wipe out racial and religious
discriminaton from American life.
The study, conducted by the
American Jewish Congress and ti-
tled Summary of 1958 and 1950
State Anti-Discrimination Laws,
discloses that 24 laws dealing
with racial and religious discrimi-
nation were passed by 14 states,'
durng 1959. "Both in number and
content," the study notes, "the
civil rights laws enacted by the
states this year exceeded the prod-
uct of any year in the past dec-
ade."
The Congress study summarizes
the principal legislative advances
of 1959 as follows:
(I) California and Ohio adopt-
ed enforceable fair employment
laws. This brought to 16 the
number of states having such
legislation.
12) The first state laws
against discrImination in t h e
general housing market were
adopted. Heretofore, all state
laws on housing were confined
to accommodations receiv-
ing some form of governmental
assistance. Thie year, Colorado,
Connecticut, Massachusetts and
Oregon adopted broad fair hous-
ing legislation, thereby follow-
ing the path recently marked by
New York City and Pittsburgh. I
(3) Maine became the 24th
state to enact an enforceable
law prohibiting discrimination ,
in places of public accommoda-
tion. A number of other states
improved the effectiveness of
In many instances our lodges,
our fraternities, sororities, schools
and churches are just things that
are used for self-agrandizement.
We want to glorify ourselves at
all cost. Our teaching, our preach-
ing, our membership here or there
are no matters of helping some-
one else or making the world bet-
ter but only for personal gains.
Once these are achieved — we
walk no more.
' The basic thing behind all living
today is the matter of identifying
ourselves with that whch enables
us to make our noblest contrbu-
lions. As quietly as it is kept our
individual lives will be measured
only by the concrete contributions
we make. Nothing else will mat-
ter. We must so design our lives
that we will walk a little higher
than selfishness creed and t h e
like. Somewhere down the line
we must be motivated by the
higher things of life that we might
be a little higher ourselves.
These men who walked with Je-
sus no doubt had heard that one
day He was going to feed them.
Their sole concern was eating.
They could not come to grips with
. the teachings of Jesus because
Mre, Geraldine Taylor, Miss
t.ana Taylor. Miss Cloria Us-
vi.,, Mrs. Bernice Strong
Washington, Miss Voncelle Bo-
age and Maurice Tompkins.
Materials for art work were
supplied by Mrs. Emma Ram-
p. and as a special treat.
they were thinking about dinner
time. There are many of us today
who cannot do a good job be-
cause our only concern is pay day
and the like. Day after day. we
foil opportunities to do good be-
cause we are too bent on making
a pay day. On many occasions
we fail to encourage or to redi-
rect lives because we can't forget
pay day Somewhere down the line
we must forget our petty goals
and become a part of a larger
goal ourselves and then we will
be in a position to help others.
Life is more than the petty
things with which many of us have
identified it. Life Is a matter of
living out of the overflow of one's
ams and goals. Life is a matter
of enabling the lost to find them-
selves. It is a matter of giving
sight to the blind. It is a matter
of developing for some a sense
of value heretofore unrealized.
When one can arrive at this point
he has identified himself with that
greater and grander thing f o r
which he was designed. It is at
this point and only at this point
[ that we can justify our existence.
(Let us rise up to the occasion
of the day!
Mrs. James I,. Rowland of the
Carnation Milk company %cry-
ed the youngsters frappe and
cookies. McCann I, Reid is
superintendent of the Sabbath
school, and Elder Charles R.




























































IN HANDCUFFS and sun- .of a policeman, 
arrives in San
glasses, 19-year-old Alex Ro- Francisco from Salt
 Lake
billard of Redwood City, City, Utah. He's accom
panied
Calif., wanted in the slaying
4t,-,
by San Mateo County Sheriff
Earl Whitmore. UPI Telepho-
to
Governors Propose Fallout Protection
SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico, — (UPI) — A five
-governor commit-
tee proposed to the iovernors conferen
ce Tuesday a combined
federal, state and local effort to provide civilian
 protection against
radioactive fallout as "a major contribution to 
peace:"
The committee was headed by New York's Gov. 
Nelson A.
Rockefeller, but its recommendations did not go as 
far as a
New York state advisory committee which recently 
proposed to
him that fallout shelters be compulsory for all New 
York state
residents.
Climate Shifts In U. S.-Soviet Relations
MOSCOW — (UPI) — The climate of Soviet-American 
relations
Improved sharply and suddenly with the announcement that Presi-
dent Eisenhower and Premier Nikita Khrushchev will exc
hange
visits.
The mutual agreement, reached during Vice President Richard
M. Nixon's tour of eastern Europe, cffectivaly con sum m at e d
Khrushchev's often-expressed desire for a face-to-face meeting with
Eisenhower.
Former 'Miss USA' Weds Contractor
SHREVEPORT, La. — (UPI) — Eurlyne Howell, 20, former
'Miss USA," was married Saturday to Los Angeles centractor Paul
Michael Lacava, 26.
The Bossier City, La.. beauty relinquished her title of Miss USA
two weeks ago. She is scheduled to be in Hollywood by Aug. 16 to
finish work on a 26-show television series called "Bourbon Street
Beat."
The couple left after the formal wedding at St. Johns Catholic
church for a brief honeymoon in Mexico City.
Fear Missing Boy Kidnapped By Pervert
SOUTH ROXANA, lii. — (UPI) — Police feared Tuesday a
missing 11-year-old boy may have been kidnapped by a sexual
pervert.
Sheriff George Musso and deputies began searching for a man
seen with "a couple of kids" in nearby Wood River, Ill., three
weeks ago.
Deputies were also investigating a report the missing boy,
Paul Dean White, was seen getting into a car.
Experts Temper Elation Over Visits
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — State Department experts on Russia
warned against expecting too much from the forthcoming exchange
of visits between President Eisenhower and Soviet Premier Nikita
Khrushchev.
They said the talks between the two leaders might well improve
the climate for later negotiations. But they said it would be dan-
gerous to expect any sudden or dramatic solutions of the prob-
lems dividing East and West.
There was some concern that the world in general, and West-
ern Europe in particular, might he counting on the unprecedented
exchange to bring a miraculous end to the cold war.
Sends 'Peace' Message To Nixon
LONDON — (UPI) — Soviet Premier Nikita S. Khrushchev told
Vice President Richard M. Nixon in a message r ;eased Saturday
that he "shares the hope" top-level Soviet-American meetings will
help bring better relations between the two countries.
The message, distributed by the Soviet Tess News Agency, ex-
pressed "best wishes" from Khrushchev and his wife to Nixon and
Mrs. Nixon "and to the persons who accompanied you" on the vice
president's nine-day Russian tour.
Ile thanked Nixon for his message of gratitude for the hospi-
tality shown by the Soviets.
:Chapman Plans To.Seek Post Again
SPRINGFIELD — (UPI) — Lt. Gov. John W. Chapman said
he plans to run for re-election next year and expects Gov. Stratton
• will do the same.
Chapman also said he thinks it likely that both he and Stratton
will face opposition in the Republican primary in April.
' In an interview with API, Chapman, acting now as governor
while Stratton is away at the National Governors Conference, also
made these points:
He would not he especially interested in an opportunity to run
against Defnocrat Paul Douglas for the U. S. Senate next year, al-
though Si believes Douglas is vulnerable.
A CROWD of ) citing, sign.
waving teen-agers Monday
gathered in front of Raney
High school in Little Rock,
Ark., to listen to a Bible wav-
ing 15-year-old Johnny Es-
kew ask the group not to in-
tegrate I,ittle Rock's four
higb schools open Wednesday
on an integrated basis. UPI
Telephoto
Rockefeller To Wed Despite Confab
SOGNE, Norway — (UPI) — Steven Rockefeller and Anne Marie
Rasmussen announced Tueaday that they will be married here on
Aug. 22 despite a teachers convention which threatened to leave
no rooms in local hotels for the Rockefeller family or other
wedding guests .
The Ameriean "prince" and his onetime kitchen maid "Cinderel-
la" made the announcement at a brief, informal news conference
in road outside the Rasmussen home.
Space Stations May Man TV, Radio
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Radio Corp. of America 
engineers said
Saturday three or four idestical manned space 
stations may some
day bring live television and radio to all of the world's
 major cities
simultaneously.
Such stations, the engineers said, could be shaped like 
dough-
nuts and each would be manned by about a dozen electroni
c spe-
cialists.
The doughnut-shaped space stations would be placed In orbit 
at
about 22,000 miles above the equator and would travel at the 
same
speed as the earth's rotation. Thus they would be at the same point
above the earth's surface at all times.
Crews might live aboard the space stations for a designated
period of time and travel to and from the earth by means of per-
sonnel space vehicles, RCA said.
Winds Injure 3 Bivouacking Guardsmen
CAMP RIPLEY, Minn. — (UPI) — Winds up to 70 miles per
hour ripped through a division of bivouacking Kansas and Missouri
National Guardsmen Monday night, tearing tents, upsetting artil-
lery pieces and injuring at least three guardsmen.
Involved were members of the 35th Division and principally
the 137th Infantry Regiment.
A division public information officer said at least 60 guardsmen
suffered cuts and bruises in the storm and three were taken to
nearby San Gabriel Hospital, Little Falls, Minn.
FBI Proving 6 Possible Perjury Cases
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Justice Department officials said
Tuesday the FBI still is investigating only six of 42 cases sub-
mitted by the Senate Rackets Committee for possible perjury prose-
cution.
The six cases involve 17 individuals.
Most of the other cases, many involving Teamster Union of-
ficials, were dropped on the grounds that there was not enough
evidence to get a conviction. There have been no convictions
among the 42 cases.
Havana Lawyer Raps Land Reform
MILWAUKEE — (UPI) — A prominent Havana lawyer said
Tuesday Cuba's agrarian reform program has been "too harsh"
in payments to owners on confiscated lands.
Guillermo A. Belt Jr., son of a former Cuban ambassador to
the U. S., was h.re to confer with B. Ardis Frame, Waukesha at-
torney and investor who owns about 1,700 acres of land in Matan-
zas, the heart of Cuba.
The Cuban agrarian reform program allows no one to own more
than 999 acres of land unless special permission is granted. Belt
said Frame has a "very special situation."
Illinois Crop Prospect Brighter
SPRINGFIELD — (UPI) — Recent rains have reduce
d the Il-
linois drought threat and crop prospects have s
hown improvement
except in certain southern sectors, according to the 
State-Federal
Crop Reporting Service.
The report Issued Tuesday said corn in the southeast
 and soy-
beans in the southwest portions of the state did not s
how the gen-
eral improvement noted elsewhere in the state.
Rains shrank what once was the drought area south and e
ast
of the Illinois River and the service said the "driest area
" now
extends from Danville and Urbana southwest to St. Louis and 
also
southeast from St. Louis toward Mount Vern on and Harrisburg.
Probers Call World War ll Ace
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — A World War II fighter ace and a
former Army secretary were among witnesses called by House
investigators today to testify on hiring of retired military brass by
defense contractors.
The two were Thomas G. Lanlhier Jr., who shot down and
killed Adm. Isoroku Yamamoto, commander-in-chief of the Impe-
rial Japanese Navy, in 1943 and Frank Pace Jr., who was Army
secretary under President Truman.
Hoover Hails Communism Study Idea
NEW YORK — (UPI) — FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover Mon-
day hailed a proposal by Richard Cardinal Cushing, archbishop
of Boston, that students be taught about communism in high
schools and colleges.
"If the principle, aims and tactics of this atheistic evil were
properly and intelligently taught in our schools," Hoover said,
"we would be doing much to combat this evil.- But he emphasized
that great care should be exercised in selecting the instructors.
WITH A JAUNTY WAVE, plc entered an 8 by 10 ft., following
reporter Ross Parry and his radioactive fallout shelter This is 
the first test of its
wife, Kay, say goodbye to near Toronto, Canada, under kind in Canada. UP
I Telepha
the world for 168 hours. Cou- conditions simulating those to
an atomic attack.
Khrushchev May Address United Nations
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Soviet Premier Nikita S Khrush-
chev probably will address the United Nations General Assembly
when he visits this country next month but there is little chance
he will address Congress.
These and other details of the historic 13-day visit, which
begins Sept. 12, were learned Tuesday.
New York City World's Fair Planned
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Plans were disclosed Sunday for a,
500-million-dollar New York City World's Fair in 1964. Plans for
the fair, which would be the biggest ever held, were announced by
Mayor Robert F. Wagner who said he had given the project his
"wholehearted endorsement."
Say Too Much Sugar May Cause Ulcers
YORK, England — (UPI) — Too much sugar may be more of
a factor than the stress and strain of business life in causing ulcers,
a group of doctors said Monday. A survey, conducted among 2,600
ulcer sufferers showed more ulcers among townspeople than among
country folk. Researchers said there might be some connection in
the fact that town dwellers eat more sugar than country residents.
1,000 Dead Or Missing In Formosa Flood
TAIPEI — (UPI) — Police said Monday that more than 1,
000
persons were dead or missing in Formosa's worst floods in record-
ed history. There were fears the death toll would rise further.
Latest reports listed 498 known dead, 541 missing and 563 in-
jured. An unconfirmed report said one U. S. Army officer was miss-
ing in central Formosa.
Castro To Defend Revolution Conduct
HAVANA — (UPI) — Premier Fidel Castro, beset by new
threats to his regime at home, will go to the Organization of Ameri-
can States foreign ministers conference and personally defend his
conduct of the Cuban revolution, his associates said Monday.
The bearded Castro returned to the capital late Sunday. In-
formed sources said he had been directing a counter-attack that
smashed an air-sea invasion of the Isle of Pines over the weekend.
At the same time the government was reported to have put down
an interior uprising by arresting 1,000 soldiers.
Mother Of 6 Slays Husband In Tiff
CHAMPAIGN, Ill. — (UPI) — A mother of six children killed
her husband during a family argument Sunday, police reported.
Police said Mrs. Phyllis James, 36, of rural Homer. admitted
the shotgun killing of her husband, James, 36, the owner of an
auto repair shop.
Mrs. James told Coroner Donald Wikoff she shot her husband
because he threatened her and one of their children with bodily
harm. "It was the only thing I could do to protect my child and
myself," she said.
Hoover Doubtful Of Khrushchev Visit
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Former President Herbert Hoover said
Sunday night that Soviet Premier Nikita S. Khrushchev could bring
world peace as a gift when he comes to the United States, ''but
this is unlikely to be the result of this visit."
Hoover, born 85 years ago Monday, had told newsmen last week
he felt more like 72. Asked how he felt Sunday, he said, "physical-
ly perfect — about 68, I should think."
Mrs. America Invites Nikita Tb Home
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Mrs. America announced Sunday she
has invited Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev and his family to
drop in at her Des Moines home during his American tour.
Mrs. Margaret Priebe, 34, mother of four children and wife
of a furnace company employe, said during a New York visit that
she would prepare some of her favorite recipes for the Russians.
Among them are "Mail's" French cupcakes, pot roast and browned
potatoes.
40 In Bus Fire Have Narrow Escape
IOWA CITY, Iowa — (UPI) — About 40 passengers had a nar-
row escape Sunday when a Greyhound bus caught fire eight miles
east of here
No one was injured, but several pieces of luggage were de-
stroyed in the flames.
Officials said the bus apparently became overheated either in
the engine or somewhere in the chassis and a small fire broke out.
Urges More Funds For Chemical Warfare
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The House Science and Space Com-
mittee recommended Saturday that the military budget for highly
secret chemical, biological and radiological warfare agents be
tripled.
A committee report pointed out dangers of relying Riley on nu-
clear weapons in the face of advances in chemical warfare that
''could change the concept of national defense strategy."
The report resulted from hearings last June into the ultra.
classified field of germ warfare and research developments in the
use of silent but deadly nerve and psychochemical gases.
Increasing Evidence Rocky Will Run
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Political observers this week found
increasing evidence that New York Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller will
contest with Vice President Richard M. Nixon for the Republican
presidential nomination.
If there is a race between the two, President Eisenhower will
remain neutral.
Ile believes both men are in general agreement with his philoso-
phy of government even though they might differ on details.
Godfrey To Appear On TV Show
NE YORK — (UPI) — Arthur Godfrey will appear on tele-
vision Sept. 16 for the first time since his luitg cancer operation
last April 30, the Columbia Broadcasting System announced Satur.
day.
Godfrey will be the star of an hour-long special variety show
beginning at 10 p. m. E.D.T. Wednesday. Sept. 16.
The program will include scenes taped in Hawaii, where God-
frey has been recuperating from his operation, and his farm in
Leesburg, Va.
Godfrey was expected to return to his Virginia farm within the
next 10 days. CBS said he may appear on four TV specials during
the 1959-60 season.
Warns Against Jumping From Windows
.BONN, Germany — (UPI) — Tenants in a new nine-story office
building were formally warned Saturday that jumping from the
windows is strictly forbidden-unless the fire department supervises
the leap.
Cards to that effect were handed to each tenant.
Owners of the building said the warning was not aimed at
suicides but was in case of fire.
U. S. Girl In Honolulu Rest Home
HONOLULU — (UPI) — A petite American brunette 
who says
she is "engaged" to Prince Basundhara of Nepal was 
resting in a
convalescent home here Saturday after she was foun
d wandering
about Honolulu streets Thursday night.
Lynne Waldron, Pepper Pike, Ohio, said she blacked out Wednes-
day after Basundhara left for Tokyo and she found herself 
on the
slopes of Diamond Head in the midst of Hurricane Dot.
Prince Basundhara arrived in Honolulu July 23 and was met
by Miss Waldron.
The Prince appeared a bit ill at ease when Miss Waldron said
they were engaged, but he nodded his head in assent when asked
to confirm it.
According In Miss Waldron, she met the Prince in Nepal eight
months ago and became engaged six months ago when they met
again in New York.
Police placed her in a private nursing horns while contacting
her parents.
Long Misses Speech Signing Documents
FRANKLINTON, Ls. — (UPI) — Gov. Earl K. Long busied
himself so long signing official documents Saturday that 
he missed
a campaign speaking engagement, but when he did get onto 
the
stump not even a heavy rainstorm daunted him.
He stood bareheaded in the downpour at Franklinton
, water
dripping off his nose, end shouted ''l thought I would let yo
u see
how crazy I am."
Long, who has been in three hospitals for psychiatric treatment
and suffered several heart flareups this summer, said 
he was try-
ing to keep his week-end speechmaking schedule despite the ad-
vice of doctors to slow down his pace. He has five speeches
scheduled Sunday and will convene a special session of the Louisiana
Legislature on Monday in Baton Rouge.
The 63-year-old governor missed the speaking engagement at
Kentwood, La.
ISRAEL PRIME MINISTER,
David Ben Gurion presents a
specially inscribed Bible to
15.year-old Joel Widman,
youngest member of the Chi-
mandments, "The Sabbath is the
Lord Thy God's." Once again the
House of Prayer was filled as it
was in the days of yore.
NO SURPRISE
On Monday we made a trip to
Beersheba which has been pluck-
ed out of the Negev Desert. As
we walked around with the Chi-
cago Israel Bond Delegation,
many of them said, "Isn't this
wonderful what they have been
able to do with a wasteland?"
I answered and said—this does
not surprise me — for long ago
the prophet Isaiah said "The Wil-
derness and the qo'itary nlaee
shall be glad for them; and the
desert shall rejoice, and blossom
as the rose."
I was happy that I knew about
the Bible and had read it before
now and this tour was emphasiz-
ing the many passages which
were in It. As the mountains are
round about Jerusalem, so the
Lord is round about his people.
cago Israel Bond Delegation
which recently made an inten-
sive two-week tour of t h e
country,
This had been accomplished
through faith and the help of many
persons throughout the world who
purena.,ed ISRAEL OONDS,
LANGUAGE THE SAME
In our language (English) every
sentence must nave a subject and
nredinat,-. in Hebrew the oredi•
cate usually preceds the subject
such as 'Blessed is the Nation
Whose God is the Lord." .
Haven't men all through history
reiterated this same quotation?
Abraham Lincoln at Gettysburg in
his immortal address made a plea
that this nation under God would
have a new birth of freedom.
A short time ago we included
in our oledge of allegiance to the
flag of the United States, t w o
words — "One Nation UNDER
GOD with Liberty and Justice for
All." So we recognize God's im-
portance in any language and in
the life of any nation. So we
would say the nation is blessed




LOVELORN CORNER STK genie Dear Mine. Chante: I am a
Dear Mme. Chante: Being a Ja- lonely woman of 41, 5 feet, 4 in-
maican, and living in these sur- ches. Would like a nice gentleman
roundings all my life, I do not between the ages of 39, and 58
know much about other places and years of age. One who is under-
people. Would like to correspond standing and is interested in mar-
with an American male. I am 32 nage. Please send photo in first
years old, 5 feet, 2 inches tall letter. Miss 0. S. King, 6547 S.
and weigh 120 lbs. Please write Kimbark, Chicago 37, Ill.
to Miss Ulinnifred Kirkland, 15D • • •
Third St., Greenwich Town, P.O. Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
Kingston, Jamaica, BWI. young widow with no children; 30,
• • • attractive and reasonably intelli-
Dear Mme. Chante: I would like gent. I am now employed as a
to become a member of your pen secretary. Hobbies are music and
pal club. I am an active member photography. I would like to hear
from young men between the agesof the Church of God and would
like to receive mail from other of 34 and 39 with children. I pre-
members of the same church. I fer tall brownskin intelligent men
am married and am only seeking who are interested in getting mar-
ried. I am willing to move if nec-pen pals of all ages. Mr. Edward
Stewart, Rt, 2, Box 139A, Jackson, essary• would prefer living in a
Tenn. small town in the East near a
• • • large city. All letters will be an-
swered promptly and am willingDear Mine. Chante: I would like
to exchange photos. Mrs. Glennato correspond with a lady between
the ages of 45 and 50 
years. / Marcher, 4540 S. Michigan ave.,
am employed with the govern- 
Chicago
•
ment and am ready to settle down
Dear Mme. Chante: I would likewith the right woman. I am in
to meet a nice young lady be-good health and I enjoy the more
tween the ages of 29 and 32, me-realistic things in life. Will
promptly respond to all letters
Duke Walker, '586 Oliver St., San 
tween 125 and 130 lbs. Will ex-
Pedro, Calif. 
*
dium complexion, weighing be-
change photos anytime. I am 33
years old, 5 feet 7 inches and• • •
very understanding, Melvin
Dear Mme. Chante! I am very Brown, 75 Weirfield St., Brooklyn
eager to meet an eligible young 21, N. Y.
man in his 50's or 60's. I would • • • ,
prefer one who resides in Detroit, Dear Mme'. Chante: I am very
or in the state of Michigan. I am lonely and would appreciate your
a long time resident of Detroit help in obtaining a wife. I have
and wish to stay here. I am very a very good job and a four room
interested in marriage and hope house. I ant 43 years old and very
I can find a gentleman who feels progressive minded. I would like
the' same. Mrs. Jordon, 5392 Al- a mate between the ages of 30
lendale, Detroit, Mich. and 40. She need not work, just
• • • be a good housewife. Will answer
Dear Mme. Chante: For Some- replies promptly, Write to David
time I have been trying to get W. Nash, 414 Webster St., S a n
myself an American pen pal, both Francisco, Calif.
men and women, but I have been
unsuccessful in my attempts. Pos-
sibly, through you I can obtain a
pen pal. I am 5 feet, 6 inches
tall, weigh 140 lbs., brown eyes
and 26 years old. My hobbies are
fishing, table tennis, boxing and
exchanging photos. Will answer
all letters promptly. Cladston Tra-
cey, 20 Livingston Lane, Fletchens
Land, Kingston, Jamaica BWI.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: Being ill
most of the time, letters c a n
mean so much to me. I would
very much like pen pals of all
ages to write to me and tell me
just what is going on in this big
old world. I will be anxiously
awaiting each letter. Miss Jewell
Sowell, General Delivery, Martha-
ville, La.
SEAL.) • .1°4494 cf ProF.Doodle
1WS 41M BECOME guy% A PoPuLOR PpAotta
_NO VIONPER 'MRCS SO mo*? rwies! tit
Yoo CW1 BAR-S-QuE IN THE PROPER PLACE...






convention of South Central dio-
cese, Church of Christ, Holiness,
USA, was held at Prentiss Nor-
mal and Industrial Institute, re-
cently, where more than 200 dele-
gates assembled from throughout
the state.
Allied organizations meeting at
the same time were Christian
at Sophia Sutton Center, seven
miles from Prentiss.
Thomas Chapel which is pastor-
ed by the Rev. G. A. Thomar
was host to the convention.
Appears With
Women's Willing Workers, Wo-
en's Auxiliary, and Sunday School African Paneland Holiness Young People's Un-
ion,
son delivered the closing address At New School
Presiding Bishop David McPher-
Says World Has Choice
Of MRA Or Communis
By 0. ZUDONU of Nigeria
Will it be democracy with a moral ideology or Communism
for Africa? The vice-president of the Trade Union Congress of
Nigeria, 0 Zudonu, deals with the issue in this article.
Zudonu is also president of the Marine Floating Staff's Union
and vice-president of the Port Workers' Union of Lagos. His
country receives independence from Great Britain October 1,
1960.
With her 36,000,00o people Nigeria will be the most populous
African Free State, a powerful %Mee for the aspirations of the
African Continent and a strong member of the British Common.
wealth.
The mortal enemies of de-
mocracy are today at work in
America selling the lie that Afri-
ca is better suited for Commu-
nism than for democracy.
These writers and intellectuals
say Africa, because of its tribal
background, is best suited to
authoritarian dictatorship akin to
the Soviet system. They a,re the
same people who sold America
the lie that China was more
suited to Soviet Communism than
democracy.
The truth is that Africa, through
Moral Re-Armament, is destined
*o pioneer a democracy that will
bring the answer to the ambi-
tious Communism of the East
and the greedy materialism of
the West.
FREE WORLD WOULD LOSE
It is insane to believe that de-
mocracy will work in America
or Europe but that only dictator-
ship will work in Africa. If Africa
goes Communist the free world
will lose the ideological struggle.
Western democracies must under-
stand that where they have been
indifferent to the sentiments and
emotions of the African nations,
the Communists are using these
feelings to win the hearts of the
Africans.
The true fact about democracy
is that it has no ideology and
strategy to hold together all the
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David Ben Gurion Says
'Read And Know' Bible
I (ElillOR'S NOTE: This is the
four31 in a series of articles by
the Rev. Paul E. Turner who
has 1.reen t arinz .1, v 1,3,11
with the Chicago Israel Bond
e'afion.
By REV. PAUL E. TURNER
JERUSALEM, Israel — It was
on a Sunday that we met with
David Ben-Gurion. the Prime Min-
ister of Israel. We visited with
him in the Sharon Hotel near Tel
Aviv.
The Prime Minister is an auth-
ority on the Bible, and said, "Ev-
eryone ought to read and know
the Bible."
When I heard him say this it
hrneeht many tkinos to iMd for
I had a father who recommended
the Bible with ;ust as much en-
thusiasm. The Bible was read in
our home by either my mother or
father each mornine as we be-
gan the day. As soon as the chil-
dren of our hoese were able to
read, it became their duty to read
It during merning family devo-
tions — so this was not new to
me.
Nc) STRANGE LAND
was reading the 137th Psalm and
fooel the lieces o 3aby'on
—we wept when wn remembered
Zion — How shall we sing t'o.
Lord's son" in a stranee land?"
I was not in a sfranee land for
stored away in the aeekiyes of
?fly ron,nry
picture of what this land and its
people looked like Then, ten.
through suffering we gain an on-
I THE REV, PAUL E. TUB.
I NER being presented with a
certificate of pilgrimage to
' the Holy Land and climbing
dcrstanding of the misfortunes and
the trials of others.
For in our spirituals we sing
"Nobody Knows the Trouble I've
Seen — Glory Hallelujah." These
spirituals can rightly be termed
pain set to music. This indeed is
the land of the Bible and we were
not strangers.
HISTORY REPEATS
On the day prior to Sunday,
we noticed that the hustle and bus-
tle of traffic in the streets of Jeru-
salem began to slow down. Im-
mediately after lunch in the King
David Hotel we went out into the
street and saw that it was being
rapidly deserted: and we asked
the question, "Where is every-
one?"
We received a salutation "SAB-
BAT SHOLOM" which was trans-
lated for me be a "lahhi. He
said that i' meant a peaceful or
happy Sabbath and today is the
Sabha' h.
By 4:30, the city, was quiet and
everyone who was religiously in-
elioed was vettiee ready to go to
the Synagogue and worship. A.
helpful guide volunteered to es-
the temples. As re opened the
'or I si-- every available seat
filled and many standine and I
t'mught of Psalms again, the 122nd
ii"i"' saig wa glad
whnn they said upto me. let US
eri into the House of the Lord."
Here I was in the ancient city
nor-‘,'ininn in 0,e NO" n` *he
Lord on the Sabbath whIc." had
been decreed in the Ten Corn-
Mount Zion by Dr. ShZ. Ca.
ham., director general of the
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to it and to win those who are
under Communist domination.
The critics point to the eclipse
of democracy in Ghana, Guinea
and the Sudan to substantiate
their argument that democracy
won't work in Africa. It is true
that communes are being intro-
duced in Guinea and 'that parlia-
mentary democracy has been cur-
tailed in Ghana and the Sudan.
But that is not the failure of de-
mocracy, mocr any:, rather it is the failure
Even the great defenders o'
democracy fail 'to recognize the
great wear and tear on democra-
cy. Rome fell because the Ro-
mans did not believe that Rome
was falling, and they did not be
lieve Rome had fallen.
Nigeria receives October 1, 1960
independence from Great Britain.
I do strongly believe that every
man and nation can, must and
will be free. But what • is more
important is what happens after
freedom. It costs much more to
for 
freedom than to fightor
T h e need is for inspired de-
mocracy — democracy which has
a moral ideology. Democracy to-
day is too often only a paper
theory and not a practiced fact,
but inspired democracy means
her advocates put the right ideas
on the march, This is exactly
what Moral Re-Armament is do-
ing. Where MRA is being accept-
ed it is binding the peoples of
the democratic nations, together
and is winning Communists over
to a new way of thinking.
MRA IDEOLOGY
URA recognizes the many
things that are wrong in de-
mocracy and is putting them
right. MRA is a global ideology
superior to Communism. Its stra-
tegy is to cure the moral weak-
ness of people, capitalist, a n d
Communist, white a n d colored.
The Communist strategy is to ex-
ploit the moral weakness of peo-
ple so godless materialism can
control. MRA does not condemn
people, neither the capitalists nor
Communists, but it changes them.
It is creating new men and na-
tions.
The choice for the African Free
States, for the democracies and
for t h e world is Moral Re-
Armament or Communism.
NEW YORK — Dick Campbell,
Field Consultant on African Cul-
tural Affairs for the American
M National Theatre and Academy,the administrative agency for
the Cultural Presentations Divi-
sion of the U. S. State Depart-
ment, appeared at the New
School for Social Research here
under the auspices of the African
Study Panel led by Dr. Sanford
Griffiths, widely travelled expert
on Africa and member of the
faculty of the New School.
Sharing the Panel with Camp-
bell was the Rev. Homer Jack,
writer-observer on African poli-
tics and human relations, an d
Associate Director of the Ameri-
can Committee on Africa. The
subject discussed by Dr. Jack
a n d Mr. Campbell was, "The
Significance of Afro-Asian solida-
rity as interpreted through the
Bandung, Cairo and Accra Con-
ferences."
Dr. Jack was in attendance at
the Conferences held at Bandung
and Cairo, and has written a
treatise on t h e deliberations
•which took place at these gather-
ings. Campbell on the other hand,
has covered the African continent
on three occasions during the past
three years, visiting twenty-three
countries and fifty-eight cities
each time. On each visit he inter-
viewed hundreds of African lead-
ers in the field of Politics, reli-
gion, government, education, cul-




NEW YORK — A new Koven nu-
clear fallout shelter of welded
steel is now available for the home
°Omer. Manufactured by Koven,
Dover, N. J. this new shelter is
priced in the vicinity of $1,500.
Comfortably acommodating a
family of six, this shelter is de-
signed for installation three feet
below the surface of the ground.
Its height is normal room height,
leaving ample head room for its
occupants. A submarine-type air-
lock at ground level permits easy
access to the shelter through a
wide steel tunnel.
Making use of well known engi-
neering principles for maximum
strength, the Shelter has been con-
structed in the shape of a cylinder.
Decontamination of air is accom-
plished through a /medal hand-op-
erated filtering apparatus connect-
ed with an intake and exhaust
duct. To assure comfort during oc-
cupancy, special facilities have
been provided for the suspension
of bunks and hammocks and there
is ample storage area for food and
water.
RESULT OF PROGRAMS
This survival shelter is the re-
sult of the programs now in prog-
ress by the Federal and State gov-
ernments to provide the necessary
protection to civilians from radio-
active fallout in case of atomic
warfare. It was recently estiMated
before a Joint Congressional Atom-
ic Energy Subcommittee that
one-fourth of the population would
perish in the event of such an at-
tack.
The Federal Civil Defense Ad-
ministration considers such a fall-
out shelter to be the best single
nonmilitary defense measure we
have for protecting the greatest
numher of people,
Prior to this, considerable at-
tention had been directed to plans
for evacuating cities and suburb-
an areas. However, such plans be-
came outmoded with the develop-
ment of the guided missile, leav-
ing possibly only minutes after a
wanting to seek shelter, rather
than hours as In the days of atomic
bomb-carrying airplanes.
Moreover, aftei the detonation
of a nuclear bomb, radioactive fall-
out spreads so widely in so short
a time that, even if evacuation
were possible, civilians could not
reach a safe distance quickly
enough.
As a result of this, many civic
and governmental' leaders have
highly recommended the fallout
shelter as the best possible means
of survival. Wide use of such shel-
ters would also act as a deterrent
for the enemy against waging a
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Our Opinion
Tubman Calls For African Unity
On the occasion of the Republic of I i-
beria's 112th independence anniversary, its
4.hl'resident, Dr. William V. S. Tubman.
Seized the opportunity to sound a clarion
call for freedom for all captive and sub-
jected peoples.
His emphisis was on the urgency for
continuing the crusade for liberation of the
- oppressed peoples everywhere, and for unity
of purpose and aim. He warned:
"If it is to be triumphant, if the remo-
test corner of this continent is to be liberated
from the shackles of oppression, we must
not be divided. We must unite behind the
banner for victory not by violence and
bloodshed but by relentless and persistent
demands for the inherent and just rights
of all men to be free and independent."
This is timely advice. For the success• the experiment with native self-govern-
ment is largely a matter of interdependence
among the liberated African states. The
territories which are struggling to gain
their autonomy need more than mere en-
couragement; they need substantial assis-
tance from their more favored brothers.
Freedom and independence are not
achieved through supplication and meekness.
Appeals to their sense of social justice have
never moved those who are wedded to the
The Nixon Trip:
Vic. President Nixon has staked his
political future on the outcome of the Eisen-
hower-Khrushchev meeting. Should this
AO level conference result in a satisfac-
Wry resolving of the most pressing issue
— the Berlin impasse — the Democrats will
have trouble beating him at the polls in
1960.
On the other hand if the Eisenhower-
Khrushchev encounter ends in a fiasco,
Nixon would have no more chance of win-
ning the presidency than a Persian cat. In
fact he would not get the Republican nomi-
nation.
His debate with Khrushchev and repar-
tees with factory hecklers are translated
here in terms of political success. Time and
sequence of events will determine whether
his behavior was good diplomacy.
The Vice President did not criticize the
Russian system of government; that would
have been in bad taste, besides being im-
politic. But he gave so grandiose an ex-
position of the American system, its accom-
ishmenta, its objectives and hopes as to
Wouse the curiosity even interest of the
Russian masses.
This exaltation of the American way
of life, of rugged individualism, has its
repercussion at home. So far, it seems to
be pleasing to the rank-and-file American
voter. Nixon's-action in slugging it out
toe to toe with his Russian hosts is the
sort of thing that the public had long ago
expected of the leading exponents of de-
mocracy.
Viewed in its proper perspective, the
Nixon trip had two main objectives: One,
to advance the Vice President's political
fortunes as against the growing popularity
of Governor Rockefeller of New York. Two,
doctrine of "Might makes right," and who
believe in the supremacy of the Master race.
Demands for freedom must be accom-
panied by a willingness to suffer, to endure
persecution and prosecution and even death
for the cause. No human sacrifice is too
great for the price of liberty. Free Africa
must help unfree Africa. In order to do
that the independent African states must
be united now into a solid front. In view
of the crying need for such a development,
the postponement until next year of the
organization of the "Community of Indepen-
dent African States," was unwise.
This proposal was made at a recent
African Summit Conference held in San-
niquellie, Liberia. The participants were
Prime Minister Nkrumah of Ghana, Presi-
dent Tours of Guinea and President Tub-
man. It was argued that the nucleus for
such in organization should begin in
advance of the independence of Nigeria and
other territories which are scheduled for
self-rule next year.
There is no sound logic for this de-
lay. Liberia, Ghana and Guinea could now
form the axis upon which would rotate a
United States of Africa. Such a consoli-
dation would help to hasten the day of de-
liverance for the rest of unhappy Africa.
An Evaluation
to offset the anticipated failure of the
Geneva Conference Whether theta objec-
tives have been attained only time will
tell.
The first was a nature of strategic
necessity for those who ars maneuvering
the Vice President into the right posture.
COAFIK
E. by NAT D. WILLIAMS 
LEST IT'S FORGOTTEN what's going on doesn't get around
It's good to have a single-track In the major Negro grass-roots
mind sometimes. It's a good tech. sectors. Some might even set out
nique for putting en wee mental that the vaccine is not made
faculties on a single subject at a available to Negroes to the same
given time, and makes for more extent as for whites.
extensive and intensive concentra• CALL FOR LEADERS
lion. Well, now, none of those chart/.
el
But it's not always good to be 
c ose 
thheet heir httrueeeodr tabsd
dulysingle-minded at all times. Some. . . cUn w
times other important subjects go of Negro spokg 
nesmen o be con-
by
r
 the board . . when too much cerned about this aspect of the
concentration is focused only one health of the 
aspiring first class
way, The eggs are important. But 
citizen. None of them excuses Ne-
ar% is the basket. Itro 
leadership from the responsi-
bility for speaking out against pa-
For example, oolitic' i hts rn-g—y Ho as loudly as they speak out for
big and important issue among the politics . . even in the midst of
residents of Memphis as of now. lo
All over town, for weeks, the whir- 
piedal state,o, fo  and national cam-r  
office
.
ring propellers of political inter-
est, talk, and actin have produced 
All of the charges should remind
th
a louder and louder hum. So much 
e leadership of their added re-
sponsibility to take the lead In
so, until right now, so far as Ne- still another campaign . . . the
groes are concerned, Memphis ..
Down in Dixie . . . 
, campaign to protect, maintain,
weather vane for thsetn:ntirreliunella: 
and advance the health of the
tion . . . pointing something in the 
Negro masses . . so that the
way the wind blows for Negro Par- 
leadership will have some healthy
ticipation in local government in 
vo,ters to support their quests for
major cities in the South . . and "Ice' pelf' and power.
nation. And that's mghty import- But, to continue the quotes
ant pointing . . . and important from the magazine: "With U. S.
news .. . filling a lot of the nooks health forces girded to reduce the
and crannies of interest. 'menet of the dreaded disease
POLIO OR POLITICS? (olio . . . not politics). authori•
But despite the demands of the ties are findine that the new
other equally pressing subjects Said one exnert: "" Nee" lead.
developments in politics, there are "weak link" is the Nerro citizen.
. . . of equal moment to the Ne- erg would loin together in a
gro in Memphis and all over . . • cantle camnai-n to vet every War-
Of equal interest to white and black ent and child inomilitted. we could
alike, erase this sore spot. It is s per-
For instance, wonder how many hots challenge and' the fact that
local folk noticed that item in a the figures show a racial slant
nationally circulated publication is because of the failure of N.. 
treatingon what health experts ',roes to take advantage of vac-
say polio is now doing to Negroes? rises."
Well, to be precise, here's what vr.rn oisT %IRMA
was carried in JET: "The nation's And there You have it . . . the
leading health specialists are con. blaring of the resonnsibilito di.
cerned about the spiraling increase rectiv at th• door of local. state,
in polio among U. S. Negroes, and national Negro leadershin. The
while the rate of the disease among challenge is unmistakable. Fair or
whites is declining. Cause for the unfair, right or wrong . . there
outbreak among Negroes, say the It stands . . iiely, menacing and
authorities, is failure of Negroes darinr . . . tiering Nerreo leader.
to be inoculated as a preventive ship to graso the magnitude of the
measure . . ." situation, and the drama of a call
Let's stop right there for a min- to arms in an area somewhat re-
ute . • the quotes will be taken movio from the rcsoundine areas
up again later. But get the im- 0q polities, integration. court bat. 
pactof the last Part . • • "the tles, and newspaper headlines
failure of Negroes to be inoculat- Let's hasten to not. that. as In
ed as a preventive measure." all battles, all the fighting Isn't
That's in the same category • • don. in one sector. Court betties,
only of a grimmer nature . . . as school Integration. housing deseg-
the failure of so many Negroes rogation, political emancipation
to register and qualify to vote .... . . all are Imnortant battle see.
and to vote and qualify as citizens' tors. But the point aimed at here
Now, who's fault 
this
 failure te is to call attention to this otherfight against a di that crip-
ples and kills? Let's quote further.
WOO/1E FAULT? wine polio. -The meetly show
"The trend of heavy Negro I,. that the Negroes are the chief
ho incidence has been building for losTeura,f etaholas tahraetaie sial;or,shin
three years. In 1956, when Chi-
cago had 1,111 cases, 684 were Seed leadership . . • is needed te
Negro, a shocking 60 Per cent of man the ramparts here else. The
the total. Surveys brought out that same amount of dramatic smsent
the actual rate among Negroes in • • • the same determined dedi-
the city was nine times higher cation . . . the same mesa appeal
than that of whites. his Washing. onoctchaeb casii.shf.ofioaClit creisthtiianmitaVd.
ton, D. C., the following year, 75 
io c,
dig-
They must overcome the feeling among per cent of the 64 cases were Ne 
nits. and .4f-respect cc are being
up-hill fight in
many stalwart Republicans that Nixon can- 
gyrsoc,sthanseltiottchesesktas sah omwoedg thethaet tahfa oh 
nep'd.d tic enlisttsheedr ainreaNse.r. n.'sis
not win because he cannot appeal to inde- fected Negroes was very 
low. Lest interest and stir action on this all.
year, 61 per cent of the polio important front of health pretec-
pendent voters and dissident Democrats. cases reported in Detroit were Ne- tion. A vote 
NOW, hold it . . . 
again! Thole 
against viruses is as
The results of a recent Galitip poll were gm, jumping the Negro rate in- important as a vete against ra-
not encouraging. The poll indicateA that un- 
cidietnscg, la times higher than as important as a campaign for
w h.
office. New, whatchubet! Selah!
less Nixon broadens the base of his sup-
port in his own party, he is not likely to are towns where Negroes have a
Lbe the GOP's standard bearer in 1960. The reputation for voting and stand- Estes In Trainingins up for first-class citizenship F. Estee, militant lo-
is a further handicap to him. These were 
rhaeisse of good cifititzheanashXgroes 
cal ialstt
wood counties. left Memphis last
fact that he belongs to the conservative on the political and educa-
tional level;. But is good health gro citnizrennesy'inwnroalysetatelsialinttingHNay..-wing of his party, lock, stock and barrel
week to attend two weeks of re-
the motivation that dictated the trip to have preyed glower than others in serve officers' training at Fort
Russia 
getting vaccinated with the Salk McClelland. Ala.
vaccine? 
A$ to the second objective, the project- No doubt, rabid racists are ring voAcestea Gmemberrs d
ofe tahrte ihJeundfeAAttd•
Yto loudly and publicly declare that Estes will sturw inrernatienal law.ed exchange of viiits between President 
it's
point to Ne 
white
gro a major is theEisenhower and 




already have assumed the magnitude of a difficulties. They will say news of Army reserves.
diplomatic triumph. But can it be convert-
ed into political assets for the Vice Presi-
dent?
Since Mr. Nixon is a captive of ultra-
conservative Republicans, liberal and inde-
pendent voters will have to look elsewhere
for solace. As to the Negro vote it will not
be cast adrift from its moorings It shall
cling to the candidate whose party platform
includes a strong civil rights plank. Net
vaporous rhetorical phrases, but a positive
and definitive commitment to grant all the
constitutional guarantees that have been
denied the Negro citizen. We hope that it
will not be a choice betwen Tweedle-dum
and Tweedle-des.
°Warns Of Asia Birth Rate
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The
Population Reference Bureau
warned Sunday that world peace
will be endangered unless Asian
nations find ways to cut their birth
rates.
The Bureau, a non-profit organi-
zation organized to distribute pop-
ulation data, did not say exactly
what would happen if the Asian
population continues to increase.
But the implication was that fight-
lag would break out among stars,
fe
People*.
le Bureau's views were car-
ried in a pamphlet based on a re-
port of the United Nations Econ-
omic commission for Asia and the
Far East (ECAFE). It said t is e
region now has almost 1,500,000,-
000 people and at present growth
trends will have 3,700,000,000 by
the year MO
"The economic implications of
this rapid growth trend are seri-
ous since most of the countries of
the region have low income, low
literacy, limited cultivited land
few developed natural resources
other than land," the Bureau said
The Population Reference bu-
reau said there is an urgent neea
for action programs which will
reduce birth rates lit the ECAFE
nations and thus level off popula-
tion growth.
"If this major objective is ig-
nored, the default will not only
reterd the economic development
of the ECAFE countries, it will
certainly adversely affect the
peace of :he world," it said,
Nations that want to attack the
population problem, the Bureau
said, should be given every tech-
nical assistance possible.
SO WHAT?
"He Doesn't Can For Exercise of Any Kind
It's Putting His Honda On A Dumb Belle!"
... Unless





One of the most newsworthy
rican republics today is the state
of Ghana, granted Commonwealth
status by Great Britain in 1937.
Formerly the Gold Coast, Ghana
took its new name from the an-
cient African kingdom whose cen-
ter was Timbuktoo.
Its first Premier, Kwame Nkru-
mah, was educated at Lincoln uni-
versity in Pennsylvania and later
lived in London. Ghana is a weal-
thy country capable of supporting
itself. It exports two-thirds of the
world's cocoa, and possesses the
largest supply of bauxite ore on
earth.
There are also diamonds In
Ghana, gold, manganese, and
great forests of hardwood.
Accra, its capital, is a city on
the Gulf of Guinea where once
slave ships plied their trade. The
population of Ghana is about five
million. In proportion to its popto
ration, this new republic has more
children in school than any other
land in Africa. For the future it
has great plans for improving the
country.
These include the building, by
damming the Volta River, of one
of the largest hydro-eleetric plants
Is the world, Then it is intended
to ereet on its banks a plant to
make aluminum of the bauxite de-
posits along the river. This will
be a sort of African TVA, also
giving low cost electrical power
and lightiag to a large area of
the country.
At- Ghana has universal suffrage
and is governed by a parliament
with its administrative setup and
courts patterned after that of Eng-
land. Kwame Nkrumah, Ghana's
Prime Minister, is also head of
the leading political group, t h e
Convention People's Party, which
he founded in 1949, and which now
runs the government. Most other
political parties in the country
have banded together Into a sin-
gle opposition force called the
United Party. But there are tri-
bal chiefs of political importance
who still have considerable power
which some of them use in a des-
potic fashion,
One of Nkrumah's problems Is
to bring these chiefs into line with
the democracy he is trying to es-
tablish while at the same time at-
tempting to allow free criticism
and opposition to the party in pow-
er. Since Ghana's independence
foreign investments and advisors
are welcomed.
Many white English judges and
civil servants have been retained
in their former positions, and
whites continue to live and work
in Ghana without harm. Nkrumah
does not favor holding hatred
against the British who once,
from his viewpoint, ruled h
country unjustly.
In his public speeches he has
stated that there should be "an
absence of the desire for venge.
since for our wrongs. . .in a world
sick of injustice, revenge, fear,
and want." And regarding inde.
pendence he has said, "Self gov-
ernment is not an end in Itself.
It is a means to an end, to the --
building of the good life for the
benefit of all."
Today the eyes of the world are -
on Ghana because it is consider-
ed a test as to whether native -
Africans can make a success of
self-government. With many d I f-
ferent tribes speaking 46 different
languages within its borders—and
its religions Christian, Moslem,
and pagan — the uniting of such °
diverse elements into a common 7
democracy is not considered easy. •
But to date Prime Minister Nkru.
ma' has proven to be a very able
man, and other natives high in the
government are capable, too.
Nkrumah's nickname is "Show
Boy" which means that his people ,
who are proud of him, like to
show off his abilities to the rest
of the world. The black peoples
of Africa and the forward-looking
white residents on the continent
hope Ghana will succeed in its
progress toward a modern state,
But some white colonizers like
those in Kenya or South Africa
hope that Ghana will fail, and
thus discourage further efforts at
freedom on the continent.
They hope that no one llko
"Show Boy" gains popular favor
with the natives in their countries,
since their aim is to keep all ad-
ministrative power in the hands of
Europeans and to allow the Afri-
cans no political rights at all.
What happens in Ghana in the
near future will influence the his-
tory of all of Africa.
LOUIS MARTIN
Dope' And Data
LAGOS, Nigeria — One of the
finest tributes ever paid Dr. Nkru-
melt of Ghana was delivered th-
eist!), by Kenneth Bradley, Direr.
tor of the Commenweeltft Insii•
tuts, at an English Speakin-g
Union eentereace a Oxford Ent
land.
Mr. Bradley stated: "Press re.
ports at what is going on in
Ghana ere singularly misguided.
The situation there is a lot more
encouraging then we are often al.
lowed te think. I find it inconceiv-
able that the Ghanaians wig ever
put up with what we mean by a
real dictatorship. Unless you have
a strong leadership you are hound
to have a period of chaos. You
have got a strong man in Nkru-
mah and you ought to thank God
for it."
More and more informed Brit-
ish statesmen have spoken out
about Ghee& since the recent
wave of press criticiem of Dr.
Nkrumak's effort to tighten t h
controls elf his country.
Sir Charles Arden • Clarke, for-
mer Governor • General of Gha-
na, speaking at the same confer-
ence, told the conference:
"We can help the new countries
In Africa by not being too critical.
They will not adopt our standards
or our particular democratic gov-
ernment purely but will adapt
them to their fiwn needs and it
won't be mere altruism on our
part to improve their lot, it will
be sound investment. The new
States are determined to develop
and won't hesitate to go else-
where te get money if it is not
forthcoming from us."
I cite the above statements In
order to put the Ghana picture in
better perspective for all of us.
Recently I reported the surpris-
ing fact that some Nigerian poli-
ticians were extremely critical of
vent effective cooperation between
the African states on issues and
problems of common concern. It
is my belief, and also my hope,
that the African leaders in each
country and between the various
countries will be big enough to
drown their personal differencesthe latest moves of Dr. Nkrumah.
A friend wrote me and suggested in the larger interest of those they
that I was expressing a personal represent.
opinion. To be misunderstood, of Certainly the recent summit
course, is one of the crosses a re. meeting in Liberia of the heads
porter has to bear. The truth is of Guinea, Ghana and Liberia in-
dicate that African statesmanshipthat I do not know enough about
is of a high order. Further t h eGhana nor Dr. Nkrumah at this
point in my African sojourn to ex- statement at the dose of the
press a personal opinion, conference demonstrated that
Another friend wrote and ob- sound principles are being pursto
served that Africans must be a ed and conflicting views can he
lot like American Negroes. This resolved amicably.
is indeed true. I have been emu- The imperial interests have sl-
ed at the similarities of the strug- ways used the divide and rule
technique to conquer and then con-
trol the colonies, Britain has hems
a master of this technique. Today
in West Africa, however, the pic-
ture is changing. The British will
not be able to do business with
the new states unload they have
stable governments. Thus the im-
perialists have to turn around and
undo some of the harm they did
for years in the past.
The Africans, of course, a r
aware of all the angles in this
came and nobody is being fooled.
There will he internal rivalries,
conflicts and clashing personali-
ties on the African scene but the
tide of history is moving toward
freedom from the imperialists and
I do not believe anything can stop
it. Certainly this is true in West
Africa today,
gle for leadership among Africans
and Negroes in America. The old
story of personal ambition, rivel-
ry and jealousy exists here as it
does in the U.S. Perhaps this is
simply human nature rather than
any particularly Negroid charac-
teristic.
For a long time to come, I be-
lieve that there will be keen rival-
ry among the leaders of the var.
ious African countries to become
the top spokesman for so-called
black Africa. In one sense this
'competition may serve a useful
purpose. Each leader will know
that he is living in a fish bowl
and the whole world is watching
him and his mistakes will prompt-
ly be advertised by his rivals.
This competition and rivalry,
however, will not necessarily pre-
The People Speak
Stop Free Spending
Deer Editor: A news article
stated that Congress had voted an
additional WO per year for each
of 540 Members, 161 for statioa-
cry. Being in the printing business
I figure that this would buy each
Representative at least 10.000
sheets of paper and 25,000 enve-
lopes. Also, of course. both Houle
and Senate have Ire* postal allow-
ances:
Washington speaks loudly of
stopping inflation One way to this
goal would he to step such free
spending of government funds and
apply the approximately $240,000




Through Service To Man'
Meharry Medical College: 83 Years Of Progress In Its Field
• THE PROPOSED new $2,500,000 research build- search facilities and activities
. The school is currently
ing which will house Meharry's rapidly expanding re- in the process of raising necessary 
funds.
• THE OPERATION of a (iirectiona t,eiger c.)1Intor
is checked by Dr:-P.J. Hahn, director of Meharry's
cancer research laboratories as he prepares equipment
to use on a leukemia patient. National attention was
focused on Meharry medical college in 1956 when several
television cameras telecast doctors there giving an in-
travenous injection of radio-active gold to a middle-
aged Negro woman patient slowly dying of leukemia.
• DR. MA'TTIIEW Walker, Meharry's chief of surgery,
leaves the operating room after another successful opera-
tion.
9 DEDICATED TO "the worship of God through serv-
ice to man" for many, life only begins at Meharry.
Many of her graduates have since risen to key positions
of responsibility. And, they are well-grounded in their
profasaiaa. Dr. Maurice R. Hebert, for example, who
• DEAN OF THE medical school Dr. Daniel T. Rolfe
gives personal instructions in department of Physiology.
• SINCE ITS founding in
1876 Meharry Medical col-
lege in Nashville, Tenn. has
not only graduated over 53
per cent of the Negro physi-
cians and surgeons practicing
in the United States today,
but also has pioneered the
use of radioactive gold as a
treatment for cancer and leu-
kemia.
• TODAY MEHARRY is
enjoying greater support than
ever before. Named for the
five Meharry brothers (Sam-
uel, Hugh, David, Jesse and
'Alexander) who contributed
the first $20,500 to start the
school, Meharry is one of the
country's 85 jam-packed med-
ical schools and one of only
two privately endowed, fully
accredited Negro medical col..
leges in the country.
• A YOUTH who remema
bered a Negro benefactor of
40 years before became the
"angel" instrumental in
founding Meharry Medical
college. He was Samuel Me-
harry, son of an Irish Metho-
dist father and Presbyterian
mother. When approached to
help establish a medical
school for Negroes he thought
of that time when he was be-
friended by a freed man
whose name he never learned.
• MEHARRY PEDIATRICS department rallies
the medical college has offered complete medical and
registration fee of $1, It cares for infants from 18
State. In 1957 internes and professors who help staff
fatality, performed over 2,500 major and minor ope
finished Meharry's school of dentistry in 1923 at the
age of 19, is Chicago's only Negro specialist in peri-
&Titles (the treatment of diseases of the tissues around
the teeth) and one of the only two Negroes in the United
States certified by the 200 member American Board
its facilities to save the life of an infant, Since 1947
dental care to over 2,000 youngsters for the nominal
countries and has the lowest mortnlity rate in the
Hubbard hospital delivered 3,000 babies without a
rations and treated 33,000 emergency cases.
of Peridontology. Meharry graduates today practice in
41 states and 18 foreign countries. Dr. Toaeph Togba,
class of '44, who Was president of the World Health
Asssembly in 1954, with headquarters in Geneva, Switzer-
land.
Among Meharry's most consistent contributors hay'
been the Rockefeller Foundation and boards.
•
• • • • • • • ••• • 
• 11••••• ••113 'WM
5* ••••••••,•4343•0*
• ••••••^$13.414.44
3 415 30 • • • *IMO,.
• DB. LANDRY E. Burgess, head of the department
of physiology at Meharry and widely known for his re-
search in arthritis, at work in his laboratory.
• ONE OF THE smallest medical colleges in the United
States, Meharry can accommodate only 500 or so students
in its three schools of medicine, dentistry and nursing.
Cramped and crowded for space, no more than 65 students
can hope to be graduated at one time from the school of
medicine, thus leaving room for only 65 new students that
are selected from some 650 applicants who annually apply
for admission,
• WHILE APPROXIMATELY 31 per cent of the Negro
physicians and surgeons are graduated from integrated
schools now, Meharry still graduates 40 per cent of those
trained. About 29 per cent are produced by Howard uni-
versity in Washington, D. C., the second Negro medical
college in the country.
• IN 1956 MEHARRY became the first U. S. medical
school to inaugurate an annual Student Research Day in
which student researchers-authors present original papers,
The following year eight students were engaged in re.
search during the summer months under special fellow-
ships and grants. Meharry received a $10,000 renewal
grant from the Atomic Energy Commission for autoradio.

























































































Trinity CME Believes In Program
Of Steady Church Im pro vements
The Trinity Christian Methodist
church, 850 Wells, dates its his-
tory back 55 years ago to 1904.
Dr. S. Smohers, then the presid-
ing elder of the Memphis district
was the founder. The church was
set up in the home of J. P. Simon
with the first church building fol-
lowing shortly at the site of 1205
N. Manassas, next to the Manas-
sas school.
Some of the charter members
of the church — who helped get
the church on its feet — were
Mr. and Mrs. J. P .Simon, Gil-
bert Capps, Acey Shaw, 011ie
Kidd, R. S. Fields and the Rev.
Rance Dunnaway.
Always noted for its conscien-
tious pastors, the church saw
quite a few come and go onto the
bigger and better things. Among
these were the Reverends J ae
Rogers, P. L. Jones, John Glenn.
A. W. Carter, N. T. Walker. S. M.
Adams, C. C. Townsend and R.
Land
SUCCESSFUL DRIVE
In 1917 Rev C. A. Craig led the
Trinity congregation in a success-
ful drive that ended with the pur-
chasing of the land then occupied
by the church.
Much effort and concentration
on the parts of many prevailed in
the building of the church on its
present site. The heavy indebted-
ness of the church was finally
overcome with the leadership and
inspiration of Rev. A. Foster. Un-
der Rev. Foster's guidance a par-
sonage at 1073 Tully was bought.
In 1944 another church was in
order and the Rev. N. T. Walker,
after a meeting with the boards
of the church, issued plans for the
new building. The property next to
the church was purchased to
make room for expansion. While
the old church was being razed
for the new, the church meetings
and services were held in a tent
with many faithful followers brav-
ing icy winds to attend.
In 1949 the first unit of the New
eTrinity was completed. In June,1052 work was begun on the super
•
• ASSISTANT PASTOR J. B.
Blaydes looks over a quota-
tion In the Bible with steeled,
•
structure. The dreams of the con-
gregation came true short months
after that.
In 1945, even before the first
unit was completed plans were
set up for a Kindergarten. Miss
Ada Vanpelt and Mrs. Dorethea
M. Blaydes were its first teach-
ers. It started in two rooms of the
parsonage on Tully. During this
year also the male chorus was
garted due to the inventive genius
of Mrs. Dora Walker, one of the
teachers in the Kindergarten.
CAME IN INS
Rev. P. Gonya ilentrel. the pres-
ent pastor, came to the church
in 1945. He threw himself right
into the worries and trials of the
congregation and fruits of their
hard work can be seen in the not-
ed improvements.
Under Rev. Hentrel's pastorate
the parsonage has been renovated.
A new dining room has been built,
heating system has been installed
in the church, a new pulpit and
altar furniture have been bought
and other improvements have
been made for the continued beau-
tification of the church.
Mrs. Ivory Rhodes, church sec-
retary said many souls have been
brought to Christ through this
great field of harvest. Young
people have been brought to the
realization of Christ life. Wonders
have been drought back. The sick
and aged were made to feel the
care and warmness of being with
God's people.
Some of the boards and auxil-
iaries connected with Trinity are:
Steward's board number one.
Eldridge Dyson, chairman, Willie
Young secretary; steward's board
number two. Andrew Jackson,
chairman. Goldie Bonner, secre-
tary: stewardess board number
one. Mrs. Louise Shannon, presi-
dent: Mrs. Flossie Cobb: steward-
ess board number two, Mrs. Mat
tie Cleaves, president; Mrs. Lucy
Blac k, secretary: stewardess
board number 3, Mrs. Ophelia Ed.
mondson, president; Mrs. Beatrice
Williamson, secretary: usher
left to right, Mrs. Bertha Bon
ner, 1188 Merchant and Mrs.
Louise Shannon, of 2497 Des-
board. Mrs. Ethel J. Smith, presi-
dent; Mrs. Virginia Moore, secre-
tary: senior choir, Mrs. Flora
Bonds, president; Mrs Grace
Sanford, secretary: minister of
music, E. L. Pender.
OTHER AUXILIARIES
Others are male chorus, M. R.
Davis. president; M. T. Smith,
secretary; Mrs. Imogene Hill, pi-
anist and directress: N. T. Walk-
er Honorary Society, Mrs. E. B.
Raines, president; Mrs. June Pen-
der, secretary: Woman's M. So-
ciety, Mrs. Ivory Rhodes, presi-
dent; Mrs. Clyde Hickerson, sec-
retary: Sunday School, Rev. J. B.
Blaydes, superint.mdent; Miss
Maggie McDowell assistant super-
intendent; Mrs. Beatrice Rogers,
secretary: departmental superin-
tendents, Mrs. Helen Hooks, Mos-
es Bridges, Mrs. Ophelia Edmond-
son, Adele Register, Miss Velma
Lois Jones pianists Misses Clarice
Parker, Georgia Handing a n d
Gloriadeen Hentrel; junior church
department, Mis Gloriadean Hen-
trel, directress; Miss Pearlia Jean
Owens, president, Miss Clarice
Parker, secretary: Mrs. Imogene
pianist.
Leading the board of Christian
education is Mrs: Ella Belle
Raines, president with Mrs. Eve-
lyn Stiger, secretary. In the Mat-
tie E. Coleman firCle are Miss
Gloria Downey, president, H r s.
Mattlyn McKinney, secretary. The
Kindergarten department is led
by Mrs. Emalyn W. Duncan and
Mrs. Ivory Rhodes, teachers, Oth-
er officers are Andrew Jackson,
church treasurer; Miss Pearlie J.
Owens, secretary to pastor; Mrs.
Ivory Rhodes. church secretary;
Rev. J. B. Blaydes, assistant pas-
tor; and P. Gonya Hentrel, pas-
tor .
Rev. Ilentrel Is a staunch fain-
fly man with a son in Lane col-
lege. He has four other fine chil-
dren, and he seems to bring to
Trinity CME the same leve and
devotion that he has heaped upon
his own blood family.
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Sat., August 15, 1959
SUMMER WANES
' Sultry August days remind us
that vacation season is at its
peak. . .that soon folk will be
back at the rigid schedules of
work and then play. . .the open-
ing of schools. . .and the return
of cooler weather to announce the
advent of another Fall season.
What's with vacations???. . .
Miss Johnetta Thomas, physical
education teacher at Melrose high
school is back in the city after
attending Jacob's Pillow Dance
Festival, nationally known univer-
sity of dance in Lee, Mass.
She studied ballet, modern and
ethnie dance under the interna-
tionally known dance instructor,
Ted Shawn. Miss Thomas' moth-
er, Mrs. Beatrice Thomas, he r
sister and brother-in-law. Mr. and
Mrs. J. C. Brown, jr., (her sis-
ter. Ouita. is a teacher at Mag-
nolia school) and the little Browns,
Michael, Johnny and Keith. left
Memphis motoring to Englewood,
N. J., New York City and Lee.,
Mass,
They stopped In Washington and
were the house guests of Rev.
and Mrs. Muse Beasly. They were
the houseguests of Mrs. Agnes
Jones Fenton and Mrs. Estelle
Williams in Englewood. They con-
tinued their trip to Lee, Mass.,
where Miss Thomas was studying.
On their return home, with Miss
Thomas joining them, they stop-
ped in Chicago and visited rela-
tives and friends, stopping with
their cousin, Mrs. Isadore Jones.
They had a wonderful trio a n d
saw many beautiful scenes,
• • •
' Miss Doris Neal is vacationing
from her duties as YWCA direc-
tor in Danville, Va., visitng her
parents. Mr. and Mrs. T. R. Neal
.at 532 Laclede. She and her room-
mate ,Mss Lucy Jones, one of
Dansville's teachers, made a
whirlwind trip through Atlantic
City ,N. J., and Philadelphia be-
fore coming to Memphis. S h e
will leave to take up her duties as
a YWCA director in Danville for
the fourth year on August 15. Her
sister, Verna, will leave with her
to visit the "Y" in Danville, and
also visit her brother, Clyde, in
Washington, who will be entering
Howard University's Law school
September.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Griffin
and children of 237 West Waldorf
and Mrs. Gazelle McDonald of 2417
Brooklyn and Mrs. Carrie Dockins
of 2378 Hunter left by auto for
Kansas City, Mo., to visit Mr. and
Mrs. Oscar Lee Wade,
Mrs .Thelma Ezelle drove to Chi-
cago for the Jazz Festival and to
visit her husband in Gary, Ill. Her
two-week vacation will find h e r
visliting many friends. Mrs. Ezelle
if the owner of Jim's Barber shop
on Main St.
• • •
After enjoying a wonderful six
week stay in her former home-
town, Mrs. Pearl Rankin (the
former Miss Willie Pearl Aldridge)
is bidding her friends adieu and
preparing to take that long trek
back to the West Coast. She has
been feted with many parties, get-
to-gethers and outings given in
her howor. . .including a wonder-
ful bargeque dinner on Sardis
Dam at Buford Lodge, given by
Mrs. W. S. Larkin
Guests included Prof. and Mrs.
H. B. Hobson and family, Mr. and scores of other big-wigs.
Mrs. E. L Hawkins and family. One outstanding highlight of the
Mr and Mrs. James Morgan and convention was the reception giv-
mother, Mr. and Mrs. Archie Dar-
den, S. Bonds of Madison, Ark.,
and other friends from Batesville
and Senatobia, Miss.
Mr. and Mrs. Rankin are estab-
lished in Fontana, Calif., in the
service station and photography
business. She is an alumnae of
Tennessee State university.
HOMEMAKERS' CLUB
The Senior Homemakers Social
club held a tea at the Flamingo
room recently, for the benefit of
the Orange Mound Day Nursery
fire prevention and health depart-
ment regulations. It is housed in
a modern building with an ade-
quate, well - equipped fenced-in
playground. A trained director
and two assistants are in charge,
A parents' club meets every sec-
ond Monday night at the nursery
for discussion periods pertaining
to the welfare of their children.
Proceeds from the club's tea
were presented by check to Ro-
bert Wright, "Mayor of Orange
Mound."
• • •
The vacation exodus includes
the departures of Dr. and Mrs.
William 0. Speight and son Billy,
for the National Medical Conven-,
Von at Detroit, Mich. Also attend-
ing the convention, and leaving
fast week-end were Dr. and Mrs.
Frederick Rivers.
BENEFITS NURSERY—Pro-
ceeds from the Senior Home- '
makers Social Club's tea held
recently at the Flamingo
Room were presented by
check to Robert Wright for the
Orange Mound Day Nursery.
Mrs. Marie Jones (left), pres-
ident of the Homemakers club





Food is wonderful! It can work
miracles. Think of it this way.
You started life as a single cell,
too small to be seen without a
microscope. Look at you now —
as you read this column, you rep-
resent billions of complex well
controlled cells. The materials that
accomplished this truly miraculous
change all come from food.
Scientists tell us that there are
60 or more elements in food that
work together for our well being.
Must we know all about these
chemical substances to eat well?
The experts say "no, nothing of
the kind!'' Dr. Frederick J. Stare.
who is both a doctor of medicine
and an expert in the field of nu-
trition says:
"One can think of nutrition in
terms of meat, potatoes and car-
rots. Or you can think in terms of
vitamins, minerals and amino
acids."
•Dr. Stare points out that eating
Is basically a pleasure. The place
where you eat should be pleasant.
The food should be tasty and ap-
petizing. He suggests that the
most important consideration in
praetical nutrition is a selected va- l's pounds sea scallops
riety of foods. If you eat a wide Flour
it tablespoons olive oil
Ls cup chopped parsley
2 or 3 cloves garlic, finely chop-
ped
entation to Mr. Wright, while
Mrs. Charlie Lewis (right),
secretary of the organization,
looks on approvingly.
Scallops And Cognac
Never Had It So Good
NEW BEDFORD, Mass. — Scat-
variety of selected food, you are
practically certain to get the 60
essential nutrients.
To aid us in obtaining variety
in our diets the U. S. Dept. of
Agriculture developed the Basic penally green, leafy and yellow w
Seven, a pattern for planning, vegetables. Eat one or more acre- miss Gertie
meals The Basic Seven is a care. trigs daily.
This food group is especially rich
in vitamins A, and also supplies
riboflavin, iron, some calcium,
and vitamin C.
Group two — Fruits — especial-
ly citrus fruits, tomatoes, raw cab-
bage. Eat one or more servings
a day.
Group three — Eggs — one of
our best food sources of iron and
vitamin D are eggs. Three a week
'a an absolute minimum. Five a
week is better and one a day is
even -better yet.
Group four — milk and milk
products. Drink milk or eat its
equivalent in cheese or other milk
products 3 to 4 cups for children.
2 cups daily for adults; one quart
daily for pregnant and nursing
mothers.
Milk provides protein, riboflav-
n. vitamin A and other minerals
and vitamins.
Group five — Meat, poultry, fish
or dried beans, peas. nuts or pea-
nut butter. Eat 1 serving daily.
Foods in this group provide
protein. B-vitamins and certain
minerals. Group six — Bread,
flour and cereals (enriched or
whole grain). Eat three or more
servings a day.
The group provides significant
amounts of thiamine, riboflavin,
niacin, iron, protein... and calories
in She American diet.
Grotto seven-Butter and other
fats. Eat two to three servings
daily or one with each meal.
Butter Is rich in vitamin A Fats
are our concentrated source of cal-
lops never had it so good today.
Andre Surmain, a nimble-hand-
ed, imaginative food expert from
New York City, put together the
dinner served to scores of food
editors and civic, business and so-
cial leaders who came here for
the Scallop Festival.
Mr. Surmain, born in France
and raised in the United States,
provided the French touch to a
New England specialty. It drew
cheers.
The main course was Scal-
lops Provencale, flamed with a
touch of Cognac for good mea-
sure. (Mr. Surmain allowed that
what you don't cook with you
may drink; ah, those French!) Ev-
erything else was Scallops, too, as
guests delighted themselves with
Cream of Sea Scallops Indienne,
Coquilles St. Jacques, Sea Scallops
Lorraine. The dessert was soul
stirring; it was Pot De Creme Au
Cognac. Coffee, of course.
Mr. Surmain's recipes for Scal-








Wash and dry scallops, and roll
them in flour. Heat the olive oil,
add the scallops and cook them
very quickly, tossing them lightly
in the hot oil. While the y are
cooking add the chopped garlic
and mix it in well. Then salt and
pepper to taste, and just be-
fore taking the pan from the stove
add the parsley and toss it around
so that the scallops are nicely
coated with it. Add two table-
spoons of Cognac to the skillet,
and ignite standing off at arm's
length. Poof—you'll have a beau-
tiful flame, and a wondrous
aroma. Cognac does magic for
food.
POT DE CREME AU COGNAC
it ounces bitter sweet chocolate
1-3 cup of water
6 egg yolks
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
Cognac
In a double boiler place 6 ounces
of semi-sweet chocolate, 1 tea-
spoon vanilla extract and 1-3 cup
of water. Beat s; egg yolks and
add to melted chocolate. Stir for
five minutes, then strain through
cheese cloth into 4 demi-tasse
cups. Beat 2 tablespoons of Cog-
nac, ignite and pour over each of
the Ceme. Serve flaming. Whipped
cream may be served on the side.
of foods around which the meals
of the day can be built. According
to it all foods are divided into sev-
en groups, and the minimum num-
ger of servings to be provided in
each group is recommended. Such
a scheme permits us to think of
nutrition in terms of foods and
guides use In using foods inter-
changeably in order to obtain
essential nutrients.
Here are the basic seven foods
group. You can see that a wide
variety of meals are possible.
booked to be in Sepia's spread of
the outstanding celebration of the
NAACP.
FREEDOM BANQUET
The town's buzzing about the
Freedom Rally banquet which will
be held at Club Ebony, Friday,
August 14, where famed Mrs. Dal;
sy Bates of Little Rock, Ark., will
be on hand as guest speaker to
inspire our city to give unstinting
support to our Negro candidates in
the political race which Inds the
progress of the next 10 years at
stake.
Spearheaded by the Top list and
Tails club, the SID-a-plate benefit
dinner is being pushed by all of
our women's organizations. A n d
with the women backing the
movement. . .it is expected that
better than 5On_persons persons
will be on hand to lend their mor-
al and financial support to our
candidates. At the initial Meeting
of women's representatives. . .en-
thustastic indeed was the response
. . .with the Lincoln League re-
questing 100 tickets. . .Mrs. Noa-
mi Gochett of LaMar Cheri Club
taking 12. . .Mrs. Bernice Cole oflocated at Saratoga and Grand sts. lag women. . .and featured famed VIP Club requesting 12 tickets . .in Orange Mound. Guest clubs Dorothea Towles and other models The Klondike Civic Club request-making contributions were the La who showed off Summer furs and ing 10 by Mrs. Kate Sexton...Mrs.Rita Social club, Mrs. Alma Mor- distinctive hats and veils by Linda Ella Belle Raines of the N.T.cis, president; the Chauffeurs Page. Walker Honorary club. . .who re-Service club, Jesse Smith, presi- She also enjoyed a swank cock- ceived 18 tickets for her friendsdent; Leath Social club. M r s. tail party in Connecticut given by . .Mrs. Eva McChristian of Or. MaryL. Taylor, President; and millionaire Alfred Baker Lewis, a ange Mound Civic Club. . ,Mrs.the W. M. Homemakers' social veteran white NAACP member Josephine Winhush . . . The Kap-club, Mrs. Irene King, president, and organization champion Joh pas, represented by polemarchThe Senior Homemakers Social netta could not make the swank Elmer Henderson who laid t h eclub was named for Willa Mon- AKA party held at the Tuchahoe money on the line for five seatsroe's radio show; and is one of of Mrs. Louise Handy which was . .Then there were the J-U-G-Sseveral homemakers clubs in the attended by our Mrs. Callie Lentz . . .the AKA's. . .The SKC's. .city. Stevens. The Devoue's (represented byThe club was beautifully dec- Especially wonderful, too. she Mrs. Jesse Turner) and others,orated, with a table covered with reports was a weekend trip to At- who'll join hands with women'san Imported lace cloth, highlight. lantic City, N. J.. with the Moons, groups throughout the city toed with a floral centerpiece and a where they stopped at the Arnim- make this event equally as mu-crystal bowl of pink and green aador Hotel, witnessed the dedica- mentous of the historic rally heldfrappe, the club's colors, tion of Edgehill Apartments — a at Mason Temple two weeks agoMembers of the Senior Home- hoe Negro motel. , .where Jet's Mrs. Russell Sugarmon was elect-makers club are Mrs. 51 a rie Gerri Major spoke. . .plus Frank ed chairman of the banquet, withJones, Mrs. Irene King, Mrs. Sinatra's opening at the 500 club Miss Velma Lois Jones and MissCharlie Lewis, Mrs. Katie Mc- . .and also Billy Daniels' swank Erma Lee Laws — the latterGuire, Mrs. Margretta R. Young, opening. two of the outstanding .1 -1.1-G-S,Miss Willa Monroe, Mrs. M cry This is but a short resume' of who do such a terrific communi-Buford, Mrs. Byrdell Fields, Mrs. N. Y. showplace estate of Mrs ty job — appointed as co-chair.Mary Williams, Mrs. Ceicenla Louise Handy whick was attend man. BE THERE FRIDAY — IT
IS A MUST. . .Hear Daisy Bates
and be more than determined to
HELP GET OUT THE VOTE ON
AUGUST 20.
Group one — Vegeta blcs — es-
Mrs. Marion Gibson has left for
a trip which will take her to Chi-
cago and thence to the Fox Lake
Summer estate of Jeff lab, fa-
ther of Mrs. A. A. Latting, where
Mrs. Letting and children a r e
spending the summer.
Other guests of the Ish-Lattings
at I.'ox Lake will be the Speights
and Riverses when they leave
their Detroit meeting.
Making the sojourn at the lake
all the more exciting, is Mrs. Lat.
ting's recent gift of a sailboat,
"The Marietta," which is a source
of much pleasure for the vaca-
tioners and their many guests
who visit throughout the summer.
A colorful note from Mrs. Cora
Blackmon lets us know that she
has enjyed a wonderful vacation
in Mexico and Southern California,
where she still remains. Also visit-
ing on the West Coast are Mrs.
Josephine Bridges and Miss Sheri-
dan Hicks, who motored from here
about a week ago.
• • •
It was good to chat with viva-
cious and beauteous Mrs. Mary
Walker of Nashville, who visited
her son and daughter-in-law. Dr.
John and Nedra Smith last week-
end.
Part of her stay was spent also
with her long-time friends, Dr.
and Mrs. Julian Kelso. Mrs. Wal-
ker and Mrs. Kelso have shared
many foreign trips together and
this year finds Mary in the USA
instead of abroad as she is so
wont to do.
LN THE BIG CITY
An interesting talk with Mrs.
Kelso brought us up to date on
the details of her six week vaca-
tion — first in Chicaco for the
Links' National assembly, a n d
then on to New York City and en-
virons — where she was very
much in the midst of the posh
doings of the 50th Anniversary of
the NAACP. She was naturally in
her element here — being a life-
long worker for the organization
and a life member. Her dear
friend, famed Mollie Moon of the
New York Urban League Guild
dispensed much of the bon vivant
hospitality for which she is inter-
nationally famed. At the soignee
party given in her honor by Mollie
were Mrs. Esther Washington De-
Monde. . .the Dr. Frank Home's
(Lens's illustrious uncle), M r s.
Ethel Ramos liarris. . .Ted and
Eras Poston, Soprano Margaret
Tynes who was about to take off
to Eurpe. . .Atty. Charles and
Victoria Anderson of Louisville,
Ky., the Jackie Robinson's and
en by Roy Wilkins and his wife
for women workers in NAACP,
which honored pert Marguerite
Belafonte. . .who has worked inde-
fatigably for two years for the or-
ganization at her own expense,
and who personally has brought
in 200 life memberships! Another
luncheon honored playwright Lor-
raine Hansberry, who was In Lon-
don, but whose citation was re-
ceived be actress Rubs, Dee.
Still another luncheon at the
Park Sheraton honored outstand-
1.aw she and Miss Ida Lee Jack- ed by our Mrs. Callie Lent
son . this fabulous vacation in the
The Orange Mound Day nursery world's most interesting city. . ,
is Bemused end follows all revile- where Mrs. Kelso is very much
lions of the state and the local at home. We hear too, that she's
If you would like a cony of the
basic seven fond to aid viol in
your meal rilenntnc. eend for our
fond chart "A Gold to rat-
ite" Simolv send a card or letter
n the NremphiS fla;rv Council. 135
N ratith,e. Alemnisia. Tenn
"A guide in Com] Kahn"," is a
eerviee provided to readers of the
Tr -State Defender throlieh th. (11-
nnerat inn of the Mernnhis
Connell, Mrs. Williams staff di-
etitian at E. II. Crump hospital
Mae Jones Is
Bride - Elect
The engagement of Miss Gir-
lie Mae Jones of Oakland, Tenn.,
to Charles Edward Coleman of
Somerville was announced this
week by her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. George F. Jones.
The wedding is scheduled to take
place on Sunday, August 23, at
G:30 p. m. in the Oakland CME
church.
A graduate of the Fayette Coun-
ty Training school, Miss Jones
completed her education at Lane
college in Jackson, and is now
employed at the Oakland school.
The future bridegroom is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Coleman
of Somerville. He attended Fay-
ette County Training school and
has been in service for the past
eight years.





RENSSELAER, Ind. — (U P I)
— George Hales warned his Chi-
cago Bears Monday to expect a
tough game against the Green
Bay Packers next Saturday night.
Hales said that scouring re-
ports of the Packers scrimmage
last week indicated the team was
"a hell of a lot stronger than
last year."
"I was impressed by the work
of their four quarterbacks, Babe
Parini, Joe Francis. Lamar Mc-
Han and Bart Starr," he said,
"and also the tighter defense with
their two new players from trades
Emlen Tunnel! and Bil' Quinlan."
Hales indicated the Bears prob-
ably would not scrimmage this
week in preparation for the Pack-
er game.
UCLA Senior Becomes
Bride Of Football Star
The marriage of Miss Delores
Penn to Esker Harris has been
announced by the bride-elect's
grandmother, Mrs. Laura U.
Thornton. The wedding took place
on August 9.
Miss Penn attended Peoperdine
college in Los Angeles for two
years on a speech scholarship. In
1954 she won first place In the
Western Baptist Convention Ora-
torical Contest. In 1955 she again
won first place which Qualified
her to compete on a national level.
At the national contest she won
first place and a $1,000 scholar-
ship.
After a two year absence from
college she entered UCLA, where
she is now a senior. During the
1.959 semester she was president
of her campus group. She is a
member of Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority and the Henry M. Sears
Chapter No. 79 OES.
Mr. Harris is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas Harris of Mem-
phis. He attended UCLA on an
athletic scholarship and played
guard on the Bruin's football
team. He played in the 1955 Rose
Bowl and, also, was nominated to
the All-American Football team.
AUGUST BRIDE — Miss De.
lore* Penn, a senior at UCLA
in Los Angeles, became the
bride of Esker Harris, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Harris
of 811 Hamilton at., on Sun-
In 1957.50 he was upper division
men's representative of the SDI-
dent body at UCLA. Ile is pres-
ently employed at Douglas as a
re-search chemist, but will return
to UCLA as a senior in chemistry
to obtain his BS degree. He is a
member cd Kappa Alpha frater-
nity.
The parents of the groom-elect
reside at 811 Hamilton and are
well known in the community.
Mrs. Bettie Marie Harris is a
nurse at West Tennessee hospit-
al and Tom Harris served as cad-
dymaster at Colonial Country
club 20 years. He is also an ex-
prizefighter in the lightweight di-
vision. For 15 years he fought
professionally under the name of
Buntyn Kid, under the manage-
ment of Will Parsons.
He also fought in World War I,
tangling during his career with
boxing greats like Jim Brooks,
Bas Black, Hambone Murphy, Kid
Sylvester and Louis Young. H i s
early training as a fighter was
gained from Joe Mondue at Joe
Kirksey's place at Third and Gay-
oso, where weekly fights were
staged.
day. Aug. 9. I research chem-
ist at Douglas, he played with
the Bruins football team. He
expects to complete his col-
lege work next Summer.
JACIKOCIINI
  by15404ftrogsi Anna C. Cook* f—
Some vacationers rush off to
trig cities but during this sizzling
hot weather members of the 20th
Century club decided on a vaca-
tion spot for relaxation and com-
fort. It was none other than beau-
tiful Kentucky Lake where five of
the members spent five wonder-
ful days renting a cabin overlook-
ing the lake.
Members enjoying the great out-
doors were Mesdames Ber t h a
Bridgeman, Jessie Bates, Bernice
Gates, Mozelle Long and Willie
Mae Shaw.
En route to Kentucky they stop-
ped at the home of Mrs. Terry
Coats at Murray, Ky. They were
dinner guests of Mrs. Coats and
her mother, Mrs. Louise Hubbard.
There they found Mrs. Coats very
excited and anxiously waiting for
a Port call to join her husband,
Sgt. Billy Coats, in Germany.
While at the Lake, the club
members were again guests of
Mrs. Coats when she entertained
with her sister, Mrs. Hauanna Rut-
ledge, of Chicago, Ill., on Tues-
day. Visiting from the Windy City
were Mrs. David Tharp and Mrs.
Phelps.
Saturday, the last day spent at
the Lake, the group welcomed
Mrs. Frances Reid, Mrs. Mary
Frances Adams, Misses Garline
Long and Marie Pugh who motored
up for the day. Misses Long and
Pugh, recent graduates of Merry
high school, are members of the
Junior Twentieth Century club.
AROUND THE CIRCLE
Quite a bit of activity has taken
place around the S. 11. Bronaligh
residence covering a 10-day per-
iod. First, S. a left for Omaha,
Neb., for a week's work shop in
college business administration.
Just after his departure, guests
of Mrs. Bronaugh were Mr. and
Mrs. John Moore of Indianapolis,
Ind. They were enroute home after
an extensive vacation in Mexico.
Then to French Lick, Ind., went
Mrs. Fironaugh motoring with Mr.
and Mrs. J. F. Hughes and son.
Mike, to witness the famed Jazz
Artists show that was being staged
there.
Upon her return she was greet•
ed by sister-in-law, Mrs. Jacob
Bronaugh of Hopkinsville, Ky. Mr.
nronsugh returned home on Tues-
day evening and every thing is
A He jytatffill" Taste Treat
OLIVE-PIMENTO
Here's a piquant new taste, just in time to tempt hol.weather
appetites—creamy Forest Hill Cottage Cheese, accented by
the lively flavor of blended olive and pimento. Makes a re—
freshing salad—tastes wonderful by itself as a dip, snack or







back to normal again,
I A very well known Jacksonian
of years ago was brought back
for burial last Sunday. Mrs. Janie
Edwards who lived almost to the
ripe old age of 97 come October,
was buried in Riverside cemetery
church.
She is survived by her daughter,
Mrs. Gussie Palmer and many
cousins, one of them, Principal C.
N. Berry of Merry High school.
Mrs. Palmer lives in Chicago. Oth-
er friends from Chicago for the
burial included Mrs. Jackson,
Mrs. Eula Franklin a n d Mrs.
Ryan, all former Jacksonians.
Our sympathy also goes out to
Dr. W. E. McKissack, local dentist
who lost his father, Dr. W. E. Mc-
Kissack, an,, of Gallatin, Tenn.
Services were held there on Wed.
nesday.
It was sad to hear of the death
of Mrs. Minnie Murrell, mother
the late Mrs. Myrtle Pate. At the
time of her death she was in Cali-
fornia with her daughter, Eliza-
beth and three grandchildren who
resided in Los Angeles.
WEDDING BELLS
Sunday, August 18, has been
set for the wedding of Miss Ann
Marie Glenn to Clyde Currie, it
was announced by her parents re-
cently. Both Mr. Currie and Miss
Glenn are June graduates of Lane
college where they had above av-
erage scholastic records. He was
named in Who's Who in American
colleges. Miss Glenn, the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland Glenn
'resides at 205 Southern at., in Jack-
son. Mr. Currie is from Browns-
ville, Tenn,
Mrs. V. F. Walker took time out
to pen a note while she was stop-
ping at the Royal hotel in Lon-
don. She along with Mrs. Alfrede
Martin who accompanied her had
just visited Westminster Abbey,
Buckingham Palace, the Tower of
London, St. Paul's Cathedral and
London Bridge.
Before returning to the states
they were to motor to Stratford
and fly to Paris, France.
FORMER MEMPHIAN — Mrs.
Pearl Rankin (nee Miss Willie
Pearl Aldridge) has enjoyed a six
week visit in Memphis with rela-
tives and friends. Recipient of
many social courtesies, Mrs. Ran.
kin is returning to her home its
Fontana, Calif., where she a a it
her husband are engaged in the
business of a service station and
a photography establishment. She
is a graduate of Tennessee States
0..
For nese under sun or stars,
Fornifit designed a new strapless
bra that stays up securely and
comfortably without niring.
Flexible Cuddle-Stays molded
within the thin foam rubber io
ing of the cups lift and ro
the bosom beautifully. Made
embroidered white cotton, this
new "Confidential" bra has bat-
iste elastic sides and back.
This summer is no exception.i
As the mercury climbs upward,
our necklines inch downward —
to welcome cooling breezes and
to show off suntans.
And each year, as we bring
out our sundresses and scoop-
neck cottons, we are faced with
the same old problem: how to
find a strapless bra that is truly
comfortable as well as flattering.
Well. this year we've found it.
The designers at Forrnfit have
created a whole collection of
strapless bras, both short and
long, which have no wires either.
under or over the cups.
These new "Confidential" bras.'
the only wire-free strapless bras
on the market, can be worn com-
fortably all day long. And they
mold a lovely high, rounded lift.'
besides.
How do they do It? The tin.'
swer is in a pair of slim, flex).
ble Cuddle-Stays which are
molded vertically within the thin
foam rubber lining of each cu
The cushioned stays lift
round the bosom and also
the top and bottom of the bra
smoothly to the body.
Our favorite in the collection
Is a bandeau of daintily embroid-
ered white cotton, rimmed in












FOR THI BEST PICKLES
SPEAS
APPLE CIDER or DISTILLED
VINEGARS



















































































































































































































This week's issue will deal first
With Homecoming at the Dyer
USE church. It is an annual af-
fair and this year there was a
larger crowd than ever.
Not too many members came
home but friends came. Return
ing for the first time since 1906
from Memphis was Mrs. Mabe
Cubic, who has lived in Ruther
Lord and Dyer. With her was her
daughter and family, Mr. and
Mrs. Theodore Williams, all of
Memphis and members of the Mt.
Olive Cathedral CME church.
Mrs. Williams rendered a beau-
tiful solo on the Homecoming pro-
gram. From Trinity CME church
in Memphis came Mrs. Ella Belle
Raines and Mrs. Edna June Fend-
er.
Mrs. Pender has many relatives
in Dyer, and Mrs. Raines is the
Annual Conference youth director.
it
other favorite son appearina on ne program was Fred Nolan of
aducah, Ky.
Mr. Nolan is a receet graduate
of Tougaloo college, a Kappa, and
a member of the Presbyterian
church in Paducah.
' Other guests were the choir from
Bradford, Tenn., the Martinaires
of Martin, Tenn., Mr. Taylor, of
Martin, and the pastor, Rev. J.
H. E. Strayhorne of Johnson Tem-
ple CME church, McKenzie, who
delivered a powerful sermon. His
choir sang beautiful hymns of
praise.
The Dyer CME choirs, both sen-
ior and junior, under the direction
of Mrs. Imogene Burnette were
at their best throughout the day.
The pastor, the Rev. W. G. Rog-
ers, preached one of his best ser-
mons that morning welcoming
those from home on their return.
All in all, it was a day that will
g be remembered by those that
nded and the sponsor as well.
Many letters of congratulations
came from persons who could not
attend. Members of St. Paul Bap-
tist church of Kenton, though un-
able to attend, sent greetings, both
written and financial. The mem-
bers of the church are ever grate-
ful to all of you for your presence
and invite you again next year
at the same time for the same
occasion.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Seats of
Cedar Grove were among the
many that attended as well as
Dewey Corley and Mrs. Farrah
Ivie of Rutherford. Many people
brought or sent dinners that were
served free to all and for that
we are very grateful.
Mrs. Hollis Skinner-Jordan had
charge of the afternoon program
and did a beautiful job of arrang-
ing and placing numbers for en-
joyment. Mrs. Beatrice Ivie and
Mrs. Virginia O'Daniel assisted by
of the ladies of the church,
Irsed the dinner in the base-
ment in a very skillful manner
that caused little or no confusion.
SERIOUS ACCIDENT
A very serious accident at a lo-
cal Rutherford Gin caused Wertha
Finch to be hospitalized with a
broken back, three broken ribs,
fracthred chest and leg. He is in
the Obion County hospital in Union
City. Another employee, John L.
Woods, was injured, but not too
esriously.
Mr. William (Bill) Stanback
pahg0d away Wednesday afternoon
at 3 o'clock. Funeral arrangements
are incomplete at this writing. He
had been ill for quite a while.
Others ill are Will Mullins, Mrs.
Bessie O'Daniel, Mrs. Lue Feath-
erston, and James Williams.




I Schools have reopened for sum-
mer assion in spite of the humid
weather and many relatives have
been visiting different friends all
around town.
Visiting Mr. and Mrs. Leather
B. Long was their brother, Walter
Long of Cleveland, Ohio.
Mr. Johnny Mack Merriweather,
of Pontiac, Mich., was a guest of
Mr. and MI's. Kenny Sain, also
Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie Searcy, sr.
Mr. John Jackson of Toledo,
Ohio, has been visiting with his,
sister, Mrs. Ossie Price.
Mrs. Rachel Cobb and son, John
fly Frank Cobb, were proud to
have their dasighter and son-in-
law, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Brown,
jr., and grands on little Ronald,
eVicago.'s. Ida Dickerson had as her
guest from Chicago, her sons, Ed-
die and Floyd Dickerson and their
families.
Mrs. Lula Mae Weathers of To-
ledo. Ohio is a guest in the home
of her mother, Mrs Roberta
Weathers.
Mrs. Mittie Cole has enjoyed
baying her grandchildren from Mi-
ele', Wisc., for several weeks.
They are Frazier, jr., Judy and
James, children of Mr. and Mrs.
Frazier Searcy, sr. formerly of
Bell.
Explains Parking Woes
GRAHAM, England — (UPI)—
he chief constable of Gloucester.
'Shire, J. S. H. Gaskaine, offered
Ms explanation for traffic coo-
irn: 
"If you give a woman an
INT park in it,"
[Bolden were united in marriage in
a quiet home ceremony recen,'
The ceremony was performed .
Rev. A. J. Buckey. Due to the
Hines of her father, the recep-
tion was held in the American Le-
gion club.
WITH THE CLUBS
The Neighborhood club met with
Mrs. C. B. Seat in Trenton last
week. A tasty Chicken-in-the-bas-
ket menu was served. Guest of
honor was Mrs. Lucile Rogers of
Cleveland, Ohio. Due to inclem-
ent weather all the members were
not present but those that attend-
ed report having had a wonder-
ful time.
The Gloxinia Arts and Garden
club of Humboldt met in Dyer in
the beautiful home of Mr. and
Mrs. E. L. Wynn with Mrs. Wynn
and Mrs. A. Jamison as co-host-
esses. The meeting, being the first
one of the season had several ab-
sent but enough were present to
transact much club business. Mrs.
W. S. Vance, the president, re-
sided and advanced many ideas
that were helpful to the club so
that when the next meeting is
held in September the group will
be off to a good start.
A dessert course of homemade
ice cream and old fashioned pound
cake was served, along with cold
cokes.
Among those present were Mes-
dames Cottrell Thomas, Martha
Lacey, Drucilla Tuggle, Ann Bell
Bryson, Ora Lee Gentry and Miss
Lila Northcross.
A new Softball team is springing
up around Dyer with Mr. J. Jami-
son as manager. Friday night
they traveled to Humboldt for the
first game. Although they met with
defeat, the boys, ages nine to
14. were in high spirits.
The Baseball club of Rutherford
plays every Sunday afternoon and
if you would like to see some good
action, get in touch with their
manager, C. V. Jenkins and find
out where they will be and see
them
TRAVELS
Clarence L. Jenkins, who has
spent the summer in Chicago, has
returned home.
Mrs. Eddie B. Gardner of Chi-
cago is visiting Mrs. Fairy Jenk-
ins for a few days. Mrs. 'Thelma
Stevenson and Ella M. Holder of
Ft. Wayne, Ind., and Mrs. Robbie
Agnew of Nashville are visiting
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wi-
ley Agnew, Mr. and Mrs. Will
Barnett and daughter of Detroit,
Mich., are vacationing with relat-
ives, Mrs. Reed in Humboldt, Mr.
and Mrs. Jewel Lee, and Miss
Florence Knight of Trenton, and
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Barnett of
Union City.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. B. Clark of
St. Louis and Fred Whitlock of
South Bend, are visiting their
brother, Will Whitlock of Tren-
ton. They all motored to Memphis
to visit their sister, Mrs. Amanda
Smith, who is hospitalized.
Mr. and Mrs. Ananias Cope-
land of Chicago are visiting Mr.
Copeland.; mother, Mrs. Ella
Copeland.
Mrs. Cora Biggs has returned
from her visit to Gallatin, Tenn.,
where she spent a week with her
daughter, Janice.
Mrs. Carrie Marsh, along with
the Ladies auxiliary sponsored a
platter party with Jim Dandy of
WJAK, for the younger set. They
are set for a return engagement
the second week in August.
A HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Corley hon-
ored their granddaughter, Paula
Brantley, with a delightful birthday
party this week. Ice cream and
chocolate cake was served to six
of her friends and relatives. Each
guest received a favor. Games
were played and each had an en-
joyable time. Those enjoying the
party were Marvanette and Shear-
lyn Belmont, Marjorie Ann FiPe-
man, Joe Ann Booker and Sheila
Booker.
HERE AND THERE
Revival services are being held
at the Presbyterian church in
Rutherford with the Rev. Nichols
of Providence, Ky., as the Evan-
gelist.
The First Baptist church of
Trenton was host of the State B.
TEACHERS TOUR HAVANA
— Forty-two Memphis school
teachers paused in Miami, as
guests of the luxurious Sir
John Resort hotel. enroute to
Havana, Cuba and Nassau. Ba-
hamas for four days of sight.
seeing and fun. Traveling in
the party were: Mesdames Ad.
die G. Owen, Marie Adams,
Willie Pegues, Katie McGuire,
Barbara Dickerson, Lila Lew-
is, Hattie Braithwaite, Juanita
Brinkley, Mamie Pamphlett,
Meese Shelto, Sallie Bartho-
lomew. Sara Brown, Eva Hem•
ilton, Martha Dulaney, Alma
Morris, Tecoria Smith, Leora
Perkins, Calvert' Ishmael, Ro-
setta Clark, Geraldine Smith.
Ethel Hooks, Bemis. Wesson,
Ellen Smith, Willette Humph.
rey, Gertrude Johnson, Alma
Ilobson, Bessie Rice, Effie
Flagg, Pearl Clark, Jude Et•
land, Misses Utoka Quarles.
Fairy Peyton, Irene Glee.
den, Alison Vance, Alma How-
ard, Isabelle Greenlee, Will-
cane Freeman and Annie Car-
gill of Memphis, Tenn., and
Mesdames Sara Moyse of fin-
tinned, Ohio, Artimese Gar-
rett and Melinda Robinson of
Vicksburg. Miss.. and Mary
Bowman of Canton, Miss,
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Are you a regular reader of our
column? If so, do you find it inter-
esting or dull? I hope you enjoy
our corner each week although
your reporter is sometimes left
holding the bag for the lack of
news. If you want our column
to be more interesting, help us by
calling in your news to 624W or 827
before Wednesday of each week.
It may not be news to you, but
it's news to others.
Your reporter is very grateful
to those who called in news last
week. Their contribution and more
like it wil help to keep our col-
umn going.
The Masonic were in Nashville
last week in one of their big meet-
ings, The kind where they wear
their "fezs" and other Masonic
garb. Tell me it was much of a
meeting of Masons and S. E. Moore
was right there representing ole
Rip Town.
Out at A and I university, the
Farmers and Homemakers Coun-
cil is in session this week. Taking
representatives from here are G.
R, Williams and L. 0. Gillespie.
More about this meeting next
week
As usual, at this time of year,
the welcome mat is out, and a
spirit of hospitality prevails over
o u r thresholds. Acquaintances
are being renewed and friend-
ships revived. Out at the Rev.
E. G. Carrolls' recently, they
entertained in their usual Carroll
fashion the following dinner
guests
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Johnson,
Pauline and Albert Johnson, Mrs.
Lucy Yarbro and two grandchil-
dren from Clifton, Tenn., Harold
Johnson and Joe Yarbro and Wal-
ter Lofties from Sandusky, Ohio,
M. B. Cherchwell, Waynesboro,
Tenn., Mrs. Mittie Smith and
granddaughter, Mrs. Medie Penn,
all from Trenton, Tenn. Mr. W. H.
Overall, Memphis and Mrs. Mam-
mie Stokeley from Detroit, Mich.
This, I tell you, was one of those
reunions that comes once in a life-
time and long remembered.
Dining with Mr. and Mrs. Sam
Halfacre last Sunday were Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Halfacre III, and his
mother-in-law, all from Memphis
If you know the Sam Halfacres
and have been in their lovely
home, then you know something
about being royally entertained.
With Mrs. Blanche as hostess, well,
what else?
"Your Bed is Too Short, Your
T. U. and Sunday School Con- Cover Too Narrow" is the subject
gress. Each delegate reported ai Mrs. A. Faye Moore addressed the
successful meeting. Rev. C. Camp- members of Morning Star Baptist
bell of Memphis was elected presi- church last Sunday. A musical pro-
dent and Rev. A. H. Rice, host gram preceded the address.
pastor, and president since the Visiting Mrs. Anna Campbell and
inception of this body, is presi- sister, Minnie, from Memphis
were Mr. Benny jt., wife and two
sons, Ronnie and Stanley.
Don't forget to call in your news.
We'll tell others, if you'll only tell
us. See ya.
dent-emeritus.
The meeting was well attended
and some of the leading State
pastors took active part in the
promotion of the program.
Mr. and Mrs. Gentry Cooper and
grandson Ricky, and mother, Mrs.
Johnny Crittendon of Cleveland,
Ohio, visited friends in Ruther-
ford on Friday last and were din-
ner guests of Mrs. Farrah lye.
Mrs. Marjorie Ellis, Mrs. Far-
rah, Ivie, Shelia Faye, Margery
Ann and Paula were business vis-
itors in Union City last week, and
while there visited Mrs. Eula Slay-
ton and daughter Brenda.
James Robert Edmonds, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Cottrell Edmonds,
who lives in Rockford, Illinois, is
home for a visit and to recuper-
ate from a recent operation. While
here he is also visiting points in
Mississippi and Louisiena.
Fred Nolan is spending several
days with his grandfather, Tom
Nolan.
If you have news, please call it
in. We repeat, we know not what




EAST CHICAGO, In — (UPI)
—About 1,000 supervisory em-
ployes locked in the Inland Steel
company's sprawling plant since
the steel strike began July 15
headed for home Monday.
The United Steelworkers Union
and the company negotiated an
"open gate" policy, enabling the
employes to go home when their
job of maintaining the factory
ends each day.
The Inland plant was the last
In the Chicago area to come un-
der the open gate policy.
YWCAers Enjoy Exciting Trip
To Havana And Points South
Forty-two members of the
Vance Avenue Branch Young
Women's Christian Association left
Memphis on Saturday, July 25 for
a four day cruise to Havana and
Nassau on the S. S. Yarmouth.
From the moment the Grey-
hound bus left the YWCA at 5
a.m., exciting and unusual experi-
ences met the travelers. Prior to
departure, the group had a few
moments of prayer with the Rev.
John C. Mickle of Second Congre-
gational church. Rev. Mickle Was
invited by the group on the sug-
gestion of one of his church mem-
bers who was making the trip.
The first stop was for lunch at
the beautiful Gaston motel in Bir-
mingham, Ala. By night fall, the
group had journeyed to Lake City,
Fla., where the ladies were hous-
ed for an overnight stay. Arising
refreshed and anxious for the next
"leg" of the trip, the group mo-
tored on to Silver Springs, Fla.
Turning off the main highway, the
travelers smiled with anticipation
as they drew closer to Paradise
Park for the ride in the glass bot-
tom boats over the crystal waters
of Florida's famous Silver Springs.
Taking the 50-minute trip on the
Silver River, they passed over
the source of the springs forma-
tions, the thousand of cat fish that
weigh up to forty pounds. They
also saw the flowers blooming un-
der water, petrified trees a n d
hosts, the backbone of a prehis-
toric monster, and alligators.
FED FISHES
The guide allowed the ladies to
feed bread to the nearly tame fish.
They saw the "Fisherman's Para-
dise" where the fish play foot-
ball, passed over the "Catfish Ho-
tel," the "Decorated Christmas
Tree" and they heard from the
guide the legend of the "Bridal
Chamber."
By night, the group had jour-
neyed over 1,000 miles from Mem-
phis and were ready for the brief
rest at the fabulous Sir John hotel
in Miami. Here the group divid-
ed for the night's activities. Twen-
ty took the nght tour of Miami,
ending up at the elaborate Deau-
ville Hotel Dining room for an ex-
citing show and dinner. Here they
witnessed the performance of the
former star of the Broadway
stage production, "Pajama
Game." The remainder of the
group visited the cocktail lounge
of the Sir John Hotel, or rested in
preparation for the morrow.
Early Monday morning the trav-
elers gathered at the Sir John en-
trance and had a picture made be-
fore leaving to board the ship. On
the trip to the dock, the group
was given a three hour tour of
Miami which included a visit to
an Indian village. It was here that
the group saw an Indian boy wres-
tle an alligator.
A few minutes after five t h e
group was checking through to
board the ship. Staterooms were
assigned, dining room seating ar-
ranged, and the passengers pur-
chased chairs for the deck. The
latter, they quickly occupied to
await the signal that we were pull-
ing away from our native shores.
Excitement was high as the wom-
en threw colored serpentine from
the decks and listened to the mel-
odious strains of the ship's orches-
tra as they each waved back at
the fading shore line.
MET IN SALON
Promptly at 8 p.m., the travel-
ers met in the air-conditioned din-
ing salon for the elaborate and
delicious dinner. Following the
meal, the passengers met with
the Cruise Director to be briefed
on the Havana customs and ress
and other pertinent information.
Bingo, cards, dancing, and long-
ing on the deck rounded out the
evening. Shore and Cuban tourist
cards were distributed for the
tours.
Tuesday morning the group left
the ship for the Havana shore ex-
cursion.
The tour of Old and New Ha-
vana included visits to many of
the interesting and historic high-
lights of this beautiful city. Guides
conducted the party through Mer-
cedes church with its ornate fres-
coes, the Senate Chambers with
its 24 carat gold decorated ceil-
ing, offices of the Grand Hall of
the National Capitol. Here t h e
travelers saw the 24 karat dia-
mond set in the floor of the grand
hall directly under the dome which
was presented the Republic by
workers who built the Capitol .
All distances from Havana are
Measured from the dia mon d.
From here the group visited the
Corona factory to watch the manu-
facture of the famous Havana cig-
ar, then to the alligator process-
ing plant to see how skins are
fashioned into bags, shoes, an d
belts. Many of the women made
purchases in the adjoining shop
and show rooms. The group mov-
ed on to the Colon Cemetery to
view the most elaborate mausol-
eums in the Western hemisphere.
The tour passed through suburban
Havana with its elaborate homes
and then returned to the city prop-
er.
Back in the city, the group pass-
ed the square where over a mil-
lion Cubans gathered for the July
26 celebration of Fidel Castro.
Throughout the city, we observed
No scores of farmers wearing the
leather encased michette, t h e
symbol of Cuba. They too were
viewing the beautiful city of Ha-
vana for the first time. The last
stop was made at the celebrated
rum distillery where one may
sample any or all of the 21 varie-
ties of rum produced there.
BLUE SKY
The gleaming and new white
lines of glass paneled skyscrapers
standing against a blue Carib-
bean sky, makes one pause at the
breath-taking splendor. Centuries-
old castles, forts, and cathedrals
are memorials of the dramatic
past. It is a magic city of vivid
oontrasts.
At 9 p.m., the travelers were
met by the guide and taken on
the Havana night tour.
After driving the 2,4 women
through Chinatown, the third larg-
est settlement of Chinese in the
world, the tour proceeded to a
typical Cuban night club where
the group saw a typical Cuban
floor show. Then on to the world
els at the curved roof provides
night club in the suburbs consid-
ered the most beautiful in t h e
Americas. Here they enjoyed a
lavish stage show in the fabulous
Crystal Arch room which is a mas-
terpiece of modern architecture.
at magnificent view of the lighted
els at the curved roof provides
magnificent view of the lighted
tropical gardens. This beautiful
building was awarded First Prize
of Archtecture in 1953. The beau-
tiful open air terrace "Under The
Stars" is a dreamland of beauty.
Tropicana's gardens are also a
dream of beauty as you stroll
along the romantic paths. Adjoin-
ing is the gambling Casino.
The S. S. Yarmouth sailed from
the Ilavana Harbor at eight the
following morning. The travelers
waved as we passed the famous
landmarks such as the old Morro
Castle so steeped in history, wars
and revolution.
HEADED FOR NASSAU
All day and throughout the night
we were on a straight course
headed for Nassau in the Baham-
as. Arriving at nine on Thursday,
the group took the day tour of
Nassau.
Nassau, a bountiful, booming re-
sort, caters to both the sophisti-
cated and the sportsman in a lav-
ish manner. The group visited
the old water tower, a fort built
of stone, the "Queen's staircase,"
the government house and the vis-
itors drove past the beautiful Co-
lonial Hotel and the Royal Vic-
toria hotel with its exotic tropi-
cal gardens built during the Civil
War and played an impartial host
to blockade runners, then on to
the Adastra Gardens where the
group witnessed the "Parade of
the Flamingos," birds trained to
obey military commands.
They walked down Parliament
Street to Rawson Square and the
Straw Markets and bought bags,
slippers, hats and dolls from the
native women who fashion a flop-
py hat before your eyes. They
shopped on Bay Street, Nassau's
train street. Here they had pic-
tures made with several of the
Impressive police who were dress-
ed in white tunics and pith hel-
mets.
The police come from Barbados
in the West Indies. No Bahamian
would take the job. "Once you
arrest a friend, you have no more
friend," you're told.
Bowls Beaters Vacuum Hogs, Hes*
and Parts and Porto
APPLIANCE REPAIRS.











760 Union Ave.-JA 7-2631 - 2268 Park Ave.-FA 3-8507
Dessert first, then steak and fi-
nally corn on the cob. A chinese
puzzle? No, just a poorly plann-
ed outdoor supper where the chef
"eats humble pie" while his guests
down their topsy-turvy meal.
If this has happened at your
backyard barbecues, then, accord-
ing to Jim Beard, master chef
and author of several books on
the art of outdoor cookery, all
that's needed is a little planning
and experience and your next cook-
out will be a sizzling success.
For example: plan to have your
fire going long before the gang
arrives and serve nibbles —car-
rot sticks, olives, chips and dips—
to take the edge off of appetites.
Then you won't be pressured into
cooking too so or serving under-I
done vittles because "everyone's
dying of hunger."
ABOUT FIRE
When It comes to the fire, ex-
perence Is the best teacher on the
subject of how much fuel you'll
need .Fires should always be re-
duced to glowing coals with white
ash tips before the cooking be-
gins. It takes about an hour for the
coals to glow properly and once
heated, they should be spread out
to extend slightly beyond the food.
Tools for building • good barbe-
cue include a sprinkler-topped bot-
tle full of water to drip over the
Gardens, an underwater world of
tropical fish and coral formation
viewed through glass bottomed
boats. The white sands and cry-
stal waters of the beach are beaui-
ful and inviting. Several of the
ladies pulled off shoes and waded
in the water.
Bidding a sad farewell to Nas-
sau, the ship left at 6 p.m., with
not half of the things done one
had planned.
On Friday morning the boat
docked in Miami. Here the pas-
sengers' luggage went through in-
spection and we were questioned
as to our nationality.
Boarding the chartered bus
which was awaiting the YWCA
group, we sped on to Jacksonville
group we sped on to Jacksonville
through St. Augustine, Fla., the
oldest city in the United States.
Then on to Atlanta, Ga. liere the
group lived at Clark college and
made a tour of the city. Arriving
at Chattanooga, '7 
to the top 
of‘tnn., on Sunday,
the travelers we 
the LookOut Moutitain. A few of
the ladies rode the incline down
from the top of the mountain to
its base.
A weary, but happy bunch ar-
rived in Memphis at nine that
night with plans already-made for
the next summer trip to the Pacif-
ic South Eastern section of t h e
United States,
coals should fat flames flare u
Long-handled forks and tongs mu
be used to manipulate hot foods
you won't get burned. But eve .
experienced chefs occasional:
have accidents, so it's wise ti•
keep some first-aid essentials
within reach.
You should have Vaseline Pe-
troleum Jelly for horns, antiseptic
for cuts and wounds and ban-
dages to cover both. If you suf.
fer a minor burn, apply the pe-
troleum jelly at once. It will
soothe the injury and prevent
airborne infection.
EASIER CLEANING
To make cleaning up easier, like
the bottom of your grill or fire-
place with several layers of heavy
duty aluminum foil to catch drip-
pings and ashes. The foil will speed
up the cooking process somewhat,
ysoukreet
keep thisin mind when timing
Don't salt your meat until it's
almost ready or it may toughen.
Save time and effort by cooking
such vegetables as patotoes and
corn on the cob deep in the glow-
ing coals. Butter potato skins,
puncture and wrap each spud in
foil before cooking. Husks should
be renewed from corn before
each ear is popped into foil with
a bit of butter and salt.
Salads are best when very
crisp: greens should be torn not
cut and dressings should be added
minutes before serving time so
salad won't be soggy. There's
nothing worse than a hot ham-
burger served on a cold bun, so
toast the buns on the grill a few
seconds before your meat is done.
To make serving easier, use a




CHICAGO — (UPI) — Virgil W.
Peterson, head of the Chicago
Crime Commission, said a prose-
cuting attorney should go out
looking for crime, not merely wait
until the cases are brought before
hint,
l'eterson made the remark as
he addressed 180 prosecutors from
37 states and Italy attending a
Northwestern law school short
course.
SCHOOLS (Instruction,
Part-time jobs while learning reeding, type-
writing, prieting evangelism. Mail name, ad-
dress, telephone number to The Christ Way
School. PO Box 7322, Memphis. Tema.
HELP WANTED - MEN, WOMEN
Part.tinio job. while learning reeding, type-
writing, printing evangelism. Mail nem( ad-
dress, telephone cumber to The Christ Way
School, PO 5014 7322, Memphis, Tennessee
HOUSEWORKERS--Sanor jobs fee you, Work
in New York honseuat 550-550 per w..14, dr.
room .d board. Tickets int. Reply giving
cant, address, telephone OF references. Do-
mestic Employment Agency, ISE t. 116th St ,
Now York City.
==
BY BUS,„1• it's Convenient
• Fast
a-= • Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM i
MEMPHIS TRANSIT CO. a
Formerly
MEMPHIS STREET RAILWAY CO. 7"-=





Dr. Graves Vigene Foot Tonic
THE NEW LIQUID  FOOT MEDICINE
MADE BY A DOCTOR TO HELP YOUR FEET S WAYS:
• EASE ACHE • RELAX FATIGUE
• QUIET NERVES • TONE SKIN





AT DRUG AND BEAUTY COUNTERS OR
OR MAIL TO
VIGENE PRODUCTS, BOX 3737 Chgo. 80, M.
Inclosed is Si 00 (plus 20c for reading).
Please seed Vigenis Feet Tonic to —
Hume (print) 
Address 
City  Zen. sr.,.
DEALER & JOBBER INQUIRIES INVITED
Sat A...„°E,F5E!! Ed Hurt Selected On 4-Man Pan-Am Track Coaching Staff 'I'D Ret i re
completed their 21st annual mid.
west tournament and 14th Speedy
Memorial last Saturday and Sun-
day at Pipe O'Peace golf course
in a downpour that caused the
termination of all play after 27
holes.
' Even though the rain came down
continually all contestants were
most cooperative with the tourney
officiils. Finally after a long wait
it was decided that the 18 hole
ecores from Saturday would be
combined with the first nine holes
played during the wet action Sun-
day would consitute the tourney
totals.
Jake Simmons, who won t h e
medal play with a 72, topped
the men with 107. Two strokes be-
hind came 0. Martin to capture
the runnerup spot.
Ann Gregory took honors among
the women with a 123 total, top-
ping second place finisher Alice
Stewart by 14 strokes.
' In the pro division Archie
Knuckles grabbed off the $75.00
first prize with a 146 total for 36
holes. Bob Horton and Lawrence




Ann Gregory — 123
Alice Stewart — 137
Selma Barbour — 144
First Flight
Josephine Hughes — 145
Cecilia Jenkins — 147
Doris Evans — 149
Second Flight
Vivianne Brigham — 159
Mike Sanders — 161
Jackie Moran — 161
Third Flight
Naomi Sanford — 164
Ruth Barksdale — 166
A. Il. Miller — 166
Fourth Flight
Eunice Kelly — 175
Lucille Boysaw — 176
Yvonne Trotter — 176
Men
Jack Simmons — 107
0. Martin — 109
Charles Jefferson — 110
Robert Dean — 110
Alton Smith — 111
Henry Nash — Ill
First Flight
Wiliam Brown — 116
Second Flight
Joe Reid — 119
Wm. Wimbley — 12.1
McKinley Miller — 122
Third Flight
Davis MeEwen — 127
Win. Braxton — 127
Fourth Flight (four way tie)
B. Evans — 135
H. Smith — 135
R. Ramsey — 135
Wm McDonald — 135
Fifth Flight
Nelson Miller — 142
C. Agins — 143
J. Slemmons — 144
ED HURT
BALTIMORE, Md. — The near-
for Uncle Sam in the Pan Ameri-
ly 100 track stars who'll compete
can Games beginning August 27
in Chicago will have as one of
their coaches a little guy who has
built a kind of personal monu-
ment to faith in hard work.
Edward Paulette (Eddie) Hurt,
affectionately known to the ath-
letes of Morgan State college
whom he's coached to national an
international fame as "Uncle Ed-
die," carries to the four-man Pan
Am coaching staff headed by Penn
State's Charles (Chick) Werner
the firm conviction that "there's
no magic formula for success;
it takes hard work and plenty of
it."
His selection to the Pan Am
staff by the U.S. Olympic Com-
mittee is another of the impress-
ive honors which have come in
recognition of the tremendous
job little Eddie Hurt has done
In a 34.Year coaching career.
Naming of t h e million dollar
gymnasium at Morgan State in
his honor, selection as track and
field coach of the year 1950, and
his election to the NAIA Coach-
es Hall of F a in e are others
among the numerous laurels that
suggest the 5'8" 140 pounder is
something of the extraordinary.
But Hurt disclaims any preten-
sions to being a genius. Asked
to explain his phenominal success-
es, he's more than apt to say:
"Well, I'm no genius. I'm no
miracle man. I can't pull rabbits
out of the hat. If I've done any-
thing at all it's oeen because of
the help I've had from every-
body."
Even modest Ed gets out of
character long enough to admit
quietly that he views his Pan Am
assignment as "quite an honor."
But almost in the next breath
the hard worker takes ever and
Hurt says, "I'm just a member
of the team ready to do what-
ever Chick Werner and the
coaching staff agree upon."
The other coaches are Percy
Beard of the University of
Florida and BM Bowerman
of Oregon.
"C,oach Werner has divided the
responsibilities over the four men.
My job at the moment is being
responsible for the 100 meter s,
and the high jump. We'll all work
with the relay teams. That's the
set-up at the moment"
Ageless at 59, the same lithel
youngster that won all conference
honors playing end at lloward
university nearly half a century
ago, he manages to combine the
full-time jobs of professor of physi-
cal education and director of ath-
ietics with full time service as
head coach of football and coach
of track and field.
In the Central Intercollegiate
Athletic Association to which
Morgan has belonged since 1930
they call him the "Miracle Man
of Coaching."
His football successes have be-
come legendary in the CIAA.
Hurt's Morgan Bears since 1930
have won several mythical "Na-
tional Championships," thirteen
CIAA championships outright and
tied for their fourteenth. That's riously,
nine more than the nearest con-, Since 1930 his thinclads have
ferznce competitor. won 22 open and closed 
CIAAAragon SaykMorgan elevens have gone championships, and since 1944 they
through 54 games in six seasons have won 10 Penn Relays team
unthientet for one of the longest championships, nine Pen Relays in-
unbroken strings on record and monships, nine Pen Relays indi-
have equaled or overwhelmingly dividual titles, 11 National AAU
bettered all but one of the 26 (id- individual titles and several relay
ferent opponents they have faced, titles, 9 NCAA individual them-
amassing 4,912 points to their op- pionships and 4 NAIA individual
ponents 1,312 points in 229 laurels in addition to numerous
games, other notable wins in major U. S.
Hurt himself In his 30-year and overseas track meets.
Morgan career has the amazing The Pan-Am coaches are to re-
record of 174 wins, 46 losses, port for dty in Chicago August
and 17 ties. 15, two days ahead of the team,
It has been as mentor of track and will have only one week there
and field to which Hurt has de- after ithin which to work with
voted a great deal of attention America's track stars who'll meet
in recent years that formula for champions from every other coon-
hard work has paid off most glo- try in the Western Hemisphere.
Simmons, Gregory Take Top
CWGC Golf Tourney Crowns
Knuckles Heads
Pros With 146
The Chicago Women's Golf club Seniors
Rev, C. Stewart — 128
Ald. Claude Holman — 142
B. J. Little — 1.49
Professional (36 holes)
$150.00 purse... ... .
Archie Knuckles — 146 — $75
Bob Horton — 148 — $37.50




NIALMOE. Sweden — (UPI) —
Ray Norton of San Jose State, the
United States' top hope for the
100-meter dash in the Rome
Olympics next summer, won his
specialty in the good time of 10.2
seconds in an international track
Meet.
Norton led from the start. The
crowd of more than ii,000 who
watched the meet in fine summer
weather cheered the Californian
lustily as he crossed the finish
Bob Humphreys of the Southern
California Striders won the shot
'put event with a toss of 55 feet,
6 inches, while Jim Graham of
Oklahoma State wen the pole vault
event with 14 feet, 4 inches.
Bob Davis of Ohio Wesleyan
won the 400-meter run in 48 sec-
onds flat, and Warren Cawley, the
Farmingham. Mich., school boy,
finished second in the 110-meter
hurdles in 14.3 seconds. The event
was won by A. Razig of Pakistan
in 14.1.
Norton came back later to com-
pete in the 200-meter run and fin-
ished second to I. Beeutti of Italy,
who won in 20.8 second. Norton
was timed in 21.3.
Tommy Carroll of Yale took the
800-meter event with a clocking
of 1:51.6.
Athletes from the U. S., Sweden,
Pakistan, Italy. Poland and Bri-
tain took part in the competition.
Top Hurdlers
Compete Aug. 23
BUFFALO, N. Y. — (UPI) —
One of the finest hurdles fields
veer assembled here will mark
the annual Firefighters track
,wet at All-High Stadium on Aug.
23.
Meet officials announced that
Lee Calhoun, Olympic champion,
Hayes Jones, who finished first In,
the recent Soviet-United States
track meet in Philadelphia, and
Elias Gilbert, former NCAA and
AAU champion, will compete.
Both Calhoun and Jones are
members of the U. S. Pan-Amer-
ican team which will compete in
Chicago this month.
BEAU JACK, ex-lightweight
champion. now a shoe-shine ' oy
in Miami Beath, gets his
Shots shined by ex shoe shine
boy Irving J. Bottner, now
president of Esquire One pot.
Bean has been signed to
do public relations for firm.
lie will give demonstrations
and make public appearances.
DURHAM, N. C. — Top-seeded
Charles Brown of Durham ran
through Detroit's Denton Johnson
by straight set scores of 6-0, 6-4,
6-1 as he won the singles cham-,
pionship of the 15-18 division here
at the ATA National Junior Ten-,
nis Championships here Saturday.[
Aug. 1.
Charles Berry. a 14 year old lad
from Washington, D, C., ran I
through 2nd ranked Luis Glass MI
the semis, and 4th seeded Sid
Moore in the finals to win the
13-15 bracket crown.
The tourney, marred by steady
downpour of rain throughout the,
play here, decided 13 individual
championships.
Brown, a member of the junior
development team sponsored by
the ATA, under the tutelege of Dr.
Walter "Whirlwind" Johnson. ad-
vanced to the finals after a hard
earned triumph over Louisville,
Ky.'s John McGill on Friday.
Brown, after losing the first set
to McGill, 2-6, came back to play
a solid game of tennis, winning
the next two sets, 9-7, -4.
Johnson moved into the final
with a convincing 6-2, 6-3 victory
over Drew Williams of Detroit




PARKIN, Ark, — (UPI)—The
Roberts brothers baseball team
is ps.ne, ef the nine
players are brothers, and t h e
ninth is Ed Ho.ieiss, the tather.
The Elder Roberts, 49, manages
the team and plays rightfield. He
and his sons, seed 14 to 28, form-
ed the team at a recent family re-
union and are unbeaten in t w o
game.;
heTe are no girls the fami-
ly, and head cheerleader Mrs.
Roberts says "maybe it's just as
well, for they would have to play
baseball."
The oldest of the sons. Wayne,1
23, has to drive from his home in
Rector, Ark., 85 miles away, to
play on the team. The other seven











By JOHN A. HOLLEY university tennis squad. However.
lin Thursday's quarter-final round
the 3rd seeded Johnson almost fell
victim to an upset when Berry,
playing in two divisions, pushed
him to a 2 hour, 45 minute match
which Johnson won on a bad base-
line call in the last of three match-
es.
Berry playing superbly with the
exception of his over hand game,
pulled out the first set, 8-6, but
lost the second set when he be-
came erratic and faulted away the
set 0-6 to Johnson. In the third set
Berry went ahead 3-0 in games,
but his overhead got in his way
once again and Johnson deuced
him at 5 games all. Johnson final-
ly won the set and the match,
7-5.
Berry, unseeded in either divi-
sion, came out on top in the young
13-15 division, beating Sid Moore,
4th ranked, from Hampton, Va..
9-7, 6-4. Berry also toppled 2nd
ranked Luis Glass of Jamaica,
N. Y., in the semis. 4-6, 6-2, 7-5,
and James Henderson of Durham
C-2, 6-1.
Moore reached the finals by
beating the other Glass brother,
Sidney, 6-4, 2-6, 6-3. Sidney was
top seeded in the 13-15 division,
When Early Wynn beat the
Yankees 3-1 on July 30 it mark-
ed up the 263rd triumph of ti i
major league career. That ranks
him 20th among the all-time win-
ners Pe has a chance this year to
also pass Jim McCormick (264).
August Weyhing (265). Bob Fel-
ler and F.ppa Rixey (266i a n d
Burieigh Grimes (270) before the




LOS ANGELES — (UPI) — Se
lecton of Jim Gilliam of the Los
Angeles Dodgers for the second
All-Star Game was belated recog-
nition of that player's versatile
ability and value to his club.
Perhaps more than any other
man, Gillian has been the spark
that has kept the club moving and
in the first division. Equally at
home in either the infield or silt
field, Gilliam's work at third base
removed a major problem
And his hitting and ability to
get on base seemed to lift the
Dodgers just when they needed
something a little extra to keep
going. But Gilliam, perhaps the
most casual and relaxed player
on the team, just shrugs off
praise.
"I'm not doing anything differ-
ent." the smiling infielder says
when asked about his hitting this
year. "I'm just swinging away and
hoping enough balls drop in there
for base hits."
Although Gilliam seems to give
luck a lot of credit, manager Walt
Alston says it's more than that
with the clever Gilliam.
"Jim has perhaps the hest eye
In baseball when it comes to judg-
ing a pitch," Alston points out.
"You don't find him swinging at
bad pitches. He doesn't swing un-
less the pitch is over and where
he wants it. That's why he gets
on base so much."
And Alston said he has let
Gilliam swing away more with
the count in his favor because
the Dodgers had been ahead
more this season.
"When you're trailing It's more
important to get a runner like Gil-
liam on base to try for a rally,"
Alston said. "But letting Gilliam
swing away has demonstrated
what I've known for a long time,
that he's an even better hitter
than his record indicates."
There is no question in Alston's
mind that Gilliam is the best
leadoff man in the National league
and if he were not so valuable in
that spot he would be outstanding
as the second place hitter for the
club.
"There he would be hitting
with a Man on base more often.
As it ls now, he's either leading
off or following t h e pitcher,
neither of which gives him much
of a chance to hit with men





LOS ANGELES — (UPI) — The
National League talk at the All-
Star game mostiy centered on a
guy who wasn't even here.
"Tell us about that Willie Mc-
Covey of the Giants," was the
stock request.
"What kind of a ball player is
this McCovey?" reporters asked
Willie Mays.
"There's not much to say
him except that this boy is a
born hitter," said Mays.
"He hits every kind of pitch.
He hasn't been fully tested yet,
but I think he'll hit everything —
and both right-handers and left-
handers."
Naturally. manager Fred Haney
of the Milwaukee Braves has
heard about the McCovey explos-
ion that has rocked the San Fran-
cisco Giants and 'kept them in
first place.
"Remember when We, Coving-
ton came to us and did the same
thing?" asked Haley. "I'll tell
yap rieht nor if CoV:"-',"11
hitting like McCovey is, th,e
Brew, asd not the I. 1^ 5.
would be in first place in the
SIGNED AND sLALED —
Featherweights Hogan Kid
&limey (left) and Davey
Moore (right) set an assist
as they sign their contracts
for their August Nth cham-
pionship fight at Los Angeles
Olympic Auditorium, but they
won't need any help with
thiir fists when they meet In
the ring. Moore relieved Mag-
ary of the crown In their last
match (UPI Telephoto) .
By RON BURTON
LOS ANGELES — (UPI) — Art
Aragon said he would retire if he
loses his Aug. 25 non-title bout
against welterweight champion
Don Jordan.
"If there's one fighter in the
world I can lick, he's it," the col-
orful 31-year-old Golden Boy said.
"If I lose, I'm retiring," Aragon.
for years the top local drawing
card, has beaten Jordan twice. He
took decisions from him in June
and December of 1955. Jordan is
now 24.
"This is the moat important fii,ht
of my life," Aragon said. "They
were all important, of course. But
this one is it. If I beat this guy,
he has to give me a crack at the
title—a title fight. If I beat any-
one else, so what?"
Hollywood Legion Stadium origi.
natty asked the California Athletic
commission for approval of a
round title fight, The commis
turned it down on grounds t
'Aragon was not a top contender
and had not recently beaten a top
contender.
The commission then approved
the Legion's revised request for
approval of the 10-round non-title
go, and matchmaker Jackie Leon-
ard said the bout would be held
at Wrigley Field in Los Angeles.
No predictions have been made
yet on a gate, hut Aragon is hone-
ful that it may resemble some
gates he has drawn. Thousands of
local fans have paid to see Aragon
fight in the hope that he'll get
clobbered.
National League race."
Eddie Leishman, general man-
ager of the Salt Lake City Bees of
the Pacific Coast League, has
been looking at McCovey for the
past two years.
-That boy is only 21 years old
and he seems to Improve a n d
learn something every day," said
Leishman. "I recall that last year,
by pitching him in tight, we could
get him out.
"This year, before he went up
to the Giants, we tried every-
thing, including the things we got
him out on last year, and we
couldn't do a thing with him."
McCovey was leading the Pa-
cific Coast League in hitting
with .377 mark when he was
called up to the Giants a week
ago. He also led the loop in home
runs with 26 and in runs-batted-
in with DI.
The six-foot, four-inch giant
has seen an even bigger sensa-
tion in the major leagues — and
all the players are waiting for
their first look at him if they
haven't already tasted some of his
slugging.
"Does he hit high toppers for
his hits are are they line drives?"
asked one reporter. "And what
kind of pitches does he hit?"
Mays' answer is that he hits all
kinds of pitches and he hits to all
fields.
"And don't forget that Mc-
Covey is a fine fielding first
baseman." added Leishman. "He
will make a great third base-
main out of Orlando Cepeda."
Cepeda, All-Star first sacker
this year. was moved off the init-
ial sack to give McCovey a chance.
Ccpeda as L;(23.1 .4.55 saan s-n-
sation at tnierl base so far — but






NEW YORK — (UPI)—George
Araujo, former lightweight con-
tender of Providence, RI., filed
suit in federal court f n r triple
damages of $2.068.500 against Jim
Norris, the Madison Square Car.
(ten Corp., and others for 'alleged-
ly having deprived Ara* the
right to a title fight at fLActie.
Other defendants were Arthur
M. Wirtz of Chicago and the Its.
ternational boxing clubs of New
York and Illinois.
The suit charges that the dc.
fendants warned Araujo to pull
nut of a contenders' match with
Paddy Demarco, scheduled for
the Boston Garden In January,
1953 — lest he he barred from
ever getting a shot at the title.
which at that time was held by
James Carter.
Accordingly, the suit charges.
Araujo then agreed to fight De.
mare() for "far less" money t
the $12,500 Boston guarante
cause he knew the defendants
Carter under exclusive contract
and could carry out their threats.
He outpointed Demarco at New
York, Feb. 20, 1953.
In April, 1953. the charge con-
tinues, a Boston promoter tried
to match Araujo and Carter for
a title fight in Boston; but the de-
fendants refused to permit Car-
ter to fight in Boston. The title
fight w a staged in New York,
June 12, 1953. Carter stopped
Araujo in the 13th round.
As a result, t h e suit claims
Araujo was damaged $689,500 by
being deprived of t Ii e right to
fight in Boston for the title. He is
asking triple damages, fees and
court costs. His attorneys are Jes-
se Cleminko and Leo Schwartz.
HONOLULU — (UPI) — For-
mer welterweight champion Vir-
gil Akins won a split decision over
Honolulu's Stan Harrington in a
dull, 10-round bout at Civic Audi-
torium.
Referee Welter Cho and Judge
Louis Freitas gave it to Akins,
49-46. Judge John Nedeiros scor-
ed F a draw, 49-49.




PITTSFIELD, Mass. — (U
Socond - ranked light heavywIlk
Harold Johnson 182, of Phfladel-
nide pounded nut a TKO victory
over outclassed Johnny York, 206,
of Norristown. Pa . in the s'eth
round of a scheduled 10-rounder„
Johnson, who is rated just be-
hind Yvon Durelle for a crack at
Archie Moore's crown, be
York in the sixth with a sweep-
ing right hand that put him on the
canvas for an eight count.
York struggled to his feet but
didn't know where he was. The
referee threw his arms around
him and stopped the bout as
Johnson charger! trom his corner.
It was Johnson's 57th win
against just eight losses.
Schoendienst •
Doubts Return
flounced by Charles Wallgren iftnsaid he would move Ma
the Red Sox organization, family to Milwaukee Aug. 17.
RED $OX SIGN ROOKIE
SAN FRANCISCO — (UPI) —
Boston Red Sox bonus baby
Charles Shepherd, 18, of Water-
ford, Calif., will report to Raleigh
of the Carolina league next searing,
according to a Boston spokesman.
The signing of Shepherd, a 6-
foot, I75-pound outfielder was an-
ST LOUIS — (UPI) — R e d
Schoendienst expressed doubt
whether he would be able to play
second base this season for the
Milwaukee Braves.
Schoendienst who is recovering
from Tuberculosis, said his phy-
sician advised him against play-
ing but said he "would be ready
to go" next spring
Schoendienst said he was n s t
permitted to run this year and
because of that it was doubtful
whether he would be ready fe
play even an inning or two wheel
he returns to the Braves Sept. I.
"I can trot a little, but MAIN













































































































































































































Hawaii Legislators Pledge Rights Aid





HONOLULU — Hiram L. Fong,
first U. S. Senator of Asian an-
cestry and a typical example of
the self-made man, has shown
strong views on doing his bit to
improve race relations and sup-
port of civil rights measures.
On the topic. of race, he says:
"I come from a small Asiatic
group representing only six per-
HIRAM TONG
cent of the population of 
Hawaii.
Yet I defeated my 
caucasian op-
ponent in the senate race.
' "This shows that 
democracy is
really at work in Hawaii. It 
has
shown that people in the 
islands




Fong hopes to be able to 
help
In matters concerning civ
il rights.
' "Being the only 
non-caucaslan
senator, and coming from a 
state,
which lives the principle of 
de-
mocracy, it is natural to assume
that I will fight anything 
that In-
terferes with civil rights."
Again making a personal 
refer-
ence, Fong said, "I hope 
the
American people will see my life
as symbolic of the opport
unity oi.
fered only in a democratic 
society
such as ours,"
Fong, who once shined shoes,
sold newspapers and worked 
as
golf caddy at 25 cents a 
round
to help support his family 
and
earn money for his education, 
is
now a millionaire lawyer, 
Mud-
nessman and politician.
A Chinese . American, 
Fong
said his election was a 
perfect
example of democracy at work in
Hawaii, whose Islands are home




Fong, now 52, was the seventh
child of Fong Lum Shee, 
who
came from mainland China in
1872 to work for $12 a month 
on
Hawaiian sugar plantations.
Called Yau-Leong Fong by his 
WAVERLY •
parents, Fong changed his name
to Hiram while in college 
because
of his admiration for Hiram 
Bing-
ham, one 'of the first Hawaii mis-
sionaries. Fong is a member of
the Congregational First Chinese
church of Hawaii.
Following public school, Fong
worked for three years in Pearl
Harbor naval shipyard to earn
enough money to go to the Uni-
versity of Hawaii. In three years
he was graduated with honors.
HAD 10 CENTS
Fong recalls, "Then I went to
work again because I didn't have
any money." He saved $2,000 and
went to Harvard Law school, "I
came home with 10 cents in my
pocket," he said.
During World War II, Fong
went into the Army. He achieved
'the rank of major and was judge
advocate of the 7th Fighter Group
of the 7th Air Force.
Proud of the fact that he fought
his way up from poverty, Fong
says, "I am a product of the
American public school system, a
product of the American way of
life."
NOW EARNS $50,006
The Chinese senator now earns
more than $50,000 a year and is
worth an estimated $1,000,000 to
$3,000,000.
Tall and assertive, Fong has
been successful in both law prac-
tice and business. He belongs to
the law firm of Fong. Miho, Choy
and Robinson. A typically Hawaii-
an organization, the firm is staff-
ed by two Chinese, two Japan-
ese, one Korean and one Hawaii-
an-caucasian.
Fong is president of the $17,000-
000 loan corporation Finance Fac-
tors, Ltd.
FOUR CHILDREN
Ile and his wife have four chil-
dren. Hiram, jr., 19, is at LaFay-
ette college, Pa. The others are
Rodney, 16; and twins Men -Ellen
and Marvin-Allan, II.
Fong said he and his wife will
miss Hawaii because "it's com-
fortable here," and "we love it."
But he added, "My wife says Mel
will be happy to go to any place
that will help make my work ef-
fective."
Fong has to his credit 14 years
in the Territorial legislature, six
as House speaker and four as'
vice speaker.
FIRST JOB
Fong said his first job in Wash- 1
ington will be to familiarize him-,
Senateself with  procedure.
The senator has traveled wide-
ly and has been near the borders
of Red Crina during visits to
Hong Kong, Formosa, Japan,
Singapore, Malaya, Thailand and
Cambodia. Fong expressed a des-
ire to continue his travels while
a senator.
"I would like to visit every
country possible," he said, "in-
cluding Russia and Red China.
But I haven't made any definite
plans."
Fong said, "The first bill
would like to push through would'
be one to give Hawaii a fair
share of the national defense and
highway anpropriations. We a r e
not receiving the benefits from
the taxes we are paying.
Tennessee!
Minnesota
MINNEAPOLIS AND ST. PAUL
By BETH WHITE
Funeral service for Wilmer L.
Harris was held at St. James A.
M. E. church last week. Harris
died suddenly at the Northern
Pacific hospital after a brief ill-
ness. Harris was president of the
Sterling Club and a member of
the Dining Car Employees Union,
Local 516. lie is survived by a son,
Elmer W., of Washington, D. C.;
two brothers, John Harris of Buf-I
falo, and Raymond D. Harris, of
Toronto, Canada,
Leonard Davis, Jr., son of Mr.
and Mrs. Leonard L. Davis, 954
Carroll ave., has won two prizes
in oratory. He was crowned King
at the recent NAACP Victory
Dance. He was also delegate to
the Northwest annual Conference,
representing the Laymen's organi-
zation of St. Paul Peters A. M.
E. church at Ft. Wayne, Ind. Each
scholarship pays $250. David, jr.,
will use the funds to enter the
University of Minnesota this fall.
The Gopher Elks Drum and Bu-
gle Corps, headed by Willie Bur-
rell of Minneapolis was the fea-
ture attraction at the opening of
the Duluth Seaway. A daily paper
reporter said, "Willie Burrell, the
corps leader. was like a Pied Piper
of Jazz as he led the hundreds
of admirers who crowded into the
line of march."
Sondra Lee Hampton, daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Simon Scrogg-
ins. 3411 N. Avon, won $oo for
scholarship funds at the NAACP
Victory Ball last week. Her spon-
sors, the Dining Car Employe's.
George Kirk, president and Roy-
al H. Gooden, secretary and tree-
surer, gave her $150. Miss Hamp-
ton plans to enter Hamline univer-
sity and will major in speech.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Sines of Day-
ton, Ohio, are visiting with their
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Spic-
er here.
Mrs. P. Perkins and daugh-
ter, Kathryn Ann of Louisville,
Ky., are visiting with Mrs. Era
Lucas.
Mr. Thomas Smith of Indianap-!
ohs, son of Miss Nadine Lucas
and grandson of Era Lucas is also
visiting his parents here.
Mr. Hurbie Thomas of this city
recently returned from the Nash-
ville hospital after a brief illness.
He is doing nicely.
Mr. John Macmahon of this city
is still on the critical list at Vet-





Mrs. Paul Galbreth, sr., of
Dayton is visiting her son and
daughter in-law.
Mr and Mrs. It. Taylor have
recently returned home a ft er
spending several days in the East
and West, visiting friends and
relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Galbeth are
the proud parents of a six lb. son.
Mother and baby are doing fine.
Mr. Ed. South is in St. Joseph
hospital doing nicely.
Mrs. Mae Ashby is improving





The young adults met in the
home of Miss Josephine Porter.
The Jr Matron's met in the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Lawler.
Rev. and Mrs. T. E. White,
Mrs. Nora Royster, Mr. Lee Ray
McDonald and Mr. Earl Edward
Sybertooth motored to Springfield,
Tenn., last Sunday to pay a visit
to Mr. and Mrs. Melon and fami-
ly.
Mr. and Mrs Ernest England
of Lansing, Mich., are visiting
with mother, Mrs. Berm England
Mr. Willie E. Bushy of Cleve-
land, Ohio, and Thomas Busy of
St .Louts, Mo., are visiting their
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Verde
Bushy.
Mrs. Bernet of Chicago Is visit-
ing his mother, Miss 134•SSIP Clem.
mons. Mrs. Thurmon Clemons and
children of Grand Rapids, Mich.,
recently joined him here.
Mrs. Kate Bell of Cleveland,
Ohio, is visiting her sister, Mrs.
Parthina Lewis.
JAMES W. BREEDLOVE. cen-
ter, 469 Eighth ave.. Donors,
Pa., is shown receiving the
Hamilton Watch Company Gold
iVatch Award as the outstand-
ing 1959 engineering graduate
of the Howard University
School of Engineering and Ar-
chitecture. Others are Dr.
Lewis K. Downing, right, dean
of the School, and Professor
Darnley F. Howard, head of
the Department of Mechanical
Engineering and chairman of a
faculty committee which select-
ed Breedlove. During his jun-
ior year. Breedlove was a Ra-
dio Corporation of America
Scholar and during his senior
year was recipient of an In-





The Holly Spring Public school
opened last Monday with an ad-
dition of two new faculty mem-
bers, Mrs. A. D. Jones and MISS
Ruby Lester,
Principal Moore outlined the
plans for the following school
semester.
The Murray brothers of Chica-
go spent their vacation visiting
their parents and friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Bell spent
a week in Chicago visiting their
family and friends.
The last summer sessions of
M .1. and Rust college, will close
Aug It Football practice wit start
the first week in Sept.
Miss Bessie Echols left for Chi-
cago last Friday to make it her
home,
Mr. and Mrs. Elvis McKinney re-
turned home last Saturday after
spending ten days In Chicago.
• • •
WATER VALLEY
Funeral services for Mrs. Cora
Woodard who died July 22 were
held at Miles Memorial CME. She
is survived by two sisters, three
brothers, three nieces, and three
nephews. Mrs. Woodard is a mem-
ber of Naomi Chapter No. 9, Or-
der of the Eastern Star. Rev, C.
0. liilkins delivered the eulogy.
Mrs. Alberta Sheriff of Chicago,
and Mrs. Martha Kimble of Sco-
bey visited with Mrs. Rachel Haw-
kins.
The Water Valley District con-
ference will convene at the Liber-




Mr. and Mrs. Cleophus Vaughns
had Mr. and Mrs. Sye James of
Michigan as their house guests for
a week.
Mrs. Bettie Daniels had her two
sons, Mr. William Daniel of Chi-
cago and Mr. James Daniel of
Michigan visiting her for a feW
days.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Chambgrs of
Tupelo were in town visiting Emir
mother, Mrs. Bettie Daniel.
Mrs. Willie Armer Kerney and
son from Columbus, Ohio, spent a
few days with Mrs. Vaughn and
thWr mother, Mn. Lula Whitley.
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Jones of ,
Calumbus spent a few hours in
town visiting Mr. and Mrs. Dan-
ny Thomas of Part Gibson, Miss.,,
and also a few days with their;
parents, Dr. and Mrs. R. E. Wood- 1
ruff.
Little Bobby Ammons and his
brother have recently returned to
their home in Grenada after spend-
ing two weeks visiting their cous-
in, James A. Woodruff here.
Mrs. Akhe Hodges has her two






for a degree in elementary edu-
cation at Tougaloo Southern
Christian college, Mrs. E. L. In-
gram left Jacksonville Airport,
headed for Detroit, Mich., to vis-
it her mother, Mrs. Missouri
Wright ,her sisters and brothers.
Mn,. Ingram will also visit friends
in Windsor Canada before return-
ing home, Mrs. Ingram is a teach-,
en at the Sallis High school and
is the wife of the Rev. R. C. In-I
gram, pastor of First Baptist





Mr. and Mrs. Hern Williams are
here visiting their parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Gunn and brother, Pvt.
Frank Ellis Young.
Mrs. Councious Hannah is visit-
ing her daughter and son-in-law,
In Milwaukee, Wis.
hr. and Mrs. Margaret Hamp-
ton from Gary, Ind., are visiting
Alabama
EMPIRE
By EFFIE M. PENDLETON
The Empire baseball team de-
feated Mulga and Colony by scores
of 7-8 and 6-3 respectively.
Odean Moiety recently returned
from the hospital and is improv-
ing nicely.




By E. R. TYCE
Revival meeting which was held
at St. James AME church came
to a close last Friday. The meet-
ing was conducted by Rev. G. E.
Martin, Jr.
Rev. and Mrs. W. E. Jones,
daughter and friends recently re-
turned home from school.
Mrs. A. D. Nelson visited B'ham
last week.
Mr. Walter Waters, Jr., of De-
troit motored here last week to
visit his father and relatives. He
took his baby sister and brother
back to Detroit with him.
Macedonia Baptist church will
have its revival meeting the sec-
ond week in August. Rev. E. W.
Burt will priside.
Our get well wishes are to Mrs.
Der` Hudson who has been ill
for some time. Her condition is
reported as fair.
Mrs. W. Stevens has recently
returned home after visiting her
ill mother, Mrs. Dora Hudson.
Mr. John Bally is back home
from the hospital.
Miss Clore Greenlee is taking a
professional nursing course at the
Nolan hospital. She Is presently
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Greenlee.
Professor A D. Nelson and chil-
dren have just returned home aft-
er visiting her sister in Detroit.
Mrs. A. A. Paige of Colera is
beck home after spending a brief
vacation in Detroit.
Mrs. Youngblood is now on the
sick list and Mrs. Grant Calera is
back home from the hospital.




By L. R. MEYERS
Mrs. Arie Fluker of Detroit,
Mich , is visiting with her brother,
Wade Sims.
Miss Viola Hood of Calif., is
here visiting with her mother and
relatives.
Hugh L. Gunn and brother-in-
law Jack Booker of Cleveland,
Ohio, are here visiting with par-
ents and relatives.
The Lord's Supper was cele-,
brated last Sunday at the New,
Bethel Church after a rousing
sermon by Rev. M. L. Robinson.
Prior to the sermon, baptismal
services were held and eight can-
didates emerged. Guest speak-
er for the event was Rev. L. J.
Washington.
Mrs. Arnie Harris worshipped
at Mt. Zion Baptist church last
his mother, Mrs. Elonah Larnoe.
Mrs. Rose L. Williams is play-
ing host to her grand children
who are visiting from St. Louis,
Mo.
Mr. Charlie Gilliam has recent-
ly returned from his trip in Mich-
igan and other states.
Mr. Joe James ham also reurn-




Rev. M. C. Billingslea was the
guest minister at the Hillapring
Baptist church last week.
Mre. Carrie Garland spent sev-
eral days in St. Louis, visiting
her son, James Garland, jr.. and
other relatives.
Cecial Herrington and daughter,
Mrs. Norris Rodgers of Waterloo,
Ia., spent last week end here.
Johnnie Pickens has recently re-
turned from the Afro hospital and
is doing nicely.
Sunday in Springfield, Rev. T, C.
Williams is pastor.
James Ilunter who spent several
days here vis.ting his parents and
relatives, returned to his home in
Lorain, Ohio last week.
Miss Ida Mae Russell was call-
ed to Birmingham last Sunday due
to the death of her sister.
The Mt. Zion AME church, with
the Rev. W. Si. Morris as pastor,
held services as usual.
• • •
BR E$VTON
Mrs. Corte Cheathman of Mont-
gomery is home visiting with Mrs.
Minnie Hayes and other friends.
Mrs. Lodge Hedge of East at.,
has guests from out-of-town.
Mn. Isiah Byrd of Georgia, is
home visiting his father, Dan Byrd
and other relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Dandies Owens and
Mr. and Mrs. Norville Aubry
and family motored to Georgiana
over the week end.
Mrs. Harris and family of St.
Joseph st., recently had guests
from out of town.
Don Simmons of West End Is
visiting relatives in Detroit,
Mich.
Robert Sims has returned home
after spending his vacation in
Ohio.
Mr. Dock Robinson is visiting
out of town.
Mrs. Louella Eppa is visiting
her sister in New Jersey.
Mrs. Ola Holmes of Detroit Is
here visiting her mother and sis-
ters,hamr 
and Mrs. Joe Stallworth
have guests from out-of-town.
. 
Mrs. Walton is still on the sick
list
Mrs. Pearl Jackson Is
steadily improving.
Betty Smith of New York is
visiting her family here.
Mrs. Ruth Humphrey is playing
hostess to out-of-town guests. They
are visiting her mother, Mrs. Carla
Humphery.
Mn. and Mrs. Selvester Floyd of
Pensacola, Fla., were here recent-
ly to visit their parents.
The Little League team of Brew-





Mrs. Blanche Clark is on vs
cation in Chicago visiting her fam-
ily.
Mn, Brooks Reynolds is in the
veterans hospital. We pray for his
swift recovery.
Mrs. Mary Summerville, Mrs.
Josephine Hines and Mr. and
Mrs. Ed Weston are also on the
sick list. Mrs. Weston is confined
to South Highland's hospital. Best
wishes for her recovery.
The First Zion Baptist church
celebrated their annual Women's
Day program last Sunday.
Mrs. Percy Duncan is visiting
In Chicago, Ill., and Detroit, Mich.
The Mt. Carmel CME church
will play hostess to the West B'ham




The Friendship District Associa-
tion will convene on August 11.
Revival services at New Bethel
Baptist church will begin August
9. All persons are invited to take
part in this glorious event.
The V. R. S recently closed it
session at Zion Rock M. I,
church.
Sister Shaw recently received
the honor sheet for her interest
In teaching the Bible and serving
under Rev. Sneed.
R. Frazer Is back from the
hospital after a brief illness. He
will resume his post,
Japanese-American Lost
Arm In World War 11
HONOLULU — Daniel K. Inou-
ye, 34, who will be the first Jap-
anese-American to serve in the
capacity of United States con-
gressMan, has expressed concern
for improved race relations.
Inouye said he hopes to make a
contribution toward improvd
race relations in the U n it e d
States. "We live in an area where
certain people might expect racial
strife," he said. He said Hawaii
is an example of people with var-
ied racial backgrounds living in
harmony.
The young congressman, who
lost an arm during World War II,
has never been to Japan hilt his
parents came from there to find a
"new way of life" on American
soil.
DIFFERENT WORLD
While the opportunities his par-
ents found for themselves were
slight, the children born in Hawaii
grew up in a different world than
they would have known in the Ori-
ent,
Inouye's father was a clerk and
his mother worked as a part-time
maid. Young Danny's childhood
was little different from that of
thousands of other often barefoot
island children. '
The war brought a change in
Inouye's life. He went to Italy as
a private with the famed 442nd
Hawaiian Infantry. He came home
a captain after a battlefield com-
mission.
LOST ARM
Inouye wore the Purple Heart,
the Distinguished Service Cross
and Bronze Star.
The srattered remains of his
right arm were left in a field hos-
pital operating room. Inouye re-
calls jokingly, "They gave me an-
other cluster on my Purple Heart
and the DSC for exchange." Ac-
tually, the DSC was awarded be-
cause Inouye personally knocked
out three German machine guns
and led an assault on a German
position despite serious wounds.
With the help of GI benefits, In-
ouye went back to school and re-
ceived liiis tat degree from
George Washington university. He
married Margaret Shinohu Awam-
ura, a University of H a w aii
speech instructor.
BECAME PROSECUTOR
Inouye became an assistant pub-
lic prosecutor and later practiced
privately. On his first entry four.
years ago, he won a seat in the
House of the territorial legisla-1
ture. Although a freshman, he was,
named Democratic majority lead-
er and was re-elected in 1956
Though he had ambitions to be-
come a U. S. senator, Inouye was
persuaded by party leaders to
try for the House instead. His vic-
tory was by the widest margin di
any candidate for a top state or
federal office.
The congressman and his pret-
ty wife naturally have some re-
grets about leaving their lovely
Japanese•style home in the Waia-
lae•Kahala district, an area of
$30,000 to $50,000 homes behind
Diamond Head.
HAVE REGRETS
While Inouye says he will miss
the unhurried pace of the island,
Mrs. Inouye has other worries..
She's afraid she won't be able to
go to the grocery store In shorts.
Inouye and his wife will leave
Hawaii this wekend.
The congressman has positive
ideas about what he will do.
FEDERAL HIGHWAYS
"First of all," he said, "we'll
be awfully busy with small hu-
man-type legislation — getting
visas, clearing away immigration
problems for people. They a r e
small to us, but a vital matter
to anyone who needs to be serv-
ed."
Inouye wants to see Hawaii In-
eluded in the Federal Highways
DANIEL INOUYE
System, and he wants legislation
to improve Ire lot of federal em-
ployes in Hamel'.
"I'd like to see our national
parks treated better." he said.
"Our Halakala and Kilauea parks
spectacular volcano sites could
be among the nation's most out-






Mt. Olive Baptist Sund a y
School's annual picnic was held
last week at the Baptist camp site,
Colp. Ill. There were 31 Sunday
schools represented with an at-
tendance of 750 persons. The Dist-
rict Annual Program was held in
the Keathley's Chapel on the camp
' site.
little Cynthia Duncan and Em-
manuel Duncan of Chicago are
spending their vacation with their
,grand parents, Mr. and Mrs. Mala-
chi Duncan, sr.
Mr. and Mrs. P. F. Thornton
of 120 Bess ave., Besseman, Ala.,
and children are visiting their
father, Mr. Sam Smith here.
Mary Ann Powers and Celestine
Powers are visiting their aunt
and uncle, Mr. and Mrs. Dorsey
Weathers000n of St. Louis, Mo.
Mr. Alva Bilingsley has re-
turned home from his vacation
with relatives and friends in Bir-
mingham, Anniston, Heflin, Cal-
era ,Sylacauga and Besseman, Ala.
Little Elane Parren and Marlene
Parren of Racine arevisiting
their grand parents, Mr. and Mrs.
011ie Smith.
Mrs. Helen Dotson, Mrs, Wildia
Curwright and son, Cecil, of Chi-
cago motored here to visit their
parents and friends,
Mr .Harrlson Baker is home
after being a recent patient at
Holden hospital, Carbondale, Ill.
He is doing nicely. His daugh-
ter, Mrs. Lois Frost of Birming-




Mr. George Caldwtll of Rock-
ford, Ill., left for New York where
he will stiend his vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. John Cambell, S.
Hancock ave.. are spending their
vacation in New York.
Mr. Sam Mays is back home af-
ter spending his vacation in To-
ledo, Ohio, visiting relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Red, jr.,
and family spent a few days here
visiting Mr. Reid's grandmother,
Mrs. Reid of East Orin st.
Mr. Daniel Foots and Mrs. Made-
lyn Recess were united in holy
matrimony last Sunday.
DEFENDER




Miss Mae Dene Earls, bride to.
be of Edward L. White of Dias
was honored with a bridal shower
at the beautiful home of Mr. and
Mrs. Cal Ruckert, jr., last Tues-
day. Mrs. Albert McCoy and Mrs.
Lovis Bone were co-hostesses.
The wedding took place August I,
at Bethlehem Baptist church.
The Bible band met last Sunday
at the home of Mrs. Esiell Vaughn.
The Missionary Society met last
Friday at Bethel AME church with
Mrs. Collie Harper acting as presi-
dent.
Mr. Billie Crouch Is In emergen-
cy hospital in Little Rock taking
treatments. He was accompanied
to the hospital by E. L. Taylor,
Jeff Petty and F.nire Darty.
Mrs. Bertha Williams, Earlyn
Sloan, Teddy Earls :Ind McKin•
ley Williams visited Mrs. Lucery
Thomas last week in Newport.
Mrs .Eloise Locke was called
home to attend the funeral of her
late father, Mr. Sillily,
Mrs. Corllie who has been ill
for some time is steadily improv-
ing.
Mr. and Mrs. Grant Rheams of
Katwas City, Mo.. visited her par-
ents, Mr and Mrs. C Valighn,
last week, They were accompan-
ied by Ossie Jones, Charles Vaughn
and C. J. Jackson of Little Rock.
Mrs. Sara St. Clair and Mrs.
Pauline Dood visited in New Kirk
I last week end.
arr. Richard Sales of Kansas
City, Mo., returned to his horn*.
• • •
WARREN
By MATT M. BURNETT
A great musical program was
preseNed at St. James AMR
church last Thursday, July 30, by
Rev. Joe Mays of East St. Louis.
l'rof. 0. W. Brown of Pasadena,
Calif.. and Rev. Stella Voughs sf
Pinebluff, Ark. Hundreds of muslin
lovers from across the state at-
tended the affair, and enjoyed ev-
ery minute of it. Rev. It. L. Let-
lie was head pastor.
Mrs. Mollie Calbert died last
week after a prolonged illness.
Mrs. Calbert, a long time resident
la Warren and Bradley County, we
residing with her daughter in War-
ren. Funeral arrangement have
not been completed but are expect-
ed to be very soon.
Little Miss Martha Jane Bar-
nett, attractive daughter of oda
Barnett, Is spending a few days
visiting her father and relatives
here.
Mn. Henrietta Momon and Mrs.
D. T. Barnett and Mrs. V. 0. Dant-
zler attended the Work Shop which
was held at the H. M. L. N. col-
lege in Pinebluff last week. Chief
topic discussed was Evaluation in
the Elementary Schools,
Mrs. Maxine Matta of St. Louis,
Mo., was guest of Mr. and Mrs..
Leroy Neeley of South Warren at.
They were accompanied by Mr.
and Mrs. Willie Allen of Pinebluff,
Ark., and Mrs. Marie Smith and
son of Gould, Ark.
Mr. and Mrs Chester Williams
and children are spending some
time with their mother, Mrs. Wil-
liams.
Mrs. Mary Townsend and Mrs.
Lessie Cornelius of Memphis.
Tenn., are hduse guests of Mrs.
Ella Cornelius of West Warren,
mother.
Bible Vocational School recent-
ly closed at Bethel AME church
In North Warren wtth picnic with
over 100 children attending.
The second Sunday In August
will climax the big Rally at St.
James AME church In West War-
ren at winch time each captain
will make his report. Men, $2050,
women $12.50, clubs and boards,
$37.00 each. The guest speaker will
be Bishop 0. L. Sherman and Dr.
A. 0. Wilson of Little Rock. Rev.
Lellie will be the host pastor.
PRAIRIE VIEW READING
CONFERENCE — Directors
and consultants for the Prairie
View A & M college Reading
Conference were: from left,
Dr. J. W. Echols, chairman,
department of Education; Mrs.
Anne L. Preston. supervisor In
Teacher education, Prairie
View, Dr. Henry Lewis, direc-
tor of Reading Clinic Wash-
ington. D. C. public schools;
Mrs. Martha leshner, reading
specialist and Dr. S. S. Lech-
nee, psychologists, both with
the public schools of Collins-
worth, New Jersey. Several
hundred elementary teacbere
attended the Tenth aenual con-
ference sponsored by the ea.
"AG! T4
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10 TICE OF MUNICIPAL ELECTION AUGUST 20, 1959
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
We, the undersigned, S. Nelson Castle, Lester H. Brenner
and G. B. "Pat" Joyner, Commissioners of Elections for
Shelby County, Tennessee, pursuant to law, hereby give
notice of an election to be held in all the wards and pre-
cincts in the City of Memphis, Shelby County, Tennessee
on Thursday, August 20, 1959.
The election is called for the purpose of voting for a Mayor
of the City of Memphis, Commissioner Department of Fire
and Police, Commissioner Department of Finances and In-
WARD 1 WARD 13—PRECINCT 2
Neighborhood House Fire Station No. 14
291 November 6th 387 E. McLemore Ave.
OFFICER—Thomas Bunn OFFICER—Doyle Taylor
JUDGES—Mrs. Christine Sanidas, JUDGES—Miss Leona Corbitt,
' Mrs. Jessie Fruitticher, Mrs. D. W. Vanows, Mrs. Viola Rey-
. I Helen Hanowitz, Mrs. Jewel Al- nolds, Mrs. R. C. Potts, Mrs. J.
I len, Mrs. Clyde Notgrass, Mrs. D. Newby, Mrs. J. T. F o r d,
Elgie Forbess Frank H. Moore
REGISTRARS—M a r y Frances REGISTRARS—Mrs. H. 0. Stand-
- Lazenby, Mrs. Karl Hult field, Mrs. J. 0. Patterson
WARD 2 WARD 13—PRECINCT 3
Courthouse A. B. Hill School
2nd & Washington Sts. 1372 Latham (at Bullington)
OFFICER—M. R. Barker OFFICER—L. F. Simpson
JUDGES—J o h n Flynn, H. A. JUDGES—J. C. Hill, L. C. Plyler,
' Rives, Carl Mentz, Ann Smith, Mrs. Chas. B. Jackson, L. L.
! Pat Yates, Juliette Read, Helen
' Bryant
. REGISTRARS—Mrs. Cleve Read,





JUDGES—S. E. Carlton. Albert








• JUDGES—Rthert Bowen, M. C.
' Wiggins, Robert F. Jones, Felix
West, Ozell Mason, Andrew




Fire Station No, 2
474 S. Main St.
OFFICER—Raymond Shepherd
JUDGES—Mrs. Jettie Faust, Mrs.
Lois L. Williams, Maggie M.
' Webber
REGISTRARS—Miss Effie Road,




OFFICER—Rear Adm. Geo. R.
' Phelan
JUDGES—T. L. Strout, Eugene
' Gala, James Echols, Mrs. A. M.
' Williamson, Mrs. Marietta Brink-
ley, James Quarles
-REGISTRARS—Mrs. Eugene
' Gala, Mrs. Geo. R. Phelan




JUDGES—Emma Harper, Henri- liven, Mrs. Adelaide McKinney' etta Washington. Mrs.Nina WARD 16—PRECINCT 2.' Jackson, Mrs. Marie Fletcher, 
Cossitt LibraryMrs. Clara Winston, Mrs. Per. 
McLean & Peabodynina Williams, Mrs- Julia OFFICER—G. w BillionsStrangers 
JUDGES—H A Wilmont Carlisle Jackson, Betty Burns, Rose New,REGISTRARS—C 1 e Phillips, ' Will Robinson, Mrs. Alice Hole-S. Page, Jr., William Biggs,Alice Shepherd 
Shelby Springer, Donati Santi, man, Irene Mitchell, WalterWARD 8
Mrs. Melvin Furchgatt, Jr., D. RaifordMerrill School Frank Crouch REGISTRARS—Carrie B. Green,Jones & Mosby REGISTRAR Mrs Cecil Shan- Eunice Bruce'OFFICER—John J. Abraham gle, Mrs. John Spence WARD 22.JUDGES—Paul K. Butcher, Lem- WARD 16—PRECINCT 3on Smith, Mrs. Millie Allen, Crump Stadium:1 Mrs. Martha Bramlett, Wesley S. Cleveland & LindenMyers, Katie Grooms, Mrs. Ara OFFICER—G. B. Crowleys' Warren 
JUDGES—Dudley S. Jefferson,!REGISTRARS—Marguerite R. Mrs. M. 0. Martin, Oscar S.
James, M. L. Martin, Helen E.
Greglon, Everet Cowan
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Charles C.
King, Mrs T. M. Clark
stitutions, Commissioaer Department of Public Service, Com-
missioner Department of Public Works, City Tax Assessor,
Juvenile Court Judge, Member Board of Education Position
No. I, Member Board of Education Position No. II, Member
Board of Education Position No. III, Member Board of Edu-
cation Position No. IV, Judge City Court Division I, Judge
City Court Division II, Judge City Court Division III.
Polls in all voting precincts of the city will be open at 8:30
A.M. and close at 7:30 P.M. Central Standard Time.
en t E. Corbett, Mrs. Sally Gal-
lina, Mrs. Grace D. Franklin,
Mrs. Henry Gray
REGISTRARS—Mrs. S. B. Harris,
Mrs. Vivian Wood
WARD 20—PRECINCT 1
Memphis College of Music
1822 Overton Park Avenue
OFFICER—R. P. Rolling
JUDGES—Dr. Arthur Sample,
Henry Zderad, Mrs. Louise Car-
ley, Mrs. Charles Young, Mrs.
Charles Patton, Mrs. Virginia
Busby, Mrs. Lawrence Grehan,
Mr. Herbert Morris
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Thelma Rag-
land, Mrs. Dale ParkerDowning, John D. Hogan, Sr., WARD 20—PRECINCT 2Rolf A. Pittman, Mrs. A. E. El- 
Stonewall Lodgeliott, Miss Virginia Lee Johnson 





JUDGES—A. C. Frame, Mary
O'Leary, Evelyn Boswell, Agnes
O'Leary, Mildred Costello, E.
W. McGrory, J. T. Martin, Mrs.
JUDGES—Mrs. Rosetta Miller, 
D. E. Baker, C. W. Steinkamp
Joe C. McNeal, Mrs. Maud 
REGISTRARS—Rose F. asset,
Moseley, Mrs. Mary Watkins, 
Clara Smith
Mrs. Camel! Banks, Mrs. Pau- 
WARD 20—PRECINCT 3
line Williams, Paul Wallace, V. 
Memphis Vocational School
Z. Gray 220 N. Montgomery
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Oretha Don- 
OFFICER—William J. Raney
aldson, Mrs. Clara Willett
WARD 14—PRECINCT 2
Meadows Super Market
918 S. Parkway. East
OFFICER—Jack Lavelle
JUDGES—Walter Kastler, C. C.,
Meadows, Mrs. T. W. 
Joh.ns,, ner, Mrs, Albert Steiner
Mrs. Jack Lavelle, Mrs. Agnes 
WARD 21—PRECINCT 1
Gillooley Fire House No. 15
REGISTRARS—Mrs. John E. Jen- 1010 Faxon
flings. Miss Alice Condon OFFICER—Arthur J. Gemignani
WARD 15 
I JUDGES—J. C. Calhoun, Jef f
Calhoun, Mrs. Gertrude Scott,
Mrs. Mamie Thurman, Louis C.
Pollard, Mrs. Valhe T. Finch,
Mrs. Carolyn Moore, Mrs. Mar-
tha Boothe, Vince E. Skillman
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Ben Wasson,
Mrs. J. F. Frazier
S. Holdford WARD 21—PRECINCT 2
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Ralph Gray- • Dave Wells Community Center






Mason, Howard Fulenwilder, Mrs. Chas. S. Hosse, Jr.
Phil Levitch, Ward Barnum, J. REGISTRARS—Mrs. Gladys Simp-
C. Romeo son, Mrs. Pauline Reitz





JUDGES—Andrew K. Jobe, Wylie
Holman, A. Bennett Sanders, J.
Thomas Wellford, Jr„ Mrs. Les-
ter Green, Mrs. Alan Redd, C.
JUDGES—Mrs. Mable Bacigalupo,
Mrs. Charlotte Wallace, L. W.
Paschall, Mrs. J. T. McKitrick,






Mrs. George Ashton, Mrs. Mar-
vin Sims, Mrs. R. 0. Walker,
Mrs. G. B. Moral, John Grashot,
; Norman. Myrtle A. Argubright




WARD 17—PRECINCT 1,JUDGES—Cliff McCarver, Sr., Jewish Community CenterAlma Trobaugh, J. T. Holcomb, 








JUDGES—Mrs. H. C. Sellers, Miss
Susie Hyde, Mrs. R, A. Pardue
Mrs. W. A. Bramlett, Miss
Rose Holcberg, Mrs. L. A. Reed
J. C. Henderson, Mrs. J. C
Henderson
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Nellie A.




JUDGES—Mrs. E. T Ferguson OFFICER—Herbert S Each JUDGES—Rev. P. C. Polk. SamREGISTRARS—Mrs. Patricia De-
negri, Mrs. M. J. Denegri 
Miss Mary Wade, David J. F JUDGES--0. M Ham D. .
Nolan, Viola Cawthorrie, Matte.op- mond, S 
WARD 99-PRECINCT 2 
piano, Mrs. W. P. Shea, Mrs. E. Ryan, Carl Hurst, Mrs. Vera Pugh,0 M Burke" 
A. A. Ma
J. T. Dourless REGISTRARS—Mrs. Jewel Jor- 
hannah, Evelyn Taylor. !TENT 
W Ledbetter, John Wade, Mrs. Dudley
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Ben Tyler,' dan, Mrs. W R. Turner 
REGISTRARS—Roy Francis Got..Bethel & Woodlawn




JUDGES—J. M. Chumley, Si. J.
Catholic High School 148 S. Parkway, West 
Peabody Community Center
Rosemary Griffin, Ernest D. 
CT Fire Station No. 10 Ilimbs, Mrs. J. A. Martin, Mrs. 
WARD 17—PRECIN
57 N. Lean OFFICER—Pauline Tate 
Central and Tanglewood
' Noah
REGISTRARS—Mrs. A. R. Xiques 
OFFICER—A. A. Campbell I JUDGES--Jennie L. CampWell
H C Loveless JUDGES—Dick Byrum, Frank, James A. Davis, Annie Lee Car-' Flournoy, Mrs, J. A. Totty, Mrs, ver, Charles H. Smith, M. C.WARD 11—PRECINCT 1 I R. C. Crawford, R. E. Bell, Wells, Mrs. Ernestine RiversLocke School
688 St. Paul Brith Acred REGISTRARS—Annie J. Goodloe,
OFFICER—Mrs. Belle Pettigrew 
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Betty Banks, Mary B. Love
JUDGES—John Tyler, Mrs. John Mrs. Geo. Aiken WARD 24—PRECINCT 2
ChurchMt, Moriah BaptistTyler, Elizabeth Russell, Mrs. 
WARD 17—PRECINCT 3 
Jeanette Flynn, Frank Braugh- Memphis Park Commission Office 1284 Florida
' er, Miss Audrey Folson, Mrs., 1461 Court OFFICER—J. W. Davis
Lula Buford OFFICER—J. W. Fitzgerald JUDGES—Mary Lee Robinson.
' 
REGISTRARS—W. W. Hampton, SidIvA 1 Barn um x wonuuon Mary Boone, Fannie Harris,
Miss Gloria Kirkwood JUDGES—Mrs. Raymond Selph, Jack Thomas, Melvanora E.Iv RD 11—PRECINCT 2 Mrs. C. A. Breckenridge, Mrs. Fisher, Jerry Smith, Mrs. Sena
Foote Homes Community Center J. R. Nelson, Mrs. Steven Fran- Campbell, R. T. Hatter, Mrs,
578 Mississippi Blvd. sioli, Mr, John P. Brown, N. Willie Thomas
OFFICER—Paul Giannini It. Walker REGISTRARS—Creola Payn e,
JUDGES—Chester Cade, Sr., REGISTRARS—Mrs. A. 11. least- Marguerite Turner
Louise Williams, Frank Davis, togs, Mrs. Frank SaMe WARD 25—PRECINCT 1
Will Taylor, Mrs. Loretta Pres- WARD 17—PRECINCT 4 Walker Avenue School
ton. Mrs. Zola Williams, Jessie Al Chymia Temple 995 S. Lauderdale
Allen 1257 Poplar Avenue OFFICER—Lofton Bowers
Daniel V. Knapp, Mrs. Harrison
Johnson. Mrs. John W, Sandal.
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Flem Wil-





JUDGES—Mrs. Joe Smith. Mrs.
C. B. James J. D. McBride,
Carl Gurley; P. York, Bill
Stockton, Hollis Dobbs, C. E.
Strickland
REGISTRARS—Margaret Sunder-
land, Mrs. Guy Roberts
WARD 24—PRECINCT 2
McLemore Ave. Church of Christ
1081 E. McLemore
OFFICER—L. It. Hollowell
JUDGES—Mrs. Stoy Pater, Mrs.
Louetta Murphy, Clara Wilson,
Mrs. W. Smith, Mrs. T. M. Slat-
tery, H. C. Foster, Julian Davis,
Ruth Deberry, Charles Cleaves,
E. M. Moore
REGISTRARS—Mrs. M. Sawyer.






F. Underwood, Mrs. A. B. Tu-
tor, Barbara Dull, Ruth Beck,
Mrs. Marion Sanders, Mrs.
Shirley Hutchinson
REGISTRARS—Nellie Johnson,
Mrs. A. .1- Wells
WARD 27—PRECINCT 2
Fire Station No. 6
924 Thomas Street
OFFICER—R. M. Loughbridge
JUDGES—Ed J. Cox, Sidney Go.
yes-, A. F. Majors, W. C. Sut-
ton, Mrs. Clara Miller, Mrs.
Ora High, A. E. Withers
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Lucy Wil-





JUDGES—Jack G. Goldsmith, P.
K. Holden, Mrs. M. L. Cooper,
G, B. Ricks, Mrs. D. W. Horton,
Mrs. Lucille Ellis, Thomas B.
Avery, Ira G. Williams
REGISTRARS—Hazel Godman,
May Durham
NOTICE is hereby given that City, County, State or Federal
Government employees are not eligible to serve as election
officials by State Statute. Any Government employee listed
herein is requested to inform Election Commission for re-
moval of name by calling Jackson 6-5056.
The following officials are appointed to hold the election at
locations listed below:
OFFICIALS FOR MUNICIPAL ELECTION — August 20,
1959:
,
Sid A. Law, Mrs. W, J. Gilfil- 1666 Jackson Avenue
len OFFICER—D. W. Goodrich
RE(;1STRARS—Mrs. Henry Gey- JUDGES—A. 0. Fabrin, E. L.





JUDGES-0. C. Smith, Jr., 0. F
Soderstrom. Mrs. W. B. Mc-
Laughlin, Miss Alice Maxwell, WARD 38—PRECINCT 3
Steadman, Mrs. F. M. Hill JUDGES—J o e Sandridge, Ger-
OFFICER—Rev. M. Winfield
1281 Tunica
Mrs. J. E. Conley, Mrs. J. R. a acant Building
Darden, Mrs. J, E. Stewart 
trude Foster, Rev. B. J. Benson,REGISTRARS—Mrs. Charlene OFFICER—W. L. Maybry
JUDGES—C. E. Rauscher, J. R. Charles Marks, Mrs. Addie M.
WARD 32—PRECINCT 1 
Lamar Terrace 
Aday, Carlton Marshall, George Johnson, Harry Winfield, Mrs.
1111 Lamar 
Brannon, Margaret Redford, Marguerite Blanchard, Mrs.
Mrs. Sid Hall, Mrs, W. K. Brad- Gladys Parker
OFFICER—George k. Scholl hey 
REGISTRARS—H a n n a h Hunt,
JUDGES—Mrs. B 
Clyde Hughey, Mrs. Sue Lowe 
C. Berry, Mrs REGISTRARS—Mrs. Paul J. Fynn, 
Marjorie Johnson
Mrs. Milton Bowers, Sr. WARD 42—PRECINCT 1
. 




REGISTRARS—Mrs. David H OFFICER—Robert Marchetti 
OFFICER—H. D. Bomar
Glas Mrs Gee Sehe
Groves, Mrs. Lalah Barker. Moffatt's Service Station
Neal E. Tidwell 2973 Summer Avenue
2420
iI JUDGES—A, W. Dacus, Fred Vel. 
JUDGES—Charles 0. Weir, Sr.,. e. 
WARD 32—PRECINCT 2 lo, Mrs. Lillian McNeil, M r s. 
Mrs. H. D. Bomar, Mrs. Jordan
Vacant House Viola Dacus, Mrs. Rebecca May.
Newton, Mrs. Ann  Mrs.
710 S. Dudley Marshall Sutherin, Mrs. Marie 
R. Y. Doyle, Mrs. William Ma-
OFFICER—Randolph Holt Marchetti 
roon, Marshel Lee
JUDGES—Armetha Gaston, Ar-
REGISTRARS—Mrs. P. G. Sweet, REGISTRARS-Mrs. Joe Renaldi,
Mrs. Floyd Blackwell
thur Pengties, Ruth Pengram, 
Mrs.Kitty Brooks
Josephine Holt, Lucille Bed- WARD 37—PRECINCT 2 
WARD 42—PRECINCT 2
ford, Patricia Toney, James Vacant Building 
Hollywood School
Watts 2842 Poplar
OFFICER—Robert Marshall . OFFICER—W. B. Barron
134.5 Bryan Street
JUDGES—Mrs. C. D. Eaves, Mrs. JUDGES—A. P. Qualls, J. T.
REGISTRARS—Mildred Hodges,,
Cripa. 13. W. Walker. Mrs. W.
WARD 28—PRECINCT 2




Wallace Lopez, E. M. Kinney
W.F. Wattam, Tate Pease, Mrs
Frances O'Sullivan, S. J. Selig
man, Connie O'Sullivan
JUDGES—Mrs. Joe Smith






JUDGES—Mrs. E. M. McCalla,
E. F. Sanford, Chas. W. Kinsey,
Mrs F. I. Odom, Mrs. W. D.,
Howell, Roy Keathley, Mrs.
Hattie Surrat
REGISTRARS—Mrs. B. Si. Peter-
son. Inez Savage
WARD 29—PRECINCT 2





Luke Kingsley. Sr., M. W. Al
via, Marino Albonetti, Edward
Lawler, Joe M. Varossa, Mrs








JUDGES—Mrs. D. L. Rodgers,
Clyde Hayden, Travis H. Ho-
well, Mrs. A. C. Anderson, Mrs.
W. L. Ward, Mrs. J. W. Mor-
ris, J. W. Morris, Mrs. E. J.
Huffman, Mrs. Chas. D. Cavag
nero F. J Huffman
REGISTRARS—Mrs. M. F. Mc-
Carver, Mrs. LaRue E. Hart
REGISTRARS—Thelma Elion, OFFICER—John J. Bailey JUDGES—W. V. Gurney, M r a WARD 31—PRECINCT 2
Laurette Redwood JUDGES—Mrs. Henry Bowden, Georgia Lewis, Mrs. Corrie Bow- Vacant Store
Wisconsin School 
1861 LamarWARD 12 Mrs. John Mitchell, Mrs. B. H. era, Mrs. Arab Demyer, Mrs.
Pierce, Mrs. W. H. Monsarrat Kate Tipton, A. C. Brown, Mrs, OFFICER—Richard T. Poole176 Wisconsin REGISTRARS—Mrs. Wade Crock- Emma Jones, Mrs. Bertha Jones JUDGES—Van E. McGaha, MrsOFFICER—Patrick T. Ryan ett, Mrs. Dorothy Craft
JUDGES—Mrs. Gertrude Smith, WARD 18
Mrs. Lois Williams, Alwood Associated General Contractors
Fields, Mrs. Louise Williams, 320 S. Dudley
James C. Watson




960 S. Third St.
. OFFICER—V. B. Cox
JUDGES—J. A. Herr, Mrs. Eva
Benedict, Mrs. M, A. Luther,
Mrs. V. R. Cox, Michael Hem!
Mrs. J. A, Herr, Mrs. Doris
Means, E. W. Fuller
REGISTRARS—Mrs. N. A. Cook,i
Mrs. J. C. McHughes
OFFICER—O. B. Winston
JUDGES—E. M. Holder, Jr., A.
U. Council, Walter Baldwin,
Mrs. Shirley Smith, Mrs. T. Y.
Demuth
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Nora Foun-





JUDGES—Pat Evans, Mrs. John
Arnold. Mrs. C. S. Baugh, Mrs.
Katherine Thompson, Mrs Rob.
Flora Bennett
WARD 33—PRECINCT 1
Fire Station No. 13
Parkway and Broad
Williamson, Herbert J. Weir,
Mrs. John Getz, J. P. Bellamy.
Mrs. Gertrude Carpenter, Albert





JUDGES—Dean Fine h, Robert
Brannon, M. Ostrove, Joseph N.
Lucchesi, Mrs. W. A. Ryan, Mrs.
T. P. Wade, Mrs. Geo. B. Dor-
man
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Umber!
Pierini, Sidney L. Nicholas
WARD 41—PRECINCT 3
Hyde Park School
.ATURDAY, AUGUST IS, 1959
Political Advertisement Palitical Advertisement
B. Barron, Dr. J. M. Wiley,
Raymond Bowles, Mrs. Ellis
Malone, Mrs. Marguerite Davis,
Leonard Berry
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Raymond
Bowles, Mrs. W. P. Majors
WARD 43—PRECINCT 1
Fire Station No. 23
34e8 Jackson Ave.
OFFICER—George T. Walker
JUDGES—J. K. Fly, Robert
Hawks, Robert Dwyer. Joe Jo-








JUDGES—D. W. Cain, D. 0. Er-
win, Mrs. Margaret P. Lloyd,
Mrs. Josephine H. Connors, An-
drew L. Rogers
REGISTRARS—Mrs. W. H. Mc-





.TUDGES—D avid L. Edmond,
Laura R. Tyres, Doris Johnson,
Annie Mae Jordan, George
Poindexter, George Harrell,
Grade Gaines, Paul Henry





High Point Terrace Arcade
High Point Terrace & Philwood
OFFICER—Dan Hughes Bell
JUDGES—Leonard Shea, Frank
Billingsley, W. C. Bishin, B. 0
Harrison, Mrs. Jewel A. Ham-
mock, Harry L. Williams, Wm.
P. Steele, Rowe M. Belcher,
Mattye B. Wilroy, Curtis B.
Luck, J. W. Bates
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Robert Gib-
son, Mrs. Harry Cosby
WARD 44—PRECINCT 2
Brawn Stone Building
135 St. Alban Fairway
OFFICER—Julian Cohen
JUDGES—John W. McGoldrick,
John Costen, John R. Kinnie,
Mrs. Carroll Andrew, Mrs.
Mayer Novick, Chas. D. Akers,
Mrs. Walter A. Barrett, Mrs.
Sarah Cramer, Mrs. Scott Brant-
ley, George B. Bates, Mrs.
OFFICER—Walt Doxey George D. Wible, L. W. Holtho-
West, Mrs. Velma Shumpert, JUDGES—Fred Agee. Joe Kiers- fer
Mrs. Edwinna Watts, Mrs. Al- ky, W. G. Petty, III, Raymond REGISTRARS—Mrs. R. P. Taylor,
bent Howard, Mrs. Lend ll Paid- Rail, W. H. Johnson, Lester Car. Mrs C. D. Akers
co, A. L. Jackson
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Hazel L e e





JUDGES—Eloise Flowers, M r s.
Callie L. Terrell, Mrs. Milas G.
Watkins, M r s. Beatrice M.
Thornton, Bennie Lee, M r s.
Myra C. Watson, Dorothy Mc-
Kee, Mrs. Lula Hill, Mrs. Wil-
bert Whitney, Mrs. Altee Smith,
Mrs. Julia May Clay, Rev. H. H.
•
Mary L. Marshall. Mrs. Hugh
M. Scott, Hugh Si. Scott, Mrs.
B. H. Person, Jr.
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Earl More-OFFICER—Mike Gavin land, Mrs. T. L. PeelerJUDGES—Mrs. Mike Gavin, Fen-
WARD 38—PRECINCT 1ner M Lewis, Frs. A. G. Black,
Grahamwood SchoolMrs. Harvey E. Taylor, J. W.
P. Fleming, Henry Kordel, J.
W. Eaton






JUDGES—J. H. Norton, E. T.
Hodges, R. S. Hawkins, Mrs.
R. W. Jordan, Mrs. IL S. Simp-
son, Theo. N. Henley
REGISTRARS—Mrs. W. E. Mc-





JUDGES—Mrs. M. B. Twinney.
Mrs. Martha Todd, Mrs, Myr-
tle Oliver. E. G. Oliver, Tom Tent (Thriftway Sundry)
Tidwell, Mrs. Helen Barfield. Holmes & Guernsey
C. C. Bradbury OFFICER—K. A McEwen
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Irene Phil-





JUDGES—Bessie Mae Lovell, Jes-
sie McMabron, Henrietta Wel-
ters, Doris Franklin, Flora
Platt, J. P. Walters, C. B. Gal-
OFFICER—T. W. Cannonlagher, Mrs. Dorsey Sims, Mrs.
JUDGES—H. H. Fisher, C. Si.Fay Davis 
REGISTRARS—Jeanette Thrall-








JUDGES—Mrs. A, B. Green, Mrs.
Willie B. Hatcher, Mrs. Doug-
las Cooper, Mrs, 0. H. Webb,
D. A. Ellis, Mrs. D. A. Ellis
REGISTRARS—Mrs. J. M. Farm-







Mrs. F. F. Walker, Mrs. Irby
Finley, Mrs. Christol Edwards,
Mrs. Sam McCalla, Mrs. G. Si.
Lahue, James E. McDaniel
REGISTRARS—Mrs. A. R, Harri-
son, Mrs. C. B. Anderson
WARD 38—PRECINCT 3
JUDGES—Estelle Carlile, Mrs.
Joe D. Hardesty, Mrs. Wm. D.
Lindsey, Mrs. J. F. Crossno,
Mrs. R. C. Helbig, Mrs. W. H.
Roberts, Mrs. S. E. Rickman
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Walter Jor-




Witt, Mrs. J. W. Mayo, Mrs.
Thelma K. Ruleman, Mrs. H. H.
Fisher
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Gene White,
Mrs. Emily P. Cannon
WARD 21
JUDGES—Willie B. Streeter, Manassas School
Henry Anderson, Virginia Cox, 781 Firestone
Mamie Price. Virginia Tatum', O
Mrs Ada Payne. Mrs. Martha JUDGES-Eugene 
TEng. en. Westbrooke 
Anderson,
Edna
Woodhouse. H. L. Boyce. Ber-







JUDGES—Abe Coffee, Elnora Tip-
ton Mrs. Mable Young, Rosa
REGISTRARS—Hattie B. Threl-





. JUDGES—J. J. Feppiano, Charles W. Mitchell, Linnie Garrett,
M. Townsel, 0, D. Threatt, E.
J. 'Jackson, Carrie Hatchett,







ruthers, Charles Curry, James
Douglas, W. C. Davis, Mrs. Lu-
cille Price
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Louise Shir-





JUI/GES—Louis Donati, Chas. A.
Davis, C. E. Barentine, Eddie perin, Mrs. J. A. Laws
Doyle, Mrs. J. Lee Dixon, Mrs, WARD 44—PRECINCT 4
Carl West, R. R. Baxter East High School
3206 Poplar Ave.
OFFICER—Jack H. Gates
JUDGES—Mrs. P. M. Wiebenga,
Mrs. W. L. Sprott, Mrs. J. B.
Schorr, Mrs. Leonard Pierotti.
Mrs. E. W. Hall, Mrs. J. K.
Caughley, Julius Blassman,
Duke C. Vincent, Mrs. C. E.
Fatal
REGISTRARS—Mrs. W. E. Ward,
Mrs. Charles Tate
WARD 44—PRECINCT S
Fire Station No. 17
611 National
OFFICER—George T. Smith
JUDGES—Mrs. Sam Nelson, Mrs.
Dorothy Whitaker, W. J. Reese,
Clarence Whitaker. Mrs. Anna
REGISTRAR—Mrs. R. L. Brooks,






Vann, Eunice Barber, Ada Jack-
son. Rev. Lee E. Mitchell, Sam
REGISTRARS—H. W. Beecher, James Walters. Mrs John Nichols, Dr. G. B. Ramsey. Mrs. Thelma Bailey, Audrey Gales.
Alma Cutler • Whitehead, Mrs. Juanita Bar. A. A. Brugge, Mrs, ft. E. Davis, Mrs. Elsie Moore, Jackson
WARD 25—PRECINCT 2 tholomew. Mrs. Walter Ellis, Mrs. G. B. Ramsey, Mrs. John Gales
St. Thomas School Mrs. P. 0. Howard. W. R. Wil- Patrichois, Anthony A. Aspero REGISTRARS—Arizona Carothers,
580 Trigg
OFFICER—Orville Flack
JUDGES—O. V. Ayree, Olimer
Ayres, Mrs. Elizabeth Byrne,
Mrs. M. B. Hubbard, Mrs. Helen
Griffin, Miss Vivian McNulty






JUDGES—Fred T. Vich, Chas W
Rittlemeyer, Evelyn Linderman,
kinson, C. J. Harding. Mrs. C.
C. Campbell, W. R. (BO Har-
din. Frank Clark
riEGISTRARS—Mrs. John Mitch-





S. Nelson Castle, ChairmanJUDGES—Hugh B. Jones. Jr.,
Mrs. C. E. Ingram. Mrs R F.
Edwards. Mrs. P. F Leak. p.
P. Hall, Mrs. Albert Hays, Mrs,









38/5 Walnut Grove Road
OFFICER—Lawrence W. Harrison
JUDGES—John W. Bain, Eugene
Lerner, Jack P. Goldschmidt,
Jack W. Kenner, Mrs. R. I.
Thomas, Pauline Eilbott, Geo.
W. Person, Jr.
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Mose Al-







JUDGES—Fred Bauer, Jr., Lloyd
Ramsey, Fred McIntosh, L. T.
Barringer, Mrs. George Mad.
linger, Carl Fuess, Neely Grant,
Thos. H. McKnight, Sr., L. V.
Cougetin
REG1STRARS—Mrs. W. D. Mathis,





JUDGES—W. E. Montgomery, W,
C. Hubbard, Richard R. Doug-
lass. L. L. Turner, Mrs. A. B.
Ricketts, Mrs. W. E, Brower,
Mrs. L. L. Turner
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Mulct Beard,
Mrs. H. R. Taylor
WARD 45—PRECINCT 3
Fire Station No. 18
3426 Southern
OFFICER—George Holley
JUDGES—J. W, Ashworth, J. B.
Carney, Douglas Walker, Mrs.
Henry Froman, Claude E. Bry-





St. John's Episcopal Church
322 S. Greer
OFFICER—T. K. Robinson
JUDGES—H a rr y Woodberry,
Charles A. Bond, III, Mra, Rob-
ert Ruffin, Mrs. S. H. Robbins,
Guy Boyer, David V. Johnson,
Mrs. Carl Stokes, Mrs. James
G. Chism
REGISTRARS—M r a. Herbert






JUDGES—J. B. Simmons, A. .7.
Myers, Rives Manker, W. B.
Haynes, Hawthorn Wallis
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Harr y
Spears, Mrs. Joe Matracea




JUDGES—E. A. Wedaman, 0. W.
Smith, Mrs. Nora Emerson,
Mrs. L. A. Summers, R. S. Hall,
Mrs. Edith Felber, Winnie C.
Morris
REGISTRARS—Mrs, R. L. Bell, •
Mrs. G. P. Grissom
WARD 48—PRECINCT 3




Lamon, Mrs. Hugh Humphreys,
Mrs. L. C. DeShazo, Mrs.
Gladys Coolican





OFFICER—D. P. Henley, Jr.
JUDGES—Mrs. Harold Mitchell,
Mrs. W. C. Sowell, Mrs. C. L.
Caplinger, Mrs. Leonard D. Pe-
ters, Mrs. H. B. Winbron, John
F. Bates
REGISTRARS—Mrs. L. B. John-
son, Mrs. C. T. Clanton
WARD 47—PRECINCT 2
St. John Catholic Church
2718 Lamar
OFFICER—Benton 0. Hartsfield
JUDGES—John W. Frost, Mar y
Hattaway, Opal Strawbridge.
Norma J. Frost, Catherine Cas- •




Bethel LaBelle Community Center
2696 LaRose
OFFICER—R. L. Talley
JUDGES—D. S. Jones, Mrs. J. C.
Halter, Mrs. Lucy Campbell,
Mrs. Fannie Parks, Mrs. George
Capps, Mrs. J. H. Brock, Mrs.
I. L. Halley, S. J. Flautt. Eliza-
beth Talley
REGISTRARS—Mrs. A. H. Peril-






Mrs. Julius Greene, Mrs. Ruby
Lee Booker, Mrs, Ruby Lee
Stanbeck, Mrs. JimmyLois
Burson. Mrs. Fannie Sweet,
Mrs. Elizabeth Lee, Mrs. Mary
Stanley. Mrs. Rosa King, Mrs.
Rachel Dillard, M. C. Campbell
REGISTRARS-,Mrs. Mary Lind-






John Rodgers, Clifford Harris,
Harry C. Simpson, Charles H.
Cuneo. Mrs. D. J. Camparinnico,
(Continued on Page IS)
SHELBY COUNTY ELECTION COMMISSION
Lester H. Brenner, Secretary














































































NOTICE OF MUNICIPAL ELECTION
AUGUST 20, 1959





Pine 18111 Community Center
Alice Street
OFFICER—Henry Ford Carr
JUDGES—M. D. DuVal, Mrs. M.
S. Hamilton, Edgar Jacobs, Mrs.
A. B. Collins, Mrs. H. J. Hill,
Mrs. W. H. Davis, Mrs. Frances
F. Daft, Mrs. C. A. Steward,
Nellie Bartlett
REGISTRARS—Mrs. L. R. Wolf,
' Mrs. J E. Jolly
' WARD 50—PRECINCT 1
OFFICER—W. G. Dalehite
JUDGES—Mrs. Thelma Hyatt,
Mrs. Louise Stevens, Hershel R.
Mayhall, Mrs. Georgia Miller,
Mrs. Sam L. Brown, Mrs. Clara
K. Mansfield, S. T. Hawkins,








JUDGES—N. E. Sloan, Mrs. Mil-
dred Hutcheson, Mrs. Alice R.
Morton, Mrs. Ferne Grantham,
Mrs. Dave A. Teal, Roy Peden
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Bertha Lis-
ter. Mrs. J. K. Stone
WARD 51—PRECINCT 1
Carnes School
• 943 Lane Avenue
OFFICER—Harvey Yaffee
JUDGES—Clyde Proctor, J o h is
' Gilbert, W. F. Spruill, Jr , Mrs,
IV. G. Cary, Newberger Jones,
Patsy Keys, Mrs. Wm. Shoffner,
I Mrs, Imogene Turner, M r a.




Brown Built Screen Door Co.
383 N. Waldran
Of FICER—John Motley





JUDGES—Edna B. Austin, Floyd
C. Yarbrough, Della McKinna,
Mrs. Ed H. Reeves, W. T. Wens-
ley, E. R. Staples, Frank L.
Burt, Sr., T. K. Creson, Howard





Fire Station No. 27
4575 Poplar Avenue
OFFICER—J. C. P. Boyer
JUDGES—Mrs. Amel C. Peterson,
Dire. Myrtle Strawn, James W.
Watson, Ansel C. Peterson, T.
L. Sawn, Eric S. Greenwood, L.
G. Barnard, Mrs. James M.
Campbell, Mrs. Winston T. Bowl-
ing
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Leslie H.







Mrs. Ida Rape, E. 0 Baucom,
Mrs. Juanita Walls, I. C. Keel,
Mrs. Nell Mills, John C. Rea,
J. W. Slaughter, Don Slaughter
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Trellis Aril-





JUDGES-Mm. Martha M. Mash-
burn, Mrs. Lonas Thurber, Mrs.
C. N. Talley. Mrs. Howard A.
Massey, John A. Phillips, Ernest
M. Jones, Mrs. Robert L. Dobbs,
REG1STRARS—Mrs. Kenneth E.





JUDGES—Ed A. Tyler, A. M. Car-
' Harry Frederick, Mrs. Cath- ney, T. G. Cupples, Mrs. T. F.
erine Billingsley, W. J. Floyd, Reed, Vanlandham Kerr, Loyce Bates, F. W. Butler. Jr., R. E.Henry V. O'Neil, Elizabeth Smith, Mrs. J. E. Reeves, James Peden
O'Neil L. Westerman REGISTRARS—Mrs. RuelLroper,
REGIS-RARS—Mrs, F. B. Head, REGISTRARS—Marie Tyler, June Mrs. J. M. Farley
Mrs. Frances McGoldrick
WARD 05—PRECINCT 1




Mrs. Hunter Cochran, H. E.
Vaught, Bill Fones, Buford D.
Krebs, John Doggett, Jr., J. R.
Wright, Mrs. James Newman
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Hazel Ewing,
Mrs. J. B. Green
WARD 65—PRECINCT 2
Mt. Moriah Park
Mt. Moriah & Park
OFFICER—Tracey Plyler
JUDGES—Mrs. Ted Brown, Bill
Fiveash, P. A Lancaster, Mrs.
James T. Fletcher, Charles T. Ernestine Cox, Charles Pickett,
Bausch, Robert M. McRae, E. H. James I. Elston
Tenet. Jr., Mrs. Bernice Bohan- REGISTRARS—Mrs. V. F. Finney,
on, James E. Menefee, Billy Jr., Mrs. James NV. Niurphrey
Mills, Robert M. McRae, Jr. WARD 66—PRECINCT 1
REGISTRARS—Mrs. M. D. Emer- Willow Road School
son. Mrs. Mildred Mayer 4417 Willow Road
WARD 511—PRECINCT 1 OFFICER—Dr. Arthur?. Johnson










1612 Wells Station Road
OFFICER—Alvis C. Jerden
JUDGES—Evelyn Langley, Mrs.
A, C. Jerden, Stanley Faught,
Mrs. Geneva Sills. Sarah Lane,
Roselle Stafford, Peggy Franks,
Tommie Lee Smith OFFICER—Mrs. John Conlin
REGISTRARS—Beth Pass, Myrtle JUDGES—Mrs. Shirley KolP,
Liles Mrs. Jimmie Crews, Mrs. N.
WARD 54—PRECINCT 1 F. Taylor, Mrs. Charles Cub.
Memphis Boys Town bins, Mrs. L. J. Distrette, Mrs.
4093 Summer Ave. B. R. McCarver, Mrs. Alice
OFFICER—A. B. Haines Harrison. D. 0. Erwin, Mrs.
JUDGES—Mrs. Wilma M. Tate, Harold E. Farley
Mrs. Lela Ann Smith, Mrs. Ro- REGISTRARS—Mrs. K. R. Har.
mons Jasper, Carl E. Coats, dy, Mrs. Jean Jones
Herman C. Duncan, Cecil Green-
land, .1. W. Estes, Richard A.
Farrell
REGISTRARS-Mrs. H. E. Bau-
mann. Mrs. Margaret Estes
WARD 34—PRECINCT 2
Fire Station No. 24
4472 Powell
OFFICER—W. F. Davis
JUDGES—Mrs, W. F. Davis. Mrs.
Ruth B. Kinard, Mrs. R. M.
James, E. S. Breazeale, G. A.
' Conaway, A. T. Lankford, Mar-
tin Tippit
• REGISTRARS—Mrs. Jimmie Kil-
patrick, Mary H. Green
WARD 55
Private Residence
' 83 Walnut Grove Cr., West
OFFICER—Jim C. Galloway
JUDGES—E. M. Smith, Jack Pip-
kin, Marvin H. Hawks, Thomas
L. Ledgcr, Mrs. Guy 11, Bates,
W. J. Armstrong, Lee H. Wood,
0. McKinley Parker
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Alex Handle-
man, Mrs. Jake Green
OFFICER—Mrs. Hazel Herring
JUDGES-Mrs. Julia Lloyd, Mrs
Earl Jackson, Mrs. Georgia
Shoup, Mrs. Lucy Scruggs,
Mrs. Margaret Sutton, Mrs.
Earlyne Cole. Mrs. A. G. Jones,
Mrs. L. A. Ilayes
REGISTRARS—Mrs. James







OFFICER—Gordon Robertson OFFICER—W. B. Bekmeyer
JUDGES—Arthur Cox, Herman JUDGES—Gustave Reinhardt, Joe
Bernatski, Clovis H. Causey, Lend, Mrs. W. H. Panel!. Mrs.
Mrs. A. B. Ewing, Mrs Casper J. E. Hill, Mrs. G. 0. Lambert,
Voss, Mrs. Charles Handly, Mrs. Paul Winningham, Mrs. Paul
Harry Krasner Winningham, Mrs. Earl Price
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Hilbert L. REGISTRARS—Mrs. Ella Rhodes,
' Simpson, Mrs. L. E. Alford •Mrs. R. W. Johnson
WARD 52—PRECINCT 2 WARD 58—PRECINCT I
Victory Baptist Church Tent—Cherry Rd. Baptist Church577 N. Hollywood 1385 Cherry Road
OFFICER—J. B. Mason OFFICER—M. D. EmersonJUDGES—H. A. Murry, Jim Gil- JUDGES—F. Guthrie Cast! e,' reath, Mrs. W. E. Lee, Mrs. A.
L. Taylor, Walter E. Cox, Mrs.
' L. P. Vaughn, Mrs. Edward Nee-
ly, Thomas Drake
REGISTRARS—Mrs. A. 0. Chand-
' ler, Mrs. E. K. Hague
WARD 52—PRECINCT 3
Railroad Salvage Furn. Store
3104 Summer
OFFICER—Ed D. Morrison
JUDGES—Floyd D. Rowe, Jr.,
Jack Liles, E. J. Berry. Mrs.
Harry Jacobs, Frank Mena I,
' Mrs. H. A. Fletcher, B. L. Bum-
' pas
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Ed D. Morri-




OFFICER—Ernest L. Nolen, Jr.
JUDGES—Marie Brinn. Edith Cumberland Presbyterian ChurchVonderforcl, Clara Faye Smith,
Mrs. Clarice Blakley. Mrs. Lil• 
Park and Greer
OFFICER—J. F. Wernelian B. Hooper, Mrs, Elaine
JUDGES—Mrs. Martha Morgan,Young, James Armour, Ellen
Mrs. C. N. Atkins, Mrs. Patsy
Fopay, Mrs. Mary A. Bruley,
Mrs. Wilbur Coats, Mrs. Eula
Walker, Mrs. J. L. McDowell,
Mrs. J. B. Keeton, Mrs. C. P.
Locke. Herbert T. Allen. Sr.
REGISTRARS—Mrs. J. W. Sig.




JUDGES—Charles Isles, Mrs. Dor-
othy Bowen, Mrs Jene Somer-
ville, Mrs. Bettie J Jones, His.
Arline Williams, Mrs. Leora
Parker, Mrs. Dorothy Johnson,
Mrs Melene Parker. Mrs. Bei,
tharene Berkley, Mrs. Vesta
Bullard
REG1STRARS—Mrs. Narcissus





JUDGES—Mrs. A. W. Vachary,
Connie Hough. Josephine Win.
bush, Marie Lawson, Melissa
Davis, Julia Henderson Charlie
Jones, Willie Lee Gross, Curtis







OFFICER—A, B. Irwin Jr
JUDGES—Frank Murino, Lee Da-
vis, C. C. Ilinsley, Jack Reese,
Mrs. J. W. Card, H. A. Wendt,
Monroe Parks, Mrs. John Wil-
liams, Mrs. Frank Morino, J.
T. Mullins
REGISTRARS—Mrs. B. L. Smith,





JUDGES—L. J. Spoon, W. IT. Mc.
Common, Pat Henry, Mrs. C. B.
Bruce, Sir'. Frances Kyles,
Mrs. Pat Jones, F.. 111. Byars,
James W Peters, John H. Ball
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Ethyl Joyn.





JUDGES—V. E. Ellis, Frank
Burns, Arthur McGoldrick, Ed
Grogan, W. A. Watson, John
Galella, Jr., James L. Claiborne,






C. R. Young, Mrs. W. A. Hin-
son, Mrs. W. B. Turner, Mrs.
Irma Smith. Mrs. Irene Smith,
Mrs. Earl Dixon
REGISTRARS—Mrs. G. A. Hall,





JUDGES—Mrs. I. E. Martin
Mrs. Lois Rawlings, Mrs. G. R
Harrison, Mrs. Tessie Lewis
Mrs. Louise Wallace, Wm. W







Hamilton, Robert Weakley, F
Harold LeQueux, Donald Hot
land, A. L. Ray, Thurston W
Smith, Haywood Williams
REGISTRARS—Mrs James Doty





JUDGES—Mrs. W. T. Johnson, II
E. Hanson, Mrs. Geo. Tackett
C. V. Ogelvie, Mrs. C. L. Glide
well, Clifford Bourgioes
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Floyd A 1 I





JUDGES—Marvin Belote. M r s
Bill Williams, Mrs. Barbara Ny.
rum, Mrs. Elsie Cloitfelter, Mrs,
Howard Stinnett, M. J. Siedell,
George Hurt
REGISTRARS—Mrs. W. M. Craw-








A son, James, jr., to Mr. and
Mrs. James Standard of 1610 Lo-
cust.
A son, Jasrus Wayne. to Mr. and
Mrs. Johnnie M. Felton of 1239
Smith.
A son, Michael Gordon, to Mr.
and Mrs. Nathaniel Gordon of
771 Baltimore.
A daughter, Carolyn Yvonne, to
Mr. and Mrs. George C. Foster
of 1291 Airways.
A daughter, Greta Michele, to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Renfroe of
1941 Carver.
A son, Robert Gregory, to Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Johnson of 1115
Texas.
A daughter, Etherine, to Mr.
and Mrs. McCauley Wilson of 5374
Malone.
.111131ES—J. W. Hambick, Mrs. 
August 2
A daughter Barbara Ann, to
Ostia Hamblen, Mrs Juanita
Jack Price, Ed Wright, Mrs. Viz,
Mr. and Mrs: Thomas Echols of. v . a










JUDGES—C. A. Riddle, Mrs. Ed-
gar Gillock Mrs W T Mc-. .
Adams, Mrs. John Craig. Edgar
Gillock, Mrs. W. J. Daniel, Eu-
gene H. Vieh
REGISTRARS-Mrs. Otis Cash,
Mrs. W. R. Maynard
Mrs. Cheatham
M rtin, Ms" Beard, M s Hazel Named Dean of
Fisk Students
Billings. Mr. Bob Edmonds, Mrs.
M. H. Walls, Eugene F. Lester,
Don Hitchcock, John Gillum,
Mrs. Ruth Gillum. Mrs. Sue Ed-
monds, Mrs. Claude A. King
REGISTRARS—Mrs. Macon Wher-





JUDGES-4Mrs. Harold Ray, Rob-
ert Ditto, Mrs. Mary Ann Ditto,
Robert E. Wilson. Mrs. Louise
H. Wilson, Mrs. Celia Hudson,
Mrs. R. B. Stephens
REGISTRARS—Mrs. J. 0. Bar-





JUDGES—Edward D. Hill, T. E.
Crawford, Francis A. Wright,
Jr., Robert W. Pegram, Jr.,
Fred W. Means, Ruth P. Ka-
bakoff, Leland E. Carter






JUDGES—Paul H. Bowdre, Wayne
C. Franklin, Chester P. Perry,
Maurice J. Cohn, T. W. Bond,
Edwin It Ragsdale
REGISTRARS—Maxey W. Humph-
reys, Ben A. Humphreys
WARD 68—PRECINCT 2
Memphis Hebrew Academy
390 S. White Station Rd.
OFFICER—O. J. Fallo
JUDGES—Ruth E. Glass, Esther












Little, Mrs. Wade Tribble
REGISTRARS—Mrs Charles Hec-
kle. Mrs. James Clifton





NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Mrs. Anna
S. Cheatham has been named
Dean of Students at Fisk uni-
versity. Dr. Stephen J. Wright,
Fisk president, who announced
the appointment, said Mrs.
Chatham held the same position
at Albany State college.
In assuming this post, Mrs.
Cheatham will also act as Dean
of Women. She fills a vacancy re-
sulting from the resignation of
Dean Anna F. Harlin.
A farmer high school teacher,
Mrs. Cheatham joined the Albany
State college staff in 1955 as
Dean of Women and Coordinat.r
of Student Personnel Services.
She was elevated to the position
of Dean of Women in 1956 and
served in this capacity until ac-
cepting the Fisk post.
She holds the h. s. degree in
psychology from Howard univer.
sity and the m. a. in student per.
sonnet administration from Teach-
ers college, Columbia university.
She has done further study at
Columbia.
Mrs. Cheatham is a member of









WINNFIELD. La. — (UPI) —
Gov. Earl K. Long said yesterday
a disputed state law banning in-
terracial athletic *vents in Louisi-
ana was a "waste of paper."
The U.S. Supreme Court recent-
ly threw out the law insofar as it
applied to professional boxing
matches, but no Louisiana promo-
ter has tried le stage a "mixed"
fight. White high school, college
and university athletic teams still
do not compete against teams
which have Negro members.
Long commented on the law to-
day while resting at his farm
here.
"I knew that law was a waste
of paper when I signed it, but I
would have had to move my home




WASHINGTON — (UPI) -
President Eisenhower has been in
vited to speak at the 43rd annual
International Lions convention in
Chicago next July.
The invitation was extended to
the President Monday by Clarence
L. Sturn, Manawa, Wis., pres.
dent of Lions International. Els
enhower, an honorary Lion, said
he could not accept the invitation
so far in advance but would con-
sider it.
SHELBY COUNTY ELECTION COMMISSION
S. Nelson Castle, Chairman
Lester H. Brenner, Secretary
G. B. 'Pat' Joyner, Member
A daughter, Albaline, to Mr.
Lune Barclay of 3359 Forrester.and Mrs. J. C. Solomon of 788 Al.,
stun Mall. I A daughter, Carol Jean, to Mr.
A daughter, Janet, to Mr. and and Airs. Albert Sweet of 2798
Mrs. Willie L. Washington of 3221 Yale.
S. Fourth. A daughter, Dawn Michelle, to
Mr. and Ntrs. Albert Hawkins ofA daughter, Connie Lynn, to Mr.
and Mn, Eddie Adams of 495 852 E. NicLemore.
Glanker. A daughter, Velina Sue, to Sir.
Mississippi.
A daughter, Diane, to Mr. and
Mrs. McKinley Jones of 2580 Don-
ald.
A daughter, Denise Renee, to Mr.
and Mrs. Samuel Kerns of 927
Fields.
A son, Renault Efran, to Mr.,
and Mrs. Steve Holliday of 4511
Webster.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Wash
Gray of 269 Leath.
August
A son, to Mr and Mrs. Joe
Barnet of 1371 Hyde Park at.
A daughter, Sharon Renee, to
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Love of 244
N. Slain.
A daughter, Carol Denise, to Mr
and Mrs. Johnny McChristian of
2132 Griggs.
A son, Tommy Lee, to Mr. and
Mrs. Ike Day of 998 Peach.
A daughter, Aleta Ellen, to Mr.
and Mrs. Cary Sharp of 378 E.
Trigg.
A son. Cornell, to Mr. and Mrs.
A daughter to Mr. and Mrs.
Carl Kinsey of 1697 W. Silver.
A son, Timothy Gerard, to Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond Green of 586
Boston.
A daughter, Gloria Dean, to Mr.
and Mrs. Hosea Sanders of 3026
Autumn.
A daughter, Margie Gail, to
Mr. and Mrs. Shelton Knox of 1589
Britton.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Cox of 592 Lipford.
A daughter, Doris Ann, to Mr.
and Mrs. liens Jackson of 641
Saffaran.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.!
Lawrence Herron of 034 Wells.
A son. James, jr., to Mr. and
Mrs, James Scott of 17 Beans Al-
ley.
A daughter, Jacqueline Payne,
to Mr. and Mrs. S. T. Hawkins of
180 W. Mallory,
August 3
A son, Ronald Reese, to Mr.,
and Mrs. Cleveland Bradfield of
495 Jenson.
A son, Nathaniel, to Mr. and Mrs.
Earl Hunt of 998 Alaska.
A son, Charles Edward, to Mr.,
panildlds. McArthur Starnes of 1440
Pillow.
A daughter, Patsy Diane, to Sir.
and -Mrs, Willie Stewart of 1750
Kansai.
A son, Phillip Lawrence, to Mr.
and Mrs. Jeffernise Alexander of
941 Bingham.
A daughter, Cynthia Dawn, to
Mr. and Mrs. Willie E. Woods
of 2511 Douglas.
A son, Cecil Alexander, to Mr.
and Mrs. John E. Underwood of
1011 Harrison.
A daughter, Jacquelyn Renee,
to Mr. and Mrs. Vacaro Bell of
311 F.. Trigg.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Lynn
Wilkins of 940 Peach.
A son, Clifford Stanley, to Mr.
wanidifoMngrs. James D. Ward of 2312
Twins, son and daughter, to Mr.
aryl Mrs. Moses Rayford of 1128
Capitol.
A son, Onon liebroan. III, to Mr.
and Mrs. Orson H. Currie of 740
IA.August 4
A daughter, Sharon Denise to
Mr. and Mrs. Joe N. Berner of
1090 Holmes.
A daughter, Doris Jean, to Mr.
and  
Boyd.
 Mrs. Walter Hawkins of 401
A son, Darrell James, to Mr.
and Mrs. Ilenry Carter of 1399
Austin,
daughter, u Greta, to Mr. and
Mrs. Thad Davis of 695 Pendle-
ton-
A daughter, Vivian, to Mr. and
Mrs. William Green of 725 S. Dud-
ley.
A son, Morman Terell, to Mr.
and Mrs. Don L. Smith of 1828
NM eArds r. ao.. 
Donald Wayne, to Mr. and
lames L. Robinson of 1132
Belvedere.
A son, Billy Ray, to Mr. and
Mrs. Roy L. Reid of 215 Driver.
A son, Eric Wayne. to Mr. and
Mrs. Will Myers of 1579 Webb.
A son, Felipe Orlando, to Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph McKenney of 632
and Sirs. Dewitt Woods of 676 E.
Trice.
A son, Felix Darnell, to Mr. and
Mrs. James Rubin of 2848 Na-
than.
A son. Darnell Dewayne, to Mr.
and Mrs. Lester Loue of 1330
Brown Apt. 35.
A son. to Mr. and Mrs. Andrew
South of 2061 Lowell.
August 6, 1951
A daughter, Debris Jean, to Mr.
and Mrs. Virge Washington of 1551
Kansas, Apt. 1.
ridAge.daughter, Jeanette, to Mr.
and Mrs. James Scott of 2328Eld•
A daughter, Evelyn Denise, to
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Hayslett of
500 Tillman.
Twin sons, Joe and John to Ntr.
and Mrs. William Austin, of 1236
Bellevue.
A son, Robert Lynn, to Mr. and
Mrs. Ferdinand Story of 2367 Kim-
baAlL son, Tommy Lee, to Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Hullum of 1058 Pea-
body.
A son, Eric Lesure, to Mr. and
Mrs. Alvin Hopkins of 870 G. Por-
ter.
A daughter, Ramelle, to Mr. and
Mrs. James Halloway of 1426 Fair.
view, Apt. A.
A son. William Samuel, to Mr.
and Mrs. Sylvester Jackson of
5099 Tenth rd.
A son, Albert, Jr., to Mr. and
Mrs.. Albert Grin of 5049 Tenth
rd.
A daughter, Velita Michelle, to
Mr. and Mrs. Oshbin Lumpkin of
011 Edith.
A daughter, Vickie Lynn to Mr.
and Mrs. Adolph Dabney of 3502
Ashford.
A daughter, Joyce Elaine, to
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Jackson of 360
LaClede.
A son, Jeffery, to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Jones of 1512 Ravens.
August 7
A son Bryant, to Mr. and Mrs.
Freddie Bryant of 997 Melrose.
A son, Walter Lee., jr., to Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Webb of 912 Lou-
isiana.
A son, Melvin Jerome, to Mr. and
Mrs. Tommy Atkins of 804 Louise.
A daughter, Pamela Lynn, to
Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Parker
of 664 N. Third.
A daughter, Janet Lynn, to Mr.
and Mrs. James Davis of 822 Mc-
Kinley.
A son, Bennie M. Dendy of 1868
Ferber.
A son, Dexter Eugene, to Mr.
and Mrs. Rufus H. Lobbing of 90
Wisconsin.
A son, Barry Darnell, to Mr.
and Mrs. Amos Thomas of 236
Pauline Cir. E.











HMO Owned Home Operated
2 Locations
132 Madison — JA 6-7611
Be.lSi  Maln — JA 54161
Examined and Supervised
by Mato Department
Of !moral-re and Ranking
Memphis' youthful attorney,
Russell B, Sugarmon, Jr.. who is
running for Public Works Commis-
sioner, has been invited to appear
on a second TV program in con-
nection with his campaign.
WREC-TV has granted four min-
utes a piece to each of the candi-
dates in the Public Works Corn.
missinner race. The candidates
will appear in a panel discussion
Sunday, Aug. 16, from 5 p. m. to
5:30 p. m.
Attorney Sugarmon appeared on
Burrow of 604 Stevenson.
A daughter, Rose Mary, to Mr
and Mrs. Roosevelt Hodge of 2535
HanwoodA 
son.'Don Lee, jr., to Mr. and
Mrs. Don Brown of 378 Butler.
A daughter, Patricia Ann. to
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Brookins of
1147 Brown.
Bore at E. H. Crump Memorial
July 
upital, 1959
A daughter, Shirley Fate, to Mr.
and Mrs. Fate Anderson, of 1702
Treadwell.
A son, Darnell Eugene, to Mr.
and Sirs. Willis McNeil of 1.823
Kellner, Apt. 7.
JWy 26
A son Rex Murphy, to Mr. and
Mrs. Isiah Dewitt of 2900 Yale.
A daughter, Carol Ann, to Sir.
and Mrs. Fred Harris, jr., of 326
Dixie rd.
July 28
A daughter to Mr.. and airs.
Alex C. Bunch of 737 St. Paul.
A son, Keith Lenard, to Mr.
and Mrs. Adell Register of 836
Olympic.
July ZS
A son, Konrad Lohr, to Mr. and
Mrs. Melvin L. Shegog of 1412
Austin.
A daughter, Retonya Tyree, to
Mr. and Sirs. Robert House of 391
Decatur.
July 30
A son. Ronald DeWayne, to Mr.
and Mrs. Earnton Guy of 1679 La-
Paloma.
A son to Mr. and Mrs. Rich-








6:30 ADVENTURES OF COLON-
EL FLACK. "Something for 7the
Birds," The colonel helps clear a
young man accused of murddt:
7:30 TRACKDOWN. Roby Gil-
man returns to a small Texas town
and discovers that destructive
youngsters have taken over *en
and are holding a hostage to in-
sure their own safety.
800 MILLIONAIRE. Young. wi-
dow uses million dollar gift to in-
vestigate the mysterious death of
her husband.
9:00 U. S. STEEL HOUR, "Seed
of Guilt:" an adopted child, whose
background is questioned, is the
victim of mistaken conclusions
when she is accused of stealing
Thursday, Aug. 13
a dollar at school.
730 YANCEY DERRINGER.
Yancy gets into trouble when he is
accused of having sold "The Gun
That Murdered Lincoln."
8.00 ZANE GREY TIIEATRE,
Steve Cochran and James White.
more star as unpopular marshal
and very popular outlaw in "Debt
of Gratitude."
8:30 PLAYHOUSE 90. "The Re-
turn of Angel Gibbs." Story of
man recalled to high government
office after years of self-imposed
retirement and of his inner strug-
gle for compassion and family un-
derstanding in web of political in-
trigue.
Friday, Aug. II
630 RAWHIDE. Trail Boss Gil
Favor and Rowdy Yates find them•
selves and their cattle drive the
target of vicious gang of bandits
who make the plains their stalk-
ing grounds.
8.30 STRIPE PLAYHOUSE. 'No
Answer.' A detective is assigned
to protect wealthy widow who
claims her life has been threaten-
ed by dapper swindler.
9:00 San F'rancisco police investi-
gate robber who steals only mon-
ey to pay dope debts.
10:00 U. S. NIARSHAL. Two es-
caped Indians give the Marshatse
rough time AS he chases them
cross-country on horseback.
Saturday. Aug. 15
11:45 GAME OF THE WEEK.
San Francisco Giants take on rubs
in Chicago.
6:00 ANNIE OAKLEY. A miser
assists thieves in stealing his mon-
ey, but is double-crossed by a
talking parrot.
9:00 GUNSMOKE. Deeds of the
past catch up with wealthy
Dodge City rancher when frontier
migrant openly vows to slay him.
9:30 SILENT SERVICE, "The
Bergall's Dilemma:" with a five-
program on Sunday, August 9.





screen of Japanese patrol craft.
MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
This la her new office at the Mississippi
State Line. MADAM BELL is back after a
long time ef being away and at last she is
back to stay tn her new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Bays
A GYPSY
you lost faith to your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you
In bad health? Are you dlacouraged7 If any of these are your
problems, come let MADAM BELL advise you at once. She
will read lite to you just as she would read an open book.
Tell you why your lob or business is not a success. If you have
failed In the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Mississippi State
line, on the way to Hernando. Her borne is 2 blocks below
where she used to stay right aside the DeSots Motel. Be sure
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State Line and get
off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
HAND SIGN.
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
I. look for the RED BRICE HOUSE and you'll find her there
at all times. She  had an °Mee In Wait Memphis.)
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours 9 a in. to • p.m.
Readings Daily Open on Sundays
I don't maks any home calls or answer any lettere. Be nen




Feel like a straight or a mixed drink?
Gilbey'a is the one gin that's great, either'
way. Just enough flavor to spark up the
mixed drinks, yet so smooth and mellow,
the taste is great straight That's why.,
it's the great favorite, all around the world.
GILBEY'S GIN
the one gin 'distilled




CURET'S DISTILLED LONDON DRY 618 90 PROOF 10 0%-DM Ntuntat staitrwist
GILBEY, LTD, CINCINNATI. OHIO. DISTRIBUTEDNA mBY NATIONAL oisussitopects •
(kick&
16 TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sat., Atioast 15, 1959
Human Relations Theme
For Talladega Confab
HAMPTON, Va.—"Human Re-,of education at Hampton Institute
lations in a Rapidly Changing "Youth and Human Relations,"
World" will be the theme of the conducted by Dr. Nancy B. Mc-
annual Eastern Regional alumni Ghee, professor of English at!
conference of Talledega college,
at Hampton Institute Aug. 7
through 9.
Mrs. Wardell P. Robinson, LOCI-
donville, N. Y., general chairman
of the conference, said 126 Tal-
ladega alumni, originating from
all the Eastern seaboard, and sev-
eral New England states, journey•
ed to the conference at the south-
ern tip of Virginia's peninsula.
A special effort was made at
the annual conference to boost an
alumni scholarship fund, and, in
addition to special problems at Tal-
ladega, topics of intnational im-
portance were discussed, a spokes-
man said.
REGIONAL THEME
Dr. Spahr Hull, of the American
Friends Society, developed this
year's Eastern Regional theme,
with brief workshops being given
as follows: "Education for Human
Relations," conducted by Dr. Mar-
tha Dawson, associate professor
Hampton Institute, and "Humanj
Relations Leadership," conductedl
by Mrs. Maryellen Gardner.
Dr. Arthur D. Gray, president
of Talladega and the first alum-
nus of the school to fill that office,
was on hand to assist with the con-
ference.
Talladega college was founded
in 1867. Hampton — the confer-
ence's host campus — was found-
ed a few months later in 1868. Both
colleges were begun with assist-
ance from the American Mission-
ary Association, but both today
are non-sectarian.
Tidewater alumni attending the
conference were Mrs. Anita B.
Hall, associate professor of bio-
logy, Hampton Institute; Homer L.
Hines, principal at Carver Ele-
mentary school, Newport News;
James A. A. IliII, principal at Y.
H. Thomas Junior High school,
Hampton, and Mrs. William S.
Mann, jr., Hampton.
Boat Accident? Report
It Soon And Save $$$
ST. LOUIS, Mo. — Some opera-
tors of pleasure boats involved in
accidents are failing to make the
required boat accident reports,
according to Coast Guard authori-
ties. Failure to make the report
could result in a $100 penalty it
was announced.
Under the Federal Boating Act
of 1958, all accidents involving mo-
tor-boats or pleasure craft occur-
ring on the "Navigable Waters of
the United States" must be report-
ed to the nearest Coast Guard Of-
ficer in Charge, Marine Inspec-
tion, if loss of life, injury incapaci-
tating for over 72 hours, or dam-
age to property in excess of $100
results. If loss of life results, the
report must be made within 48
hours. All other reports must be
made within 5 days. All reports
must be in writing.
If more than one boat is involv-
ed, a separate report must be sub-
mitted by each boat operator. If
the operator is not physically cap-
able of making the report, it
should be made by the boat own-
er or other person familiar with
the facts of the incident. A simpli-
fied form, requiring the minimum
of writing, for reportng the acci-
dent is available at all Coast
Guard shore units.
Although compliance with t h e
new requirement has been good,
some people are still unaware of
the new requirement which be-
came effective on March 10, 1959
Electrocutes Girl 9
RAEFORD, N. C. — (UPI) —
A defective television set that
already had given shocks to sev-
eral members of a family electro-
cuted nine-year-old Linda Fur-
rnage.
A repairman was to have pick-
ed up the set to fix R.
Men and Women Over 65
Can now qualify for hospital insurance, that pays for 365 days
or $3,650 Life and Burial Insurance to age 70.
No Medical Examination Is Required
It costs you nothing to find out — call day or night including
Sunday. Phone JA. 6-5385 or mail a card with your name,
address and nearest phone number to:
The Century Insurance Agency
734 Vance Avenue
Memphis, Tennessee
Bonded underwriters and brokers for the highest rating com-
panies in America. W, A. Adkins, Life Insurance Counselor
with 21 years experience-
Part Time Agents Needed — Good Pay.
the Cornhusker chapter. Mrs.
Brooks, who is a double amputee,
traveled in her wheelchair.Sh e is
the past president and advisor of
the Omaha group,
LARGE GIFT -- A $500 gift
for the United Negro College
Fund from the Detroit chap-
ter of the Ffontier club, a na-
tional Negro organization, is
presented by Charles Powell,
left, and Ernest Brown, right,
club president. Accepting the
check on behalf of the UNCF
is John D. Leary, vice presi-
dent in charge of personnel
at the Chrysler corporation
and chairman of the Michi-
gan Fund Drive. The Fund as-
sists 33 private fully accredit.
ed Negro colleges and univer-
sities to meet operating ei.
penses and provides scholar.
ships for promising students.
LeMoyne college in Memphis
Is one of the 33 colleges bene-
fiting from the Fund.
Inaha Delegates
Stop In Chicago
Four residents of Ornate, Neb.,
Monday night stopped at the Wash-
ington Park YMCA on a two-day
visit in Ckicago enroute to the
convention of the National Associa-
tion for the Physically Handicap-
ped, scheduled Aug. 5-8, in Grand
Rapids, Mich.
Mrs. Velma Coletti, Mrs. Eunice
Lambert, Mrs. Gertrude Brooks
and Larry Nelson are members
of the Cornhusker chapter of the
Annual Confab Of Youth
Training Held At Wiley Yale Says Baby
Faculty Wife Problem
To Business Manager
CHICAGO — The faculty wife
must be many things to many
people — hostess at teas, the col-
or at football games or the graci-
ous element in the dining room,
but to the school's business of- 1
(ice she is frequently a problem,
according to one business man-
ager.
Writing in the current issue of
College and University Business,
M. S. Hathaway, business manager
of Taft School, Watertown, Conn.,
praises the various roles played
by faculty wives, but states that
the wives "regard the instituion
as the Great White Father with
unlimited funds available for
renovation and redecoration."
Commenting on the problems
created for him at a school where
the bulk of the student population
lives on campus, Mr. Hathaway
explains "The plumber is expected
daily to remove dolls, trinkets and
rubber balls from the various wa-
ter closets in faculty apartments."
Again, "when a host of ladybug
beetles invaded the community I
was called upon by faculty eaves
Youth Assembly Leadership Supply OutrunsThe 13th Annual Conference partment of humanities; and Free-T. W. Cole. Impressive com-munion services were held onTraining for Young People a n d
Wednesday evening at Ebenezer
Adults of the Texas Conference Methodiet church.
was held last week at Wiley col-
lege. Aside from the official staff
98 students religious education
workers attended the five-day ses-
sion which began on Monday, Aug-
ust 3.
Highlights of the conference
were the daily assemblies which
featured addresses by Dr. C. C.
ogaiaization in Omaha. Thomas, graduate of Madras um-
Mrs. Lambert is the president of versity, India, and now a mem-
ber of the department of religion
and philosophy at Wiley college:
Dr. Benedict Njoku, a native of
Nigeria, who is director of foreign
students and chairman of the de-
WASHINGTON, D. C. — Sena-
tor J. F. Kennedy, (Dem..
Mass.), chairman of the Afri-
can Affairs Subcommittee of
the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee, is pictured above
In his senate office with Ade
Thanni, senior Information of.
ficer for the Western Nigeria
government. Mr. Thanni I
visiting the United States un-
der an ICA program to study




COLD '92 ...a LIGHT TASTE
OF BARLEY AT ITS BEST
A lot of people take to the taste of '92 ... the taste that
comes from LIGHT BREWING of the HEART OF THE
GRAIN—the Part of the grain that's beet.
No husky overtones. Just a light taste of barley at its
best. Enjoy a bottle of Oertels '92 right off the ice.
Chances are you'll find this light, bright barley good-




Take home a pair of six packs and taste
America's tine beer...from Kentucky.
OLDEST, CONTINUOUSLY OP ..... 0 SPIPMENY III KOKUCKY • SINGS 1144





Dr. Odell R. Reuben, president
of Morris college, Sumter, S. C.,
will deliver the principal ad.
dress for 4R graduates at the
Albany State College Summer
Convocation, Wednesday, Aug.
19.
The Rev. Dr. Reuben is a na.
tive of Newberry, S. C. He re-
ceived the a. b. and b. d, de-
grees from Benedict college, and
the b. d. and s. t. m. degrees
from the Graduate School of
theology, Oberlin college. Allen
university awarded him t h e
II.d. in 1955.
President Reuben has held
office since 1945 and during his
administration, the Gymnasium,
Science Hall, Student (-enter,
Home Economics Building and
Stadium have been built.
OBEY
that impulse
Cell that special someone
Long Distance. It's so
ceisy. And etation-to-
station rates are low,
with extra bargains after




Ps Twice as fart
to Call by Numbsr
Conference instructors w e re :
Rev. M. G. Miller, Dr. C. H. Pey-
ton, Rev. W. B. Randolph, Rev.
F. D. Mayes, Rev. C. Shedell
Weaver, Rev. E. Taylor, Rev. R.
E. Hayes, Rev. L. Douglas Wash-
ington, Rev. C. D. Wells, Rev. W.
L. Brownlow, Rev. L. V. Winfield.
Rev. C. N. Bonner, and Mrs. W.
A. Tarrow.
Staff officials were: Rev. Wil-
lie B. Randolph, conference direc-
tor of youth work; Rev. Richard
H. Robinson, executive secretary
Christian Education Texas Confer-
ence; Mrs. Wither A. Hester,
Marshall district director of youth
work; Miss Thelma Moore, regis-
trar and youth director Navasoto
district; Miss Muriel Smith, rec-
reational leader; James Reeves,
director of music; Rev, C. L. Ad-
ams, dean of boys; and Mrs. W.
B. Hubert, dean of girls.
Conference theme was, "Youth
Witnessing For Christ."
Avoid Heat Injury
To avoid injury from the heat
the army way, heed these three
rules:
Accustom yourself gradually to
violent activity over a period of
weeks. Wear clothing loose, es-
pecially at the neck, wrists, and
ankles to allow circulation of air.
Drink large amounts of water,
more than is needed to quench
your thirst.
upp y 01100
to rid windows of thousands of
these insects at a time when
every other home in the com-
munity was similarly plagued."
GRASS CUTTING A FARCE
Also according to the author
". . . cutting grass sometimes
becomes an Olsen and Johnson
farce. The groundsmen cannot
cut the grass in the morning be-
cause classes or examinations
may be scheduled, and he can.
not cut the grass in the after-
noon because young faculty chil-
dren may be napping in near-
by homes." Mr. Hathaway hast-
ens to add that at his school the
grass is cut on scheduled.
The relationship between faculty
children and school facilities pre-
sent another problem. "Although
there may be nothing so thrilling
to young faculty offspring as a
rousing game of cowboys and In-
dians midst the school shrubbery,
this activity is likely to meet with
less than enthusiasm from the
jaundiced point of view of the
business officer!" states the Col-
lege and University Business
article.
The establishment of a well-
equipped playground and making
available the school's artificial
hockey rink at certain times for
faculty children improved this situ-
ation about 90 per cent, said Mr.
Hathaway.
"If your institution is in the in-
triguing business of provding food
for any purpose that involves the
faculty ale," the author contin-
ues, "You know full well the endak,
less corridors of delight throusili
which you can wander."
CAN'T UNDERSTAND
"Granted, it is difficult for fac-
ulty wives to understand why the
school or college cannot set up a
commissary kind of situation where
they could all buy food at the
school's quantity prices." How-
ever "any attempt to explain
carefully or logically what costs
are and why the school could not
do all the processing, record
keeping, and servicing without
charging extra will be a com-
plete waste of time," declares
Taft's business manager.
Mr. Hathaway adds that his
school does, wherever possible, en-
deavor to obtain discount prices
for faculty with local merchants
and stores, but leaves all business
dealings to be handled directly by
the merchant and the fauclty mem-
ber concerned.
In conclusion, the author state
e."if there are any faculty w
reading this, I hope they will ac-
cept my apologies, if they feel any
are necessary, for some of the
comments I have made. I believe
it is obvious that I speak with sym-
pathy and appreciation for the dif-
ficult and important role that
they are asked to play. After all,
I'm married to one myself."
Man must begin to control popu-Time 
lationth growth now or face e
prospect of a world in which it
will be necessary "to license, re-
strict and ration everything from
food to reproduction," Dr. Paul B.
Sears head of the Conservation
Department at Yale university
declared last week.
Dr. Sears, past president of the
American Association for the Ad-
vancement of Science, addressed
the concluding session of a con-
ference on Physiological Mehan-
isms Concerned with Conception,
held at the Hotel Thayer in West
Point, N. Y. The conference,
sponsored by the Planned Parent-
hood Federation of America and
the Population Council, brought
together more than 60 scientists
from 13 countries for five days of
intensive discussion and seminars
on key aspects of the human re-
productive system.
At the concluding session, Sir
Solly Zuckerman, distinguished
professor of anatomy at the Uni-
versity of Birminghams' Medical
School in England, summarized re-
ports of biologists, physicians, en-
docrinologists, bio-chemists and
other investigators attending the
conference.
Dr. Sears pointed out that world
population is increasing by more
than 100,000 persons a day and
that no form of plant or animal








NEW YORK — (UPI) — Time
Magazine reported Tuesday that a
nationwide survey by its corre-
spondents had uncovered a "black
supremacy" Negro religious cult
called "the Moslems" boasting
70,000 members in 29 cities.
Time said the cult is led by a
frail-looking self-styled "messeng-
er of Allah," known to his follow-
ers as Elijah Muhammad, b u t
born Elijah Poole, son of a Bap-
tist minister, in Sandersville, Ga.,
In 1897.
The magazine said the leader
preaches "virulent racism and
anti-Americanism" to Negroes
jammed into big-city slums. Last
week, Time said, 5,500 aligroes
packed New York's St. Nicholas
arena to hear the leader declare
that "every white man knows his
time is up."
The organization is causing
growing concern * Negro civic
leaders the NAACP, police depart-
ments and the FBI, Time report-
ed.
Elijah preaches black suprema-
cy and demands that Isis followers
bathe frequently and &Wain from
tobacco and alcohol, Time said.
He tells his women followers
to dress modestly, use no lipstick
and never remain in a room alone
with any man except their hus-
bands, the magazine said.
A Los Angeles police official we
quoted by Time as exprersing
concern over scattered minor out-
breaks of violence that have brok.
en out since the organization was
formed.
Time said the Moslem group
talks of 1970 as its "D-Day," and
predicts that the white nations
will wipe each other out with
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